
Program of Studies Introduction 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Hunterdon Central’s Program of Studies is a valuable reference manual for student, parents and school personnel 

actively involved in curriculum planning at Hunterdon Central; it is a complete guide to course offerings at the high 

school. 

 

Each department has described its specific course offerings, highlighting the chief components of each course. 

Please understand that final decisions regarding the actual offering of any particular course will be dependent upon 

enrollment and budget constraints. Therefore, not all classes listed in this Program of Studies are guaranteed to run 

every school year. 

 

Planning an individual student's high school program of studies demands a cooperative effort between home and 

school. The program of studies that a student pursues in high school should reflect his or her aspirations, 

achievements and aptitudes. The courses at Hunterdon Central provide students with many opportunities to meet 

educational needs. Beyond State, District, college and career requirements, students are encouraged to select courses 

that will be academically stimulating and personally enriching. In selecting particular courses, the following criteria 

should be considered: 

 

Does the course:  

 Meet the high school graduation requirements? 

 Provide an outlet for interests in specific subject areas? 

 Fulfill college entrance requirements? 

 Reflect the proficiency level for which the student is best suited? 

 Provide a background for post high school plans leading to career options? 

 

Please note the following when planning an academic schedule: 

 During scheduling, make sound initial choices. Initial low enrollment totals may lead to the cancellation of a 

course, thus decreasing the options for change once the master schedule is complete. 

 Choose courses not teachers. Students and parents should not make the mistake of choosing or refusing a course 

based on perception of a particular instructor. Each choice should be based on the merits of the course content 

and its value to students’ specific needs. Please understand that requests for schedule adjustments based on the 

issue of personnel will not be honored. 

 Discuss specific subject area choices with teachers and/or department supervisors who can share valuable insight 

into the nature of specific courses. 

 When planning course level placement, consider taking the most challenging course load that can be handled 

without creating an undue burden. It may be better for students to experience success in an appropriate 

placement than to experience extreme difficulty in an inappropriate placement. 

 

Scheduling Requirements: Most Hunterdon Central students take a full 40 credit schedule. Every  

Hunterdon Central student should be scheduled for a minimum of 30 credits per year 

 

ASPEN STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Hunterdon Central offers a web-based Student Information System called Aspen that makes student information 

accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Students and parents use the system for online class scheduling, to view 

transcripts, current schedules, grades in progress and final grades, and the status of graduation requirements.  Access 

to Aspen is private and password protected; a unique, confidential login name and password have been assigned to 

each student. Parents/guardians may also create an account on Aspen's Family Portal.  Information is 

available here, or from the Homepage click “Quicklinks,” then “Aspen.” 

 
HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM OF STUDIES: 

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/parents/aspen-student-portal/index.aspx


The Program of Studies Guide contains information that will enable students and parents to make wise course 

selections and to plan an academic schedule for the four years of high school. This guide includes the following 

information: 

 

Scheduling Information – Procedures: This includes Hunterdon Central's rules, regulations and policies 

concerning graduation requirements, course levels, grade point average, the attainment of credits, course 

withdrawals, athletic eligibility, etc. It is recommended that all students and parents/guardians review this 

information before planning a schedule. 

 

Course Descriptions/Subject Specific Departments: This includes information on courses available in each 

department. Course information is presented in two forms: 

 

• A complete list of courses for each department, with detailed descriptions: Please note that it is particularly 

important to review the prerequisite/co-requisite requirements that are listed below the name of a course. 

Prerequisite requirements are prior courses which must be taken before a particular course may be scheduled. Co-

requisite courses may be taken simultaneously. Please make sure that a student has met all prerequisites/co-

requisites for any desired course before scheduling the course.  

 

• A flow chart for each department, showing possible course sequencing: Please note that it is effective to use the 

flow charts to determine several typical course sequences within a department. Courses in each flow chart have been 

arranged according to level of academic rigor (where applicable), because rigor of academic schedule is one 

criterion used by college admissions officers to evaluate students. However, it is important to note that sequencing 

does not necessarily have to proceed along the pathways indicated on the charts; students may move between 

“levels” as long as prerequisite courses are taken. It is suggested that when a student expresses an interest in a 

particular course, the flow chart be used to ascertain which course typically comes prior to and after the desired 

course. This will help ensure that prerequisite course requirements are met. 

  

Additional Academic Programs: This includes information and course descriptions on Hunterdon Central's Special 

Services program, Student Assistance Program, information on specific courses that can be taken for college credit 

and information on courses available through HC Polytech 
 
COUNSELING SERVICES 
Planning, scheduling and student progress is a collaborative effort between student, family, teachers and counselor. 

The programs that students pursue in high school should reflect aspirations, aptitudes, and achievements. Because 

students differ, programs must differ. Since post high school requirements for employment, college or vocational 

technical training are constantly changing, students must frequently reevaluate immediate and long-range goals. 

The courses at Hunterdon Central provide students with the opportunity to meet educational needs in accordance 

with individuality and aspirations. Beyond the State or local requirements, students are encouraged to select courses 

that best match these. The counseling staff is available to discuss a student’s program, as often as necessary. Parents 

are encouraged to call the school for conferences. 

Parents/guardians are expected to assist in the development of a curriculum plan. Students’ performance and 

progress should be monitored through the Aspen grade portal and contact with teachers. School counselors are 

resources for students and families, and are available for consultation on the development and monitoring of 

educational programs. Additionally, school counselors conduct individual and group programs to help students with 

the planning process. Students with severe difficulty in reading, mathematics and writing may receive supplemental 

instruction, upon the recommendation of the department supervisor and/or the evaluation and approval of Special 

Services. Parents or students may initiate this service by contacting the appropriate department supervisor, school 

counselor or child study team case manager 

Click to access Contact Information for Hunterdon Central Counselor Services.  

Click to access Contact Information for Special Services 

 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
In order for a student to graduate and receive a high school diploma from Hunterdon Central, each student must: 

 Take and pass required State-mandated testing.  

 Fulfill the requirements as described, utilizing one or both of the following TWO options:  

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/about-hc/contact/counseling/index.aspx
http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/academics/departments/special-services/staff/index.aspx


 

OPTION I: 
 

A student earns credits by successful completion of the required courses listed on the HCRHS Graduation 

Requirements Chart. Credits are awarded for student participation in a class period of instruction. This is called “in-

the-seat” class time. 

 
Click to view, download and print: HCRHS Graduation Requirements Chart 

 

OPTION II: 
 
In addition to Option I, students may pursue credits from the Graduation Requirements chart in a more independent 

manner, rather than “in the seat.” Option II offers alternative paths to credits that meet or exceed the New Jersey 

Core Curriculum Content Standards and are based on student interest or career goals. Students may elect to apply for 

HCRHS credit or advancement of a course level through distance learning, independent study, college coursework 

or coursework taken outside HCRHS. All learning opportunities as allowed by Option II must be pre-approved by 

the counselor, academic area supervisor, the Supervisor of Counseling, the Director of Curriculum, and the 

Principal, under N.J.A.C. 6A:8-5.1(a) 1.II.  For more information, please click to access the Option II Information 

Webpage.    

 

COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum HCRHS graduation requirements should not be confused with college admission requirements. The 

general rule of thumb for most four-year colleges is that applicants must have completed a minimum of 16 

"Academic Units" upon graduation. Normally, “Academic Units" are considered to be 5 credit courses in college 

preparatory Math, Science, English, Social Studies and World Language. HCRHS courses which count as academic 

units depend upon the discretion of each individual college admissions department. Good grades in quality courses 

will enhance admission chances. Admission to colleges and universities varies in levels of selectivity.  Students and 

parents should familiarize themselves with the various types of colleges and their degree of difficulty for admission. 

Students will work with their grade level counselors throughout their high school enrollment, to design an 

appropriate 4 year plan. This plan will be reviewed annually. 

 

PLANNING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK 
Students planning to enter the world of work immediately after graduation from high school may wish to 

concentrate on course sequences that provide some vocational preparation. In addition to the courses required for 

high school graduation, students are encouraged to consider elective course work in areas of interest. Students 

wishing specific skill preparation while in high school may choose to enroll in Polytech courses. Students should 

consult with counselors for more information, and to design a four year plan that supports this goal. Click to access 

the website for:  Hunterdon County Polytech. 
 
COURSE WORK TAKEN PRIOR TO HIGH SCHOOL 
High school level courses taken prior to grade 9 may be used to meet prerequisites or advancement in a particular 

subject area. However, because graduation credit requirements may only be met by courses taken in grades 9-12, 

high school level courses taken prior to grade 9 are not included in GPA or credits earned, nor are these listed on the 

high school transcript. Grade 9 begins upon graduation from grade 8. 

 

GRADE LEVEL PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS 
In order for students to be promoted to the next grade level, a minimum amount of credits must be completed during 

the school year (September through August). These minimums might not coincide with NCAA eligibility 

requirements - see the Athletics section for more information: 

o 9th to 10th grade: 27.5 Credits 

o 10th to 11th grade: 55.0 Credits 

o 11th to 12th grade: 82.5 Credit 

This is for graduation and eligibility tracking purposes only. It will not affect the student’s ability to participate in 

grade level determined social activities 

https://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/data/files/gallery/SchoolFileGallery/2016_2017Grad_req_chart.pdf
http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/Option-II-information/index.aspx
http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/Option-II-information/index.aspx
http://www.hcpolytech.org/


 
ATHLETICS 

ATHLETIC & CO-CURRICULAR ELIGIBILITY: 
The Board of Education recognizes that the primary responsibility of the school system is to educate all students to 

the maximum levels possible. Although the academic program has first priority, student activities are an important 

part of the total learning experience. The Board of Education, therefore, has an obligation to provide an opportunity 

for students to participate in a full range of activities, while ensuring that the student's academic progress is 

sufficient to support this participation. Any student who wishes to compete in interscholastic sports must meet the 

minimum credit requirements established by the New Jersey Interscholastic Athletic Association (NJSIAA) and the 

HCRHS Board of Education. Eligibility for activities will be determined on a semester-by-semester basis. All 

incoming freshmen are automatically eligible to participate in athletics. Currently enrolled students at HCRHS must 

have accumulated 30 credits at the end of the previous school year to be eligible for a fall or winter sport. For Spring 

eligibility, all students must be passing the equivalent of 15 credits at the end of the first semester. A mid-year report 

will be generated at the end of semester 1 to determine eligibility. Students can schedule a minimum of 30 credits; 

however, counselors encourage any student who wants to participate in athletics to schedule 40 credits. Students 

should check with counselors if they have any questions about eligibility 

 
PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGE ATHLETICS: 
College-bound athletes preparing to enroll in a Division I or Division II school are required to register at the 

beginning of their sophomore year with the NCAA Eligibility Center at: http://eligibilitycenter.org. Registering will 

ensure that students have met amateurism standards and are academically prepared for college coursework. The 

NCAA requires that athletes complete sixteen (16) core courses prior to graduation from high school. For Division I, 

ten (10) core courses must be completed before the seventh semester; seven (7) of the 10 must be in English, math 

or natural/physical science. These courses/grades are "locked in" at start of the seventh semester (cannot be repeated 

for grade-point average [GPA] improvement to meet initial-eligibility requirements for competition). Counselors can 

help determine whether or not initial eligibility standards apply. For more information on course, GPA, and testing 

requirements please refer to the NCAA Eligibility Center Quick Reference Guide.  Meeting minimum 

NCAA eligibility requirements will not guarantee admission into the college of choice. It is recommended that 

coaches and parents work with Counseling Services on strategies for college admission.  

 

FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION 
A family life education curriculum, which will be in compliance with New Jersey administrative code and 

developed under the supervision of the superintendent with the active participation of teachers, administrators, 

pupils, parents/ guardians, physicians, members of the clergy and representative members of the community, shall 

be available to all parents/guardians. Any pupil whose parent/guardian presents to the principal a signed statement 

that any part of the instruction in health, family life education or sex education is in conflict with their conscience, or 

moral or religious beliefs, shall be excused from that portion of the course where such instruction is being given, and 

no penalties as to credit or graduation shall result there from. The Board of Education alone, upon recommendation 

of the superintendent, shall determine the content, sequence and materials of family life education 

 

ACADEMIC INFORMATION & PROCEDURES 

COURSE LEVELS 
Initial course level placement is based on teacher recommendation, department supervisor recommendation and/or 

performance in prerequisite courses or placement exams. We encourage students to challenge themselves and 

recognize that “academic rigor” is one of the key determinants to learning. Students are also encouraged to evaluate 

the demands of their entire schedule when considering courses. Students should contemplate the risk involved when 

choosing courses that build upon previous courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to 

achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. In addition, please understand that once a student has selected this 

course, his/her ability to make a subsequent level change is dependent upon seat availability. Please refer to the 

Course Changes section for level changes, course drop and/or withdrawal deadlines 

 

GRADE POINT AVERAGES (GPA) 
There are two levels of courses utilized for the purpose of calculating weighted grade point average: 

http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/eligibility_center/Quick_Reference_Sheet.pdf


1. Weighted courses are any course with an AP (Advanced Placement courses) or HNS (Honors courses) label. 

HCRHS has a grading scale that uses an increased grade point weight for Honors and Advanced Placement 

courses. For HNS courses, grade point equivalents increase 0.5. For AP courses, grade point equivalents 

increase 1.0.  . For example: Standard "B" = 3.0, HNS "B" = 3.5, AP "B" = 4.0. Students must take the 

accompanying AP Exam to earn AP weight, or only Honors weight will be earned (gained). 

2. Unweighted courses are any courses not designated AP or HNS. 

Both weighted and unweighted grade point averages (WGPA and GPA) are calculated. Only the final grade 

achieved in each course is used to compute GPA and WGPA. Grades of P/F (Pass/Fail), W, WP or WF 

(Withdrawal) are not included in the GPA calculation. Cumulative GPA and WGPA for final course grades are 

tabulated and posted on student report cards and the permanent record card at the conclusion of each semester. 

 

GRADING SCALE 
Please click to view, download and print: 

HCRHS Grading Scale 

 

COURSE LEVEL CHANGES 
A change in course level may occur when a course does not match the student’s academic skills level.  All level 

changes MUST be made in consultation with the counselor, teacher, department supervisor and parent(s).  A signed 

form will be required. 

Course level change deadline: If the deadline falls on a weekend, school holiday or snow day the deadline will be 

moved to the next scheduled school day 

 

The Deadline for Academic level change in a 7.5 or 10 credit course is October 1st. 
  

The Deadline for Academic level change in a 5 credit course is November 1st. 
There must be an open seat in the course level the student is changing into in order for the change to be made. 

Maintaining acceptable class size will be a priority. Limit one level change per subject, per year. The student is 

responsible for missed work, and grades will follow the student when they make a level change. 

 

COURSE CHANGES – DROP A COURSE 
A course drop may occur when a student no longer wishes to continue in a scheduled course. No record of a course 

drop shall appear on the student’s permanent transcript as long as the course is dropped by the deadlines outlined 

below. 

Course drop deadline: If the deadline falls on a weekend, school holiday or snow day the deadline will be moved to 

the next scheduled school day. 

 2.5 Credit Courses: Semester 1 - September 15; Semester 2 - February 15 

 5.0 Credit Courses: November 1 

 7.5 Credit Courses: October 1 

 10 Credit Courses:  October 1 

 

All course drops MUST be made in consultation with the counselor, teacher, parent(s), and department supervisor 

when appropriate. We are unable to accommodate requests for schedule changes related to teacher, period or 

convenience/preferential changes. If academically driven changes are necessary, a course drop form must be 

completed. 

If the course being dropped is a 2.5 credit course, a 2.5 credit course that is in progress cannot be added. Students 

dropping a 2.5 credit course will be scheduled for Study Hall for the remainder of the semester. 

If the course being dropped is a 5 credit course students will be scheduled for a study hall for the remainder of 

Semester 1. Students will be allowed to select a Semester 2, 2.5 credit course, that has an available seat in the open 

block created by the drop. 

If the course being dropped is a 7.5  or 10 credit course students will be scheduled for a study hall for the remainder 

of the semester and will be allowed to select a Semester 2, 2.5 credit course, that has an available seat in the open 

block created by the drop. 

Seniors requesting to drop a course will be required to contact the colleges to which they have applied to verify that 

dropping the course will not have an impact on admissions. 

 

https://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/data/files/gallery/SchoolFileGallery/POS_1516_Grading_Scale.pdf


COURSE WITHDRAWALS 
A course withdrawal occurs when a student drops a course, after the Course Changes – Drop a Course deadline. A 

student who elects to withdraw from a course after the course drop deadline will be removed from the class roster; 

however a record of WP or WF will be recorded and maintained on the student's permanent transcript. Students 

withdrawing from a course will be scheduled for study hall for the remainder of the school year. 

A signed course drop form will be required. This form must be signed by the student, parent(s), counselor, teacher, 

and department supervisor. The teacher will indicate the appropriate transcript record based on the student progress 

at the time of withdrawal from the course. 

Course Withdrawal Deadline: If the deadline falls on a weekend, school holiday or snow day the deadline will be 

moved to the next scheduled school day. 

 2.5 Credit Courses: Semester 1 - November 15;  Semester 2 - April 15 

 5.0 Credit Courses: Last day of Semester 1 

  7.5 and 10 Credit Courses: December 15 

 

A student may not withdraw from a course once half of the course sessions have occurred. If the course is not 

dropped by the above deadline the student must remain in the course until its conclusion. Requests for an exception 

to this policy will be viewed and determined on an individual basis. Proof of extenuating circumstances must be 

provided for requests to be considered. 

Seniors requesting to withdraw from a course will be required to contact the colleges to which they have applied to 

verify that withdrawing from the course will not have an impact on admissions. 

 

OPTION II 
Hunterdon Central Regional High School provides an opportunity for students in grades 9-12 to pursue coursework 

outside of the parameters of the normal HCRHS curriculum. All students planning pursuit of alternate credit must 

meet with their Counselor and the subject area Supervisor to discuss goals before submitting the completed 

application. Students can explore this option to meet a graduation requirement, advance an academic level, to pursue 

college course work and/or to explore opportunities not available at HCRHS.  More information on program 

guidelines, application process and deadlines can be found on the Option II Webpage.  

 

Students who have taken course work outside of HCRHS and have obtained credit to be listed on the HCRHS 

transcript, may not take the HCRHS equivalent course for credit.  Additionally, graduation credit requirements may 

only be met by courses taken in grades 9-12.  High school level courses taken prior to grade 9 are not included in 

GPA or credits earned, nor are these listed on the high school transcript. Grade 9 begins upon graduation from grade 

8. 

 

REMEDIATION COURSES: 
Any student attending Hunterdon Central Regional High School who received a final failing grade during the 

regular school year receives ZERO credits towards graduation for that course. Students who need the course, or 

want to earn the credits lost due to failing a course during the regular school year, may opt to: 

 Repeat the course during a future regular school year. 

 Enroll in an on-line or summer school program approved by HCRHS. 

Students who repeat the HCRHS course during a future regular school year will receive the grade earned in the 

repeated course. The appropriate credits will be awarded to those who successfully complete the course work, and 

the repeated course will be counted in GPAs. The original failing grade will be maintained on students' permanent 

records and will be calculated into GPAs. 

 
Students who enroll in an online or summer program must be enrolled for a minimum of 60 hours for a five-credit 

review course (a course originally failed).  A pass/fail grade will be recorded, resulting in no adjustment to students' 

GPAs. The appropriate credits will be awarded to those who successfully complete the course work. The original 

failing grade will be maintained on students' permanent records and will be calculated into GPAs. Students may 

receive high school credit only for those courses taken at accredited summer programs that meet NJ State 

Department. of Education guidelines and are approved by HCRHS. The same course, if passed, may be taken for 

credit only once. 
 

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/Option-II-information/index.aspx


TRANSFER STUDENT TRANSCRIPT CONVERSION 
Transfer students new to HCRHS and current students with proof of completion of approved coursework taken 

outside of HCRHS will have the courses, grades, and credits from said school infused into their HCRHS permanent 

record. This infusion will be accomplished by the HCRHS school counselor subject to the approval of the 

Supervisor of Counseling Services.  

If course work is from a transfer school, or from an approved and accredited outside institution, the information 

provided for input into student’s HCRHS course histories must be from the school’s official transcript. A notation as 

to where the previous course work was completed, and/or how the coursework was taken (e.g. Independent Study, 

Distance Learning), will become a part of official HCRHS transcripts. 

Counseling Services will award HCRHS credit for previous course work only when the previous school’s official 

transcript indicates achievement of said credit. Course grade and credit will be translated from the students’ previous 

system into the appropriate HCRHS grading system.  

Credit example: If the previous school awarded 1.00 credit for passing a “full year” course meeting every day for the 

entire year, we would convert 1.00 credit to 5.00 credits. Partial credit for “full year” courses will not be awarded 

unless the previous school awarded such credit and HCRHS could not provide continuation of program. 

 

Approved transfer course work will count toward GPA or WGPA.  HCRHS shall consider as weighted only those 

courses taken at other schools when the corresponding HCRHS course is weighted.  

High school level courses, taken prior to grade 9, may be used to meet prerequisites or advancement in a particular 

subject area. However, because graduation credit requirements may only be met by courses taken in grades 9-12, 

high school level courses taken prior to grade 9 are not included in GPA or credits earned, nor are they listed on the 

high school transcript. Grade 9 begins upon graduation from grade 8. 

RECORDING OF NON-TRADITIONAL COURSEWORK ON THE HCRHS PERMANENT 

RECORD (TRANSCRIPT):  
Option II, Remediation and Transfer courses will be reflected on the HCRHS student transcript as follows: 

1. Name of course. 

2. Institution, school, college, university and/or situation, where, and/or how, the coursework was taken. 

3. Month and year when course was completed. 

4. Grade issued by the institution (HCRHS equivalent); or grade issued by certified staff member under the 

guidelines established by Option II provisions. Credit issued by institution (at a maximum rate of 35 hours per 

credit); or credit awarded by certified staff member under the guidelines established by Option II provisions, or 

as certified by the principal under 6A:8-5.1(a) 1.ii. 

5. Approved transfer coursework assigned a grade will count towards WGPA or GPA. Outside course work will 

be Pass/Fail and will not count towards WGPA or GPA.  Option II, summer school or un-graded courses will 

be Pass/Fail and will not count towards WGPA or GPA. 

6. No grade will appear on the transcript until an official transcript, or documentation from a certified staff 

member, is received. If no documentation is received a “W” will be posted on the HCRHS permanent record 

(transcript) as of the date grades are submitted for the next marking period. 

Other grading designations may apply for Loss of Credit (LC) due to excessive absences, Incompletes (I) for 

temporary extensions on course completion or Withdrawals (W, WP, WF) as described in the Course Change 

section of the Program of Studies. 

 

CLASS RANK 
Hunterdon Central offers its students a rigorous, comprehensive curriculum in a challenging academic environment. 

The majority of our students respond by earning exceptional grades. We believe that the achievements and abilities 

of our students cannot be represented by a single statistic, but rather by a combination of courses selected, grades 

earned, and scores achieved on SAT, ACT, and AP tests. In accordance with NJSA 18A:71B-85.5, class rank 

information may be released as it pertains to mandatory requirements for scholarship eligibility. Class rank 

information will be released directly to the NJ Higher Education Student Assistance Authority, or other similar 

scholarship programs. This internal class rank shall be kept confidential and in accordance with HCRHS District 

policy will only be released to the requesting scholarship provider or service academy. 

 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM 
AP courses are available in English, Fine Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies and World Language. AP courses are 

college level courses offered in the high school for students interested in pursuing a thorough, comprehensive 



program of study and research. The curriculum for all AP courses is determined the College Board. AP courses are 

the most rigorous courses offered and allow students to challenge themselves academically and earn college credit 

with a successful exam score. Students who elect these courses are expected to take the accompanying Advanced 

Placement examination, given in May.  

Students who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for that course; otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 

There is a cost for each individual AP exam.  The College Board, State of New Jersey, and Hunterdon Central 

Regional High School all offer programs to offset costs. If you have questions about eligibility, please contact the 

Hunterdon Central Testing Coordinator. 

 

COLLEGE CREDIT FOR HIGH SCHOOL COURSES 

FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY/HCRHS MIDDLE COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Hunterdon Central offers three courses for college credit as part of the Fairleigh Dickinson University Middle 

College Program. This program provides opportunities for students in challenging courses at over 30 high schools in 

NJ, with the opportunity to simultaneously earn high school and college credit in selected programs of study. FDU 

provides resources and learning opportunities via campus activities and distance learning to complete the teaching of 

approved courses at NJ high schools participating in the program. The Middle College Program courses are taught 

by Hunterdon Central faculty who have been approved by FDU as co-adjutant college faculty, and the courses have 

been approved by the FDU college faculty for the purposes of granting undergraduate credit. 

Students who want to enroll in the HCRHS-FDU Middle College Program may choose from the following courses 

in the Social Studies Department: 

 Social Studies #139 -Honors Intro to Western Philosophy 

 Social Studies #147 Honors Advanced Sociology 

 Social Studies #149 – Advanced Placement Psychology 

To enroll in the HCRHS-FDU Middle College Program, students must pay a course registration fee and complete a 

course application. The payment and course application are processed by the social studies supervisor at HCRHS. 

Students enrolled in the Middle College Program are expected to meet all course requirements and school rules as 

set by the HCRHS Board of Education, and adhere to all rules and regulations governing the Middle College 

Program as stipulated by Fairleigh Dickinson University. Course withdrawals and refunds are governed by the FDU 

academic calendar for students enrolled in the Middle College Program. Students enrolled in the Middle College 

Program receive grade reports and transcripts from FDU, and have library privileges at all FDU campus libraries. 

Students enrolled in Advanced Placement courses within the Middle College Program are strongly encouraged to 

take the AP examinations. Colleges who grant transfer credit to FDU Middle College Program students have 

indicated that the AP examination is a standard expectation when decisions are made concerning placement in 

intermediate or advanced level undergraduate courses. The final decision concerning enrollment of HCRHS students 

in the Middle College program rests with the administration of Hunterdon Central Regional High School, who use 

the criteria of "acting in the student's best interest" when recommending students for participation in this program.  

 

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY PROJECT ACCELERATION 
Early Childhood Education students may elect to participate in the Seton Hall University Project Acceleration, and 

choose the following course: 

 Family & Consumer Science #874 – Early Childhood Education 

 

Students who maintain a minimum average of 80 can receive credits from Seton Hall University, in addition to the 

credit they receive from HCRHS.  HCRHS awards five credits towards graduation with a passing grade of 65 or 

better. There is a fee associated with participation in Project Acceleration. Information and deadlines will be 

provided to eligible students.  More Information, along with a registration form, can be obtained from Ms. Cieless 

(Family & Consumer Science) or the Counseling Services Office. 

  

RARITAN VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE/MERCER COUNTY COMMUNITY 

COLLEGE TECH PREP 
The Raritan Valley Community College/Mercer County Community College Tech Prep Program links high school 

courses to community college courses and leads to an associate degree. Tech Prep enables students to begin training 

for professional and technical fields while still in high school. Students can develop entry-level job skills and earn 

college credits in their high school program. Hunterdon Central Regional High School has developed the Tech Prep 

Initiative with both Raritan Valley Community College and Mercer County Community College. Students can earn 



college credit at the colleges listed above by enrolling in one or more of these courses and fulfilling the requirements 

of the college. Courses which offer the Tech Prep option are listed below: 

 Family & Consumer Science #863 - Child Development   
 Family & Consumer Science #874 - Early Childhood Education  

Students should talk to the course teacher or the department supervisor for more information on the details of this 

program.   

 

RARITAN VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE DUAL ENROLLMENT PROGRAM 
Students who sign up for the following courses, and meet the requirements outlined in the course description listed 

in the subject area description, are eligible to earn college credits from Raritan Valley Community College:  

 Science #470 - Anatomy & Physiology 

 English #085 - College English-CEP 

 Math #355 – Number Systems 

 

A course fee payable to RVCC is required for students taking the course for college credit. Students should read the 

description for the courses in the Program of Studies Academic sections and speak to the course teacher or the 

department supervisor for more information on the details of this program. 

 

COMMUNICATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS 
Students and parents can view daily course progress which is posted in the “Academics” tab of the HCRHS web-

based portal called Aspen.  

Students and parents can utilize their assigned login information to view student progress throughout the school 

year. Along with daily progress, mid-year and final course grades will be posted for viewing. Although grades 

should not be regarded as ends in themselves, they do reflect how well students are progressing during the year.  

Parents/guardians and students are urged to log into Aspen to view student progress weekly.  If parents/guardians 

have questions concerning the academic progress of the student or questions concerning the student’s overall 

adjustment to the school, they have several options: 

1.   Contact the classroom teacher. 

2.   Contact the appropriate counselor. 

3.   Contact the appropriate department supervisor. Only the final grade for each course appears on the student’s 

permanent transcript 

Click to access:  Contact information 

 

INCOMPLETE WORK 
1) A grade of Incomplete (I) will be given only when there is just cause, e.g., work missing due to extended 

absence or illness. Otherwise, students are expected to submit work on time. While it is permissible to accept 

work that is late, students with short term absences are expected to speak with their teacher to establish an 

appropriate time frame for completing missed work. 

2) Unless there are extenuating circumstances, students with extended absences are expected to resolve 

incompletes no later than 10 days from the end of the first semester and 10 days from the end of the school year. 

Unresolved “I’s” will be automatically turned into a grade of “F” after the 10 day period. If an extension is 

sought, a request must go through the subject supervisor. 

3) Students must be informed by the last day of the semester if they will receive an incomplete. At that time, 

students will be made aware of the ten-day requirement. Seniors: Please be aware incomplete grades can work 

to the student’s detriment when applying for college admissions. 

 

STUDENT ASSESSMENTS 
To receive an HCRHS Diploma, all HCRHS students must achieve a passing score on any required New Jersey 

State assessment(s) or other designated, substitute assessment(s) approved by the New Jersey Department of 

Education. Students who perform below statewide standards shall be provided with a comprehensive individualized 

assessment as specified in N.J.A.C. 6:8-3.4. On the basis of assessment students shall be provided with the services 

needed to remedy those identified deficiencies, which shall include but not be limited to the development and 

implementation of an individual student improvement plan.  

http://nj-hcrhs.myfollett.com/


In addition, the College Board national testing program includes the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National 

Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT) and the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT I and SAT II). Each is 

administered on annually scheduled Saturdays. Students taking the SAT I and SAT II can register here.   Students 

considering the ACT can register here.  PSAT/NMSQT fees and registration are processed by the high school. 

The Counseling Services Department has prepared a Frequently Asked Questions on College Testing Webpage that 

can provide answers to many questions on these tests. Please click to access the College Testing FAQ Webpage. 

The Counseling Services Department will not submit PSAT, SAT I or SAT II scores with the student transcript. Test 

scores must be sent to colleges directly from the College Board. Instructions can be found here. In addition to State 

and district standardized assessments, other evaluations are used to determine student proficiency in core curriculum 

content areas. These assessments may identify students who are not yet proficient in designated curricular areas. 

Also, the use of multiple indicators of a student’s performance validates the student’s need for additional assistance. 

 

STUDENT RECORDS 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords parents and students over 18 years of age 

("eligible students") certain rights with respect to the student's education records. These rights are:  

1. The right to inspect and review the student's education records within 45 days of the day the School receives a 

request for access. Parents or eligible students should submit to the Principal or counseling services secretary a 

written request that identifies the record(s) they wish to inspect. An HCRHS school official will make 

arrangements for access and notify the parent or eligible student of the time and place where the records may 

be inspected.  

2. The right to request the amendment of the student's education records that the parent or eligible student 

believes are inaccurate. Parents or eligible students may ask HCRHS to amend a record that they believe is 

inaccurate. They should write the Principal or Supervisor of Counseling Services, clearly identify the part of 

the record they want changed, and specify why it is inaccurate. If HCRHS decides not to amend the record as 

requested by the parent or eligible student, HCRHS will notify the parent or eligible student of the decision and 

advise them of their right to a hearing regarding the request for amendment. Additional information regarding 

the hearing procedures will be provided to the parent or eligible student when notified of the right to a hearing.  

3. The right to consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information contained in the student's education 

records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent.One exception, which permits 

disclosure without consent, is disclosure to school officials with legitimate educational interests. A school 

official is a person employed by the School as an administrator, supervisor, instructor, or support staff member 

(including health or medical staff and law enforcement unit personnel); a person serving on the School Board; 

a person or company with whom the School has contracted to perform a special task (such as an attorney, 

auditor, medical consultant, or therapist); or a parent or student serving on an official committee, such as a 

disciplinary or grievance committee, or assisting another school official in performing his or her tasks. A 

school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an education record in order 

to fulfill his or her professional responsibility. Upon request, HCRHS will disclose education records without 

consent to officials of another school district in which a student seeks or intends to enroll.  

4. The right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education concerning alleged failures by HCRHS to 

comply with the requirements of FERPA. The Office that administers FERPA requirements is the Family 

Policy Compliance Office, U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW Washington, DC, 

20202-5901. Upon graduation or permanent departure of pupil from the district, the parent or adult pupil is 

hereby notified that a copy of the entire record is available upon request. Once information is no longer 

necessary to provide educational services to the pupil, that information will be destroyed, unless a request is 

received by July 15th of the year of departure. A permanent transcript and attendance record will be kept in 

perpetuity 

 

STUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAM 
#A10/T10 STUDENT ASSISTANT or TECHNOLOGY INTERN - 1.25 CREDITS PER SEMESTER 

Grades: 9-12 

Students with an interest in learning the functions of a specific HCRHS department can apply to become a Student 

Assistant or Technology Intern. This is an alternate educational program which permits students to engage in 

volunteer work for academic credit. Grading is on a pass-fail basis. The program will help HCRHS students acquire 

employability and interpersonal workplace skills. Students approved to be a “Student Assistant” will be available to 

assist with any school related task that does not involve confidential records or information. They will perform a 

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/academics/program-of-studies/academic-procedures/www.collegeboard.org
http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/academics/program-of-studies/academic-procedures/www.ACTstudent.org
http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/college-testing/index.aspx
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/sat/scores.html


variety of general and specific office and support functions of a responsible nature centering on activities of their 

assigned department. Responsibilities are frequently public in nature and the Student Assistant will learn 

interpersonal skills, and be able to interact with staff, public, and external constituents in a prompt and professional 

manner. Interested students can apply to become a student assistant only in lieu of taking a study hall. Students can 

become departmental assistants only with the written permission of a counselor and the administrator in charge. 

 

PEER MENTOR – 2.5 CREDITS (Alternative Credit Pathway Application) 

Grades: 10-12 

 

The Peer Mentor course offers students the opportunity to serve as peer supports for students with disabilities by 

serving as mentors in unit lunch, activity clubs, extracurricular activities and, where possible, common academic or 

elective courses. Students will learn about various disabilities, adaptations, accommodations and modifications for 

both physical and intellectual disabilities as well as barrier free environments. The course goal is to enhance the 

participation of students with and without disabilities as friends and members of the school community, to diminish 

stereotypes and negative perceptions of disabilities and to encourage opportunities for students with disabilities to 

interact with non-disabled peers. The course is an Alternate Credit Pathway experience; students will be required to 

meet with instructors during unit lunch periods, once a week for 8 weeks at the start of the school year (Sept-Oct), 

and participate in online instruction. Click here for information on enrolling in an Alternate Credit Pathway course. 

This course may be repeated 
 

SUMMER INSTITUTE 
Hunterdon Central may continue to offer courses for credit during the summer.  More information, a list of courses 

and a schedule of fees will be available from Counseling Services and posted on the website, as soon as the 

information is available.  

Students will be able to demonstrate interest in registering for a summer course during online scheduling. Students 

should be aware of the pre-requisite courses that are required when selecting courses. 

Please click to view a list of 2016-2017 Summer Institute Courses. 
  

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/Option-II-information/index.aspx.
https://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/data/files/gallery/SchoolFileGallery/2016_Proposed_Summer_School_Courses.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 
These Broadcast Technology courses may be used to satisfy the 21

st
 Century Life and Careers or Career Technical 

Education graduation requirements.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are listed in the course 

descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a 

course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and 

enhance their college applications.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY 

SUPERVISOR:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 

 

Television/Video Production 2 - 856 

Radio Broadcasting I - 851 Radio Broadcasting 2 - 852 

Television/Video Production 1 - 855 



Broadcast Technologies Courses 

 

Supervisor:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 

 
These courses may be used to satisfy the 21st Century Life and Careers or Career Technical Education graduation 

requirements.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please 

read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  All students 

are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 
2017-2018 BROADCAST TECHNOLOGIES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
#855 – TELEVISION/VIDEO PRODUCTION 1- 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite:  None 
 
Television/Video Production 1 is a course that explores the fascinating world of digital video and television 

production. Students learn on professional equipment in a modern digital TV studio. They also gain experience with 

industry standard video editing software in an up-to-date editing suite. Students work in collaborative teams to 

produce video projects using small cameras, while learning the basics of studio and field production, lighting and 

sound. Special emphasis is placed on creativity and the writing process. Classes also produce a daily news program 

seen in the school and throughout the community via the school's educational access television channel. 
 
#856- TELEVISION/VIDEO PRODUCTION 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #855 Television 1 

 
Television/Video Production 2 builds on the skills learned in Television/Video Production 1. Students explore the 

techniques and styles of various video genres, while learning advanced production skills.  The class is project-based 

and collaborative, and emphasizes writing, creativity and the development of professional skills. Students also use 

advanced editing and special effects software to increase the quality of their productions.  The semester is capped by 

the creation of portfolios in online and DVD formats.  The semester is capped by the creation of portfolios (or 

“reels”) that highlight their work. 
 
#851- RADIO BROADCASTING 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 

Radio Broadcasting 1 is an introductory course intended to prepare the student interested in pursuing 

Communications as a major in college or as a career.  The course provides students with an opportunity to work in a 

real radio studio as well as examine the various departments and personnel that go into making a radio 

station function. The course is divided into technical and non-technical instruction. Technical Topics: sound, 

consoles, microphones, basic production and FM station operations. Non-Technical Topics: broadcast performance, 

news, programming and the history of broadcasting. Students will gain on-air experience through an optional weekly 

radio show. Students earn 1.25 credits for participation in a 10 week long optional radio show 
 
#852 - RADIO BROADCASTING 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #851 Radio Broadcasting 1 

 
Radio Broadcasting 2 builds on the skills learned in Radio 1. Some students may serve as student managers of 

various departments at WCVH, the student-run radio station. The course is divided into technical and non-technical 

instruction. Technical Topics: advanced production, advanced station operations. Non-technical Topics: promotions, 

sales, management, interviewing techniques, population demographics and audience research, and     copy-writing. 

mailto:jcole@hcrhs.org
mailto:jcole@hcrhs.org


Students may also gain additional on-air experience through an optional weekly radio show. Students earn 1.25 

credits for participation in a 10 week long optional radio show. 

  



 

 

These Business and Computer Education courses may be used to satisfy the 21
st
 Century Life and Careers or 

Career Technical Education graduation requirements.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are 

listed in the course descriptions.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their 

electronic portfolios and enhance their college applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Entry Level Intermediate Level Advanced Level 

Computer Applications – 604 Advanced Computer Applications – 607 Accounting 2 – 630 

Personal Finance – PF620* Advanced Web Page Design – ET40** Leadership & 

Introduction to HTML & Peer Leadership – 600      Philanthropy – 601 

     Web Page Design – ET35** Accounting – 621 

Digital Multimedia Design – 653 Entrepreneurship – 612 

Computer Programming – 651** Exploring Career & College Options – 611 

 Business/Personal Law and Ethics – 643 

    Criminal Law – 642 

 

 

*Meets Financial Literacy Graduation Requirement 

** Includes Coding 

BUSINESS AND COMPUTER EDUCATION 

SUPERVISOR:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 

Computer Applications - 604 Advanced Computer 

Applications - 607 

Computer Programming - 651 

Accounting 1 - 621 Accounting 2 - 630 

Criminal Law - 642 

 Intro to HTML & Web Page Design – ET35 

Business/Personal Law and Ethics - 643 

Explore Career & College Options - 611 

Entrepreneurship – 612 

Advanced Web Page Design – ET40 

Personal Finance – PF620 

Peer Leadership Training - 600 

Digital Multimedia Design - 653 

Leadership and Philanthropy - 601 

Tech Tools & Organization Skills/ 

               Freshman Study - 609 



Business & Computer Education Courses 
 

Supervisor:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 
 

These courses may be used to satisfy the 21st Century Life and Careers or Career Technical Education graduation 

requirements.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please 

read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  All students 

taking an Honors course are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 

 

NEW FOR 2017-2018 

New Business & Computer Education Course for the 2017-2018 School Year: 

#609 Tech Tools and Organizational Skills/Freshman Study – 1.25 CREDITS 

 

2017-2018 BUSINESS & COMPUTER EDUCATION COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

#PF620 – PERSONAL FINANCE – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Note: This course meets the Financial Literacy Graduation Requirement. 

 

This class responds to the need for 21st century citizens who are financially literate and who face increasing 

financial choices due to the global economy.  Personal Finance includes the application of knowledge, skills, and 

ethical values in consumer and financial decisions impacting self, family and the local and global community.  All 

students will develop skills and strategies that promote personal and financial responsibility related to income and 

financial planning, checking and savings, proper use of credit, investment options, and insurance 

 

#604 -COMPUTER APPLICATIONS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Computer Applications expands upon students existing knowledge of computers and software applications. Students 

will improve their understanding of and proficiency in word processing, spreadsheet, database, multimedia, desktop 

publishing and web-based applications.   Students will also explore productivity Apps for academic and personal 

use.  At the completion of this course, students will develop a portfolio of their work and will be prepared for 

academic work and personal use. 

 

#607 – ADVANCED COMPUTER APPLICATIONS - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: #604 Computer Applications 

 

Advanced Computer Applications is an opportunity for those students who have previously taken 

Computer Applications to gain a further understanding of advanced word processing, spreadsheets, databases, 

presentation software, desktop publishing, and internet safety applications 

 

#653 – DIGITAL MULTIMEDIA DESIGN – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course provides students the opportunity to create dynamic presentations that incorporate text, digital images, 

audio and video. Students learn to use a combination of hardware and software to plan, design, create and 

deliver multimedia presentations through graphics, print and video. Students demonstrate their mastery by creating 

multimedia presentations for content areas throughout the school and for their own visual expression of a specified 

topic 

 

mailto:jcole@hcrhs.k12.nj.us


#ET35 - INTRO TO HTML & WEB PAGE DESIGN - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course is designed as a basic introduction to HTML and creating web pages. The students read, write, and edit 

HTML coding. The students learn how to create, edit and manage their web pages. The course also explores 

the basics of WYSIWYG programs as well as basic picture editing. 

 

#ET40 - ADVANCED WEBPAGE DESIGN – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: #ET35 Introduction to HTML & Web Page Design 

 

This course is for all students who have taken the Introduction to HTML & Web Page Design course and desire to 

learn the advanced features of creating webpages. Students utilize advanced WYSIWYG programs to incorporate 

dynamic elements into their webpage, which include the application of CSS (Cascading Style Sheets).  Students will 

have the opportunity to explore their design aesthetic and learn how to create a web design that corresponds with a 

brand’s marketing plan. 

 

#609 TECH TOOLS AND ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS/FRESHMAN STUDY – 1.25 CREDITS 

Grades:  9 

Prerequisite:  None 

 

This course will help students develop an understanding of their personal learning styles and explore study skills and 

work habits that work with their learning style.  Students will also explore various technology tools that can be used 

to help organize tasks and manage their workload.  Personal organization skills are essential for success in high 

school, college and careers.  In addition to skills development, students will have the opportunity to complete 

assignments for current courses in a supervised environment. 

 

#651 - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course is designed for those students interested in an introduction to programming for computer related careers. 

The course will provide the student with programming skills using Visual Basic programming languages. Emphasis 

is on business applications. This course is intended for novice programmers who are detail oriented.  All programs 

are completed in class. 

 

Students who successfully complete this course and are interested in continuing their study of programming are 

encouraged to consider Computer Science 1 (364) and/or AP Computer Science (366) offered through the Math 

Department. 

 

#611- EXPLORE CAREER & COLLEGE OPTIONS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite:  None 

 

This course provides students with the opportunity to plan for their future. Students conduct personality, interest and 

value self-assessments. Students will investigate personal career choices and develop the necessary tools to obtain 

employment. Students will walk through the college planning process: conducting extensive college research that 

includes personal selection factors, the application process, and strategies to assist with the cost of continuing their 

education. Students maintain a personal portfolio utilizing 21st century skills. 

 

#612 – ENTREPRENEURSHIP - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 



The Entrepreneurship course focuses on the steps to take when creating a business, including recognizing a business 

opportunity and developing the opportunity into a small business. Through the development of a business idea, 

students work collaboratively to write a business plan and pitch the idea. They utilize many skills, including time 

and project management, collaboration, research and critical thinking.  The main functions of business, including 

production, management, marketing and finance, are applied throughout the course. Students will discuss 

entrepreneurial thinking as a way for businesses to generate profit, remain competitive and solve problems. 

 

#621- ACCOUNTING 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Accounting is a skill and application course that is of value to all students pursuing an education or career in 

business, marketing, and management. This course includes planned learning experiences that develop initial and 

basic skills used in systematically computing, classifying, recording, verifying, and maintaining numerical data 

involved in financial records and reports. Instruction includes information on keeping financial records, 

summarizing them for convenient interpretation, and analyzing them to provide assistance to management for 

decision-making. Accounting computer applications and an online workbook are integrated throughout the course. 

When combined with Accounting 2, this is the equivalent of one college semester of Accounting. 

 

#630 - ACCOUNTING 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #621 Accounting 1 

 

Accounting 2 is a continuation of Accounting 1 with emphasis on accounting as a profession.  More complex 

accounting principles will be introduced including corporation accounting, delinquent accounts, plant assets, 

accruals, financial statement analysis, cash accounting, budgeting and depreciation. A unit on personal income tax 

will also be completed. Computerized accounting applications and an online workbook will be used in the second 

semester.  When combined with Accounting 1, this course is the equivalent of one college semester of Accounting. 

This course is recommended for students pursuing an education or career in business, marketing, and management. 

 

#600 - PEER LEADERSHIP TRAINING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course focuses on communication, leadership skills, group dynamics and peer mediation/conflict resolution 

methods. Its purpose is to help students take responsibility for, and constructively solve, their own conflicts. Topics 

include: problem-solving techniques, self-esteem issues, stress management, 5 Exemplary Practices of Leadership, 

leadership styles, bullying and group dynamics.   

 

#601 - LEADERSHIP & PHILANTHROPY – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course provides students with an opportunity to study effective leadership skills to address problems within 

their own community. Students will examine their personal leadership style and communication skills using 

research-based models. Students will learn     problem-solving and problem-mapping strategies, as well as 

consensus building and action planning skills. Students will participate in a series of activities in partnership with 

the United Way of Hunterdon County that will serve a variety of community needs. Participants will be exposed 

to the concepts and principles of philanthropic work and the challenge of “sustained service”. Students will be 

required to perform 10 hours of service outside of the class and will work collaboratively, in an effort to reach out to 

the community, address and advocate for an issue that exists in Hunterdon County. 

 

#642 - CRIMINAL LAW - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 



 

Criminal Law provides students with practical information and problem solving opportunities concerning the law in 

everyday life. Topics covered include definition of laws, why society has laws, types of laws, how laws are made, 

finding an attorney, definition of crime vs. disorderly offenses, types of crimes and punishments, the Criminal 

Justice System from the role of the police, the courts and sentencing/corrections. Guest speakers enhance instruction 

by providing a realistic account of topics presented. The course culminates with students participating in a mock 

trial, to gain a greater understanding of how a case proceeds through the legal system. 

 

#643 BUSINESS/PERSONAL LAW & ETHICS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None.  This course is not available to students who successfully completed Civil Law #643 

 

Business and Personal Law is an introductory course that will acquaint students with a variety of legal issues. Topics 

will include contracts, employment, housing and product liability. Students will learn how to identify and analyze 

legal and ethical issues facing businesses and citizens. Existing statutes, case studies and current events will be 

utilized throughout the course. The course culminates with a mock trial. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 
These Design and Applied Technology courses may be used to satisfy 21

st
 Century Life and Careers or Career 

Technical Education graduation requirements listed.  Please note:  Prerequisite requirements for all courses are 

listed in the course descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken 

before selecting a course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their 

electronic portfolios and enhance their college applications. 
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DESIGN & APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 
SUPERVISOR:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 

Principles of Engineering - 804 

Alternative Design - 810 
 

Honors Engineering - 803 

Architecture - 832 
 

Materials and Processes - 805 

Introduction to Technology - 807 
 

Invention and Innovations - 808 
 

Technical Drawing - 813 
 

Robotics - 812 

Principles of Engineering - 804 
 

Materials & Processes - 805 
 

Honors Engineering - 803 
 

Robotics - 812 
 

Inventions & Innovation - 808 
 

Alternative Design - 810 
 

Architecture - 832 
 

Technical Drawing - 813 
 

Introduction to Technology - 807 
 



 

Design & Applied Technology Courses 

 

Supervisor:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 
 

These courses may be used to satisfy the 21st Century Life and Careers or Career Technical Education graduation 

requirements.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please 

read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.   All students 

are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 
2016-2017 DESIGN & APPLIED TECHNOLOGY COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
#803 – HONORS ENGINEERING - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #804 Principles of Engineering or #832 Architecture or #810 Alternative Design AND #311 Honors 

Algebra 2 or #332 Algebra 2 or #3337 Algebra 2; AND #321 Honors Geometry or  
#322 Geometry or #3237 Geometry 
 
Honors Engineering is an advanced level, project-based STEM course for students who are considering engineering 

or technical careers. Students must have prior experience with Geometry and Computer Aided Design before taking 

this course. Students use digital technologies to reverse engineer, analyze and prototype a steam generator.  They 

design and build autonomous machines, electronic circuits, and program microprocessors. Throughout the course, 

students will document their projects in a digital notebook. The course culminates with students applying these skills 

to a final project of their own design.  
 
#804 - PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #3237 Geometry, #322 Geometry or #321 Honors Geometry 
This course is not available to students who previously completed #803 - Honors Engineering. 
 
Principles of Engineering requires students to apply geometric principles to real-world problems. This course is 

ideal for students who are considering STEM-related careers and are looking for a hands-on experience solving 

engineering problems. Students develop their designs using sketching, Computer Aided Design and 3D prototyping. 

Students use CAD to design, build and animate a mechanical system. They will also design a mechanical hand and 

prototype it using tools and materials. They assemble and program a robot to autonomously solve a maze. They 

design and build an electric car to perform a specified task. Throughout the course, students will document their 

projects in a digital notebook.  It is recommended that students have an understanding of problem-solving and the 

engineering design process. 
 
#832 ARCHITECTURE – 5 CREDITS 

Grades:  10-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Architecture is a project based STEM course for students who are considering careers in architecture, civil 

engineering, planning, and construction. Students will draw, design and build architectural structures. Students will 

use AutoCAD to draw a block plan of their own neighborhood. They will design and draw floor plans. They will 

design, build, and test a tall structure and a model a small sustainable house. Students will use an advanced 

professional CAD system to model a final house design and produce plans and images of their virtual model.  It is 

recommended that students have an understanding of problem-solving and the engineering design process. 
 
#810 ALTERNATIVE DESIGN – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 

mailto:jcole@hcrhs.k12.nj.us
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This course is not open to students who previously completed Introduction to Engineering Design. Students focus on 

the environmental side of engineering and design.  Areas of study include sustainability of resources, ergonomic 

design, solar power and Wind Technology and potential solutions to environmental problems. A hydroponic system 

will be designed and maintained, while engineering data is collected. Students will learn how to design packaging 

with a minimalist approach using AutoCAD. Students will also learn AutoDESK Inventor and enter the world of 

three-dimensional design. Students will work independently and collaboratively to research, sketch and engineer 

solutions to authentic problems. It is recommended that students have an understanding of problem-solving and the 

engineering design process.  
 
#805 - MATERIALS & PROCESSES - 2.5 CREDITS 
Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None  
 
Materials & Processes is an introductory level course for students who like working with their hands and/or are 

considering a technical or engineering career. This course provides students with the opportunity to utilize and 

become familiar with hand tools and power tools. Students will learn through hands-on experiences, working with a 

variety of materials and fasteners while practicing safe working habits. Students will use the design process to 

independently and collaboratively research, design and build unique solutions to design challenges. An emphasis is 

placed on the documentation of the work completed throughout the course. 
 
#807- INTRODUCTION TO TECHNOLOGY - 2.5 CREDITS  
Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Introduction to Technology serves as a foundation to future courses in the Design & Applied Technology 

Department.  The course is designed to introduce students to technology education through hands-on problem-

solving design challenges. Emphasis is placed on Structures, Simple Machines and how they impact technological 

systems. Each student is challenged to develop a solution based on research and data collected, using common 

materials. Materials are tested for strength and endurance before being used in the design challenge. Students work 

independently and collaboratively to solve everyday problems using a variety of common materials. 
 
#812 – ROBOTICS – 5 CREDITS 
Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None  
 
This course is designed to challenge students in the operations of the VEX Robot platform as it teaches science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM).  Students will learn how to use feedback from sensors, applied 

mathematics and measurement to program their robot to navigate in its environment.  Students will have the 

opportunity to complete multiple challenges involving guided research, problem-solving, collaboration, and 

design documentation by means of an Engineer’s Notebook. Students interested in participating on the Robotics 

Team are encouraged to consider this course. 
 
#808 - INVENTION & INNOVATIONS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite:  None 
 
Invention & Innovations incorporates what students know about the design process with the techniques used by 

inventors and industrial designers to innovate the products of the future. Students explore the history of invention, 

the social impacts and economic trade-offs of technological advancement, branding and packaging.  By the end of 

the course, students will be able to identify a problem, research and brainstorm, draw orthographic projections and 

prototype a physical model to develop a solution to an authentic, real-world problem. It is recommended that 

students have an understanding of problem-solving and the engineering design process. 
 
#813 - TECHNICAL DRAWING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 



Prerequisite: None.   This course is not open to students who previously completed Mechanical Drawing or 

Computer Design. 
 
Technical Drawing serves as a foundation for other courses within the Applied and Design Technology Department.  

This course introduces students to technical drawing using traditional drafting equipment and then progresses to 

three dimensional design. The course will introduce students to sketching, orthographic projection, and isometrics.  

Students will then develop their skills using AutoDesk Inventor to create basic three dimensional models and 

renderings. 

  



 

 

 
This chart illustrates possible course sequencing in the English Department.  Courses have been grouped according 

to level of academic rigor.  The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and the grades received are key aspects 

considered by college admissions officers.   Core Program courses satisfy graduation requirements, but may not 

satisfy certain admissions requirements for some colleges.  Please note:  sequencing need not be constant; students 

may move between “levels” as long as prerequisite courses are taken.  Prerequisite requirements and 

recommendations for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all 

prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer 

learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and enhance their college applications. 
 

  
Freshman Year           Sophomore Year               Junior Year                                         Senior Year 
 

 

 

Honors & Advanced Placement Sequence 
 
Freshman Year         Sophomore Year                Junior Year            Senior Year 
       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Credit Literature Course                                                  2.5 Credit Literature Courses  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR: Brendan McIsaac, 908-284-7145 – Bmcisaac@hcrhs.org 
 

College and Career Preparation Sequence 
 

 
English 1 (012, 013) 

1-2 Literature Courses 
OR 

1Lit. Course & 1 Elective (see below) 
English 3 (032, 033) English 2 (022, 023) 

 

Honors English 1 

(011) 
Honors English 2 

(021) 

AP Eng Language & Composition 

(086) 

AP English Literature & Composition (084) 

Honors American Literature (042) 

Honors Imaginative Process (060) Honors Humanities (034) 

*2.5 credits Honors College English/ 
RVCC credit (085) 

Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed 

in the course descriptions 

 

Critical Issues in Literature (038) Contemporary Literature (041) 

American Literature (049)  

Media & Literature (050) 
 

Literature and Sports (052) 

The Short Story (051) 

Sci-Fi & Fantasy Literature (053) 

 

*Honors College English RVCC credit (085) 
Students must also take additional 2.5 credits  

in literature 

Journalism (071) Creative Writing (061) 

Public Speaking (079) 

SAT Preparation (035) 
2.5 General Elective Credit 

Poetry (047) 

Language Arts Portfolio (092) 

English Language Arts Proficiency Classes 

NOTE: These classes are required for 

students who have scored 

partially proficient on the PARCC. 
 

Electives 

2.5 Credit Writing Course 
 



English Courses 

 

Supervisor: Brendan McIsaac, 908-284-7145, bmcisaac@hcrhs.org 

 
Courses have been grouped according to level of academic rigor.  The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and 

the grades received are key aspects considered by college admissions officers.   Core Program courses satisfy 

graduation requirements, but may not satisfy certain admissions requirements for some colleges.  Please 

note:  sequencing need not be constant; students may move between “levels” as long as prerequisite courses are 

taken.  Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please 

read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  All students 

are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 
2017-2018 ENGLISH COURSE DESCRIPTIONS: 
 
FRESHMAN REQUIREMENTS: 

 

Freshmen are required to choose either #011 Honors English 1, #012 English 1, or #013 English 1 Academic 

Assistance. 
 
#012 - ENGLISH 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 

English 1 utilizes a reading and writing workshop model to explore unit and course level essential questions around 

the experiences, goals and destinies of individuals. Each unit of study requires students to explore and synthesize 

ideas and texts using a combination of core anchor texts (novels such as Of Mice and Men, plays such as Romeo and 

Juliet, poems, essays) and independent reading. Students learn how to read closely, analyze content, and 

cite evidence. They learn to engage in discussions and Socratic seminars as well as make presentations of research, 

interpretations, and arguments. Writing instruction emphasizes the 6 traits of writing, the writing process, inquiry 

and research skills, and source evaluation and results in a portfolio that includes argumentative, explanatory, 

narrative, and technology writing such as podcasts, wikis, blogs and video essays.  Academic vocabulary and 

grammar study are embedded throughout the reading and writing process. 
 
#013 – ENGLISH-1 Academic Assistance – 5 CREDITS 
Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 
This course follows the framework of English 012 but emphasizes remediation and reinforcement of   skills 

necessary to pass the PARCC Assessment. Students are placed in this section based upon their performance on the 

PARCC, or by teacher recommendation. This course includes the literary works, the writing focus, and the 

collaboration and discussion techniques described in #012 English 1.  Students study effective writing models, 

practice reading strategies and learn to peer and self-assess as they move through course units of study.  
 
#011 - HONORS ENGLISH 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: Placement Test  
 

Recommendation: It is recommended that students demonstrate advanced proficiency in Language Arts and 

advanced proficiency on the district-scored placement test. Our data indicate that students moving from college 

preparatory level courses to honors level courses may see a drop in grade average due to the rigor, pace, and 

expectations of honors classes. 

 

Honors English 1 is a more rigorous version of English 012 (described above) designed to challenge the highly-

motivated student with advanced skills in critical reading and composition. Students are required to synthesize 
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multiple texts that are longer or more complex and produce compositions with greater development 

and sophistication. This course provides an intensive study of literary forms, including rhetorical devices, methods 

of critical analysis, and various modes of composition. Vocabulary development and grammar study are important 

elements of the course, as is the acquisition of effective collaboration, discussion, and presentation skills. Students 

read challenging classic and modern texts from a variety of genres, including poetry, the novel, the short story, non-

fiction, and drama. Students create a writing portfolio that demonstrates strong proficiency with a variety of writing 

modes and the six traits of writing. Web literacy, inquiry, and research skills are embedded into the units of study. 

This course is designed to prepare students for AP level work.  

  
SOPHOMORE REQUIREMENTS: 
 

Sophomores are required to choose either #021 Honors English 2, #022 English 2, or #023 English 2 Academic 

Assistance. 
 
#022 -  ENGLISH 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 10 

Prerequisite: #011 Hon. English 1 or #012 English 1 or #013 English 1 Academic Assistance 
 

English 2 enriches the language arts, inquiry, and synthesis skills developed in English 1. Units of study explore 

both the interior struggles of the individual as well as the relationship between individuals and the society they 

inhabit. Literature and language study continue to emphasize  vocabulary acquisition, an understanding of grammar 

as an element of style, analytical and critical thinking, discussion, presentation, and collaboration skills, and the 

explication and synthesis of authors' ideas in student writing. Students continue to develop an e-portfolio across 

genres and informed by the six traits of writing. The course explores both classic and contemporary literature such 

as Macbeth, To Kill a Mockingbird, The Crucible and The Catcher in the Rye,  

with students reading individually selected and whole class works. Each unit of study seeks to have students 

synthesize non-fiction, poetry, and independent reading/research in the pursuit of essential questions. Students’ 

continued mastery of PARCC assessment and SAT skills is also a goal of the program. 
 
#023 – ENGLISH-2 – Academic Assistance – 5 CREDITS 
Grade: 10 

Prerequisite: #012 English 1 or #013 English 1 Academic Assistance or #S019 – English 1 
 
This is a comprehensive course which addresses the essential elements of English #022 while     emphasizing 

remediation and reinforcement of skills necessary to pass the PARCC Assessment. Students are recommended for 

this section based upon their performance on the PARCC, and/or their performance in freshman English. This 

course includes the same analysis of works of fiction and non-fiction, the development of writing skills across 

genres, the acquisition and application of academic vocabulary as well as the explication of authors’ ideas expressed 

in student writing as encountered in #022 English. 
 
#021 - HONORS ENGLISH 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 10 

Prerequisite: #011 Honors English 1 or #012 English 1 
Recommendation: Our data indicate that students moving from college preparatory level courses to honors level 

courses may see a drop in grade average due to the rigor, pace and expectations of honors classes. Honors English 2 

extends the high academic rigor of the English 1 Honors curriculum. 
 
This course continues the intensive study of literature, non-fiction, and composition that will prepare students for 

success in AP Language & Composition and on the SAT.  Units of study explore both the interior struggles of the 

individual as well as the relationship between individuals and the society they inhabit. Students will develop mastery 

of literary forms, rhetorical devices, methods of critical analysis, vocabulary skills, and further develop their writing 

and e-portfolio.  Collaboration skills and debate/presentation skills are also vital components of the curriculum. 

Students will continue to expand their knowledge of challenging classic and modern texts from a variety of 

genres, including poetry, the novel, the short story, non-fiction, and drama.   Students will demonstrate significantly 



increased proficiency with a variety of writing modes, web literacy, and the research/inquiry process. This course is 

designed to prepare students for AP level work.   

 

JUNIOR REQUIREMENTS: 
 
Juniors are required to choose either #086 Advanced Placement English Language and  
 
Composition, #034 Honors Humanities, #032 English 3 or #033 English 3 Academic Assistance. 
#032 - ENGLISH 3 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: #021 Hon. English 2 or #022 English 2 or #023 English 2 Academic Assistance 

 

English 3 combines expository writing with a fiction and non-fiction reading that emphasizes global perspectives 

and issues.  Students will read as a class, in literature circles, and independently from literature, memoirs, book 

length argument texts and texts that synthesize topics and ideas such as Blink and Freakonomics, representing 

diverse cultures as they research topics such as globalization, technology, health, poverty, warfare, human rights and 

inequality. Students will take an inquiry and problem solving approach to these issues and assemble a writing 

portfolio geared toward authentic audiences and consisting of argument, informational research and narrative 

writing. Writing instruction will continue to be informed by the six traits of writing and the study of mentor 

texts.  Students will continue to refine their collaboration, discussion, and presentation skills while making 

interdisciplinary connections. 
 
#086 - AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION – 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite:  #021 Honors English 2, or #022 English 2 
Recommendation: Our data indicate that students moving from college preparatory level courses to honors level or 

AP courses, may see a drop in grade average due to the rigor, pace and expectations of those classes.  
 
This college-level course engages students in becoming skilled readers of complex texts written in a variety of 

periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts. As they read, students develop an advanced awareness of the 

interactions among a writer’s purpose, audience, and subjects as well as the way conventions and the resources of 

language contribute to effectiveness in writing. In writing, students will move beyond formulaic approaches such as 

the five paragraph essay to place emphasis on content, purpose, and audience to guide organization. Students 

become cognizant of their own composing processes: the way they explore ideas, reconsider strategies, revise their 

work, and write in informal as well as formal contexts to gain authority and learn to take compositional risks. 

The concentration on language use in this course enhances students’ ability to use grammatical conventions with 

sophistication and to develop stylistic maturity in their prose.  Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to 

take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP 

weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.    
 
#034 - HONORS HUMANITIES - 10 CREDITS 

 Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: #021 Honors English 2 or #022 English 2, and #160 Advanced Placement U.S. History or #122 

History 2.  
Recommendation: Our data indicate that students moving from college preparatory level courses to honors level 

courses may see a drop in grade average due to the rigor, pace and expectations of honors classes. 
 
Honors Humanities 3 is a year-long course that meets both English and Social Studies requirements. Students who 

opt to take this course work toward meeting the curriculum proficiencies and requirements for English 3 and Global 

Studies by engaging in a curriculum that integrates the subjects using a humanities approach. This course 

is designed to facilitate students’ understanding of diverse world cultures, human rights, and global security through 

the study of works of literature,  non-fiction, newspapers, periodicals, electronic media, film, music and art. Using a 

multi-text approach, students critically examine a variety of perspectives that are used to inform ideas, beliefs and 

values. Based on their reading, discussion, research and analysis, students will generate writings that emphasize an 

array of rhetorical modes and will participate in project based learning or service learning projects. Additionally, 



upper level honors courses begin to expose students to AP level rigor and material. Students will receive 5 Social 

Studies credits and 5 English   credits.  

  
#033 – ENGLISH 3 – Academic Assistance – 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: Teacher/counselor recommendation: English 2 #023, #022, #S029 or #004 ESL 
 
This course is designed to provide more support and a slower pace for students in need of academic assistance in 

language arts/literacy or emerging from a Special Services or English Language Learner program. While the course 

duplicates the scope of assignments found in English 3, teachers are able to adjust pacing and assignments to better 

meet the needs of struggling readers and writers. PARCC preparation is also embedded into the course.  
 
SENIOR REQUIREMENTS: 
Seniors are required to have a total of 20 English credits to graduate. Seniors must take at least 2.5 credits in a 

literature course.  Students may meet this requirement by selecting a 5 credit literature course OR two 2.5 credit 

literature courses OR a 2.5 credit literature course and a 2.5 credit English elective.  

 

SENIOR LITERATURE COURSES: 
#084 AP English Literature and Composition (5 credits) 

#042 Honors American Literature (5 credits) 

#060 Honors Imaginative Process (5 credits) 

#038 Critical Issues in Literature (5 credits) 

#049 American Literature (2.5 credits) 

#041 Contemporary Literature (2.5 credits) 

#050 Media & Literature (2.5 credits) 

#051 The Short Story (2.5 credits) 

#052 Literature and Sports (2.5 credits) 

#053 Sci-Fi & Fantasy Literature (2.5 credits)  
 
#084 - AP ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION - 5 CREDITS  
Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 

Recommendation: Our data indicate that students moving from college preparatory level courses to honors level 

courses, or honors courses to AP courses, may see a drop in grade average due to the rigor, pace and expectations of 

AP classes. 
 
This seminar-based course offers students an intensive study of representative works from various genres and 

periods, concentrating on works of recognized literary merit. Students study how a     work’s structure, as well as the 

author’s style, use of figurative language, imagery, symbolism, and tone contribute to the overall thematic meaning. 

In addition to considering a work’s literary artistry, students analyze the social and historical values it reflects and 

embodies. Students also gain an awareness of literary tradition and the complex ways in which imaginative literature 

builds upon the ideas, works, and authors of earlier times. Writing is an integral part of the course and through 

expository, analytical, and argumentative essays as well as creative writing opportunities, students will increase their 

ability to explain cogently, even elegantly, what they understand about literary works and why they interpret them as 

they do. Students are expected to manage rigorous reading responsibilities.   Students enrolled in an AP course 

are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will 

receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.    Students will receive 5 literature 

credits. 
 
#042 - HONORS AMERICAN  LITERATURE - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 

Recommendation: Our data indicate that students moving from college preparatory level courses to honors 



level courses may see a drop in grade average due to the rigor, pace and expectations of honors classes.  

Note: Students who select this course should not select American Literature since there is a duplication of content. 
 
This course takes two approaches in its study of the history of American literature. The first is a chronological 

approach that has as its focus the major writers, movements, and ideas of American literature, with a particular 

emphasis on the writers from the 17th through 19th centuries.   The second is a thematic approach that has as its 

focus major works of fiction or drama, with a particular emphasis on writers from the 20th century – these include 

Fitzgerald, Morrison, Conroy, Miller, Williams,  Wilson and Albee. Reader response assignments, critical essays, 

synthesis and inquiry are components of this course. It is important when selecting this course to consider that the 

language and situations used to depict such concepts as courage, survival and racism are mature, controversial 

and sometimes graphic. Additionally, upper level honors courses begin to expose students to AP level rigor and 

material.  
 
#060 - HONORS IMAGINATIVE PROCESS - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 

Recommendation: Students should have a vested interest in creative writing, be able to give and receive feedback, 

be willing to share work and read aloud and be able to balance both short and long- terms goals and assignments. 

  
This course is designed for the advanced level creative writer and reader. It offers honors level creative writing 

and literature/non-fiction reading experiences encompassing both poetry and     prose with strong individualized 

components. Experiences in the craft of imaginative writing and revision are grounded in independent genre studies 

as well as the study of philosophy, psychology and concepts such as archetypes and motifs. Influential professional 

writers are studied as models in style and technique; experiential and interactive writing activities stimulate 

imagination and craft; and editorial as well as submission opportunities enhance the curriculum. Readings include 

titles such as Jekyll and Hyde, Sula and Slaughterhouse 5 as well as critical studies of literature. Traditional and 

modern writers are included in addition to short stories and an extensive study of poetry.   Independent, thematic 

project work and the development of a portfolio reflective of personal writing achievement are course requirements. 

The achievement of publication submission quality material is expected. Additionally, upper level honors courses 

begin to expose students to AP level rigor and material.  

  

#038 – CRITICAL ISSUES IN LITERATURE - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 
 
Critical Issues in Literature examines topics of identity and society through works of fiction, non-fiction and poetry. 

This course is divided into five units, each focusing on an essential question that analyzes human nature and factors 

that influence who we are. Students read such works as Into the Wild, Early Autumn, Ellen Foster, student 

selected memoirs and dystopian novels and are required to complete analysis/response entries, which serve as the 

basis for literary discussions. Other student writing consists of poetry, essays, quotation responses, personal 

memoir pieces and an argument research project. 
 
2.5 CREDIT LITERATURE COURSES: 
 
#049 – AMERICAN LITERATURE - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 

Note: Students who select this course should not select Honors Major American Literature since there is duplication 

of content. This course is designed to provide students with the opportunity to study the major writers who had a 

significant impact on American literary heritage.   
 
Through inquiry and student-generated essential questions, students are introduced to the literary movements and 

look at literature in the context of American history.  This is done through the study of novels, short stories, essays, 

historical documents and poetry. Writers studied include Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Dickinson, Poe, Twain, 



Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Wilson, and Miller among others. Literary discussions, Socratic seminars, 

analytical, synthesis and critical essays are some of the requirements of the course. 
 
#041 - CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 
 
Students will read across a variety of genres including graphic novels, short stories, and best-selling fiction and non-

fiction from the last fifteen years. There will be an emphasis on student choice in reading selections that highlight 

topics such as war, identity, cultures and sub-cultures, initiations and the stigma of social perceptions.  The writing 

in the course includes literary analysis, in addition to explorations in digital writing from TED Talks to electronic 

portfolios and blog posting. The course challenges students to be active readers, critical thinkers, articulate speakers, 

discriminating viewers and capable writers. Students reflect on reading assignments, make projections of literary 

outcomes, engage in analysis of texts, and respond to contemporary issues and trends. In focused discussions, 

students also practice asking questions and finding information in the text, which helps them to answer essential 

questions. It is important when selecting this course to consider that the texts include language and situations that are 

mature, controversial and sometimes graphic  
 
#052 LITERATURE AND SPORTS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 
 
This course will study the role of sports in our culture – the competition, the struggle, success and disappointment 

through an examination of contemporary and classic sports writing as well as across a variety of genres (fiction, 

poetry, non-fiction and essays). Students may engage in focused study of a sport or genre and practice literary 

analysis and original expository writing on sports related subject matter. Students will read non-fiction and fiction as 

a class, in literature circles and independently. 
 
#050 - MEDIA & LITERATURE – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 

Note: Students who took Media Literacy may not take this course as there is a duplication of content. 
 
Students in this course will analyze and deconstruct fiction, non-fiction, visual, and auditory media by asking: Who 

created this message and why are they sending it? What techniques are used to attract and hold attention? What 

lifestyles, values, and points of view are represented? What is omitted and why is it left out? How might different 

people interpret this message?  Additionally, students will read fiction and non-fiction (cultural theorists from 

McLuhan to Rushkoff and Jhally) that engage in the issue of messages and their impact on society. Students will 

create original media products and maintain a media blog or wiki as an authentic forum for their analysis and 

writing. 
 
#053 - SCI-FI & FANTASY LITERATURE - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grade:12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 
 
This course will explore contemporary and classic titles in science fiction and fantasy.  Possible units of study 

include post-apocalyptic, monsters, fantasy of the past (early sci-fi like Wells and Verne), sci-fi fantasy as coming-

of-age, mythology/epic (Tolkein & Martin), "realistic" fantasy (Vonnegut), new worlds (sci-fi or fantasy that takes 

place in an entirely different world than ours), graphic novel fantasy, and humorous fantasy (Hitchhiker's Guide). 

Course essential questions include the following: How is fantasy a reflection of culture?  What are the risks and 

rewards associated with challenging the status quo? How have prior authors influenced modern day writers?  Why 

do people create fantasy stories in the first place?  What challenges or benefits are there to writing or reading Sci-Fi 

Fantasy as opposed to another genre?  Why do SciFi/Fantasy stories appeal to people?  Units of study will involve 

the reading of fiction and non-fiction as well as comparative media experiences. Writing will be both analytical and 

creative.  



 
#051 - THE SHORT STORY - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 #032, #033, #S039, Honors Humanities #034, AP Language and Composition #086. 
 
This course will introduce students to the art and elements of the short story as they study a wide range of topics and 

genres from a variety of talented writers. The selected works will cover various cultures and countries, ranging from 

nineteenth-century classics to last year's award winners. Students will engage in an independent study of the short 

story based on a self-selected author, genre, time period, or geographic region. Writing will include literary analysis, 

argument, and an original short story of their own.  
 
SENIOR WRITING ELECTIVE FOR COLLEGE CREDIT: 
 
#085 – HONORS COLLEGE ENGLISH - CEP- 2.5 CREDITS + 3 college credits 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: English 3 (#032) or #034 Honors Humanities III or AP Language and Composition. 
 
Students interested in taking the course for RVCC credit must have a “B” average and do one of the following: score 

a minimum of 540 on the SAT Critical Reading section; score a minimum of 24 on the English portion of the ACT; 

or take and pass the RVCC placement test in writing and reading. Course fee plus an application fee payable to 

RVCC are also required for students taking the class for RVCC credit. The RVCC credit determination must be 

made prior to taking the course. Honors College English-CEP provides students with the opportunity to earn 

college credits toward a college degree while in high school. It may be possible to transfer college credits from 

RVCC to other colleges and universities – check with admissions offices. Like most college freshman writing 

courses nationwide, this course combines reading and writing in a workshop setting.  Students study various modes 

of reading and writing, including narration and argumentation. Students are required to complete a portfolio 

of writing, as well as pass a standardized college exam. Students must maintain a “B” average in order to qualify for 

college credit. Students who sign up for this course must take the RVCC Compass test in writing and reading in the 

semester prior to enrollment in the course. Students with a 540 on the Critical Reading portion of the SAT are 

exempt from taking the Compass test.   
 
ENGLISH ELECTIVES: 
 
#061 - CREATIVE WRITING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
The curriculum is divided into the study and practices of poetry, short story, and drama. Students are expected to 

read and analyze models, identify characteristics of the various genres, and incorporate those characteristics into 

their work. The class is conducted in a workshop environment, which requires students to read their works aloud, 

engage in peer critiquing and revise and reflect on drafts. 
 
#071 - JOURNALISM - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Journalism is an introduction to news media. Students will learn journalistic techniques and craft, so that they can 

function as reporters for Central’s student publications, The Lamp or Lamp Online. Student journalists will produce 

content in a variety of styles and platforms, including news, features, editorials, columns and sports, in print and 

multimedia. There will also be an emphasis on news literacy, student rights, ethics and the role of the media in both 

today’s society and the school community. 
 
#047 - POETRY - 2.5 CREDITS  
Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #021 Honors English 2 or #022, #023 English 2. 



 
Students study poetry as a literary genre focusing primarily on the work of modern and contemporary poets. Group 

discussions deal with analysis of poetry and how it functions as a literary form. The goal of the course is not to 

provide students with poetry writing experiences, but rather to help students understand the intricate work of poets, 

as well as the power of the poem in all its dimensions. This course is geared towards students with good language 

background and a desire and commitment to the serious study of poetry. 
 
#079 - PUBLIC SPEAKING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #011 Honors English 1 or #012, #013 English 1 
 
This course embraces the fundamentals of oral communication. It is designed to enhance students' self-confidence 

by improving their ability to write, prepare, and deliver speeches, including the demonstration speech, persuasive 

and the informative speech. The development of dramatic interpretation and effective discussion techniques is 

stressed. Students study specific characteristics of effective speechmaking, including appearance, non-verbal 

expression, voice tone, speech habits and organization. Speech writing includes skillful use of structure, content and 

the mechanics of written communication. 
 
# 035 – SAT PREPARATION - 2.5 Credits 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: #022 English and Geometry (any level) 

Note: This course does not meet NCAA eligibility requirements and counts as a general elective credit only. 

 

SAT Preparation is a course designed to help students prepare for the math and verbal sections of the SAT. Students 

will learn test taking strategies and improve their problem-solving skills through exposure to reading, writing and 

qualitative and quantitative reasoning tasks. Students can expect to strengthen their repertoire of skills in arithmetic, 

algebra, and geometry as well as critical reading, the study of vocabulary through context, a review of compositional 

skills, and the ability to write unified and coherent timed essays. Students will receive informative feedback from 

practice SAT tests. 
 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS PROFICIENCY: 
 
#092 - LANGUAGE ARTS PORTFOLIO - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite:  None 
 
Language Arts Portfolio is a graduation requirement for any students who have not met state language arts 

requirements for standardized testing. Students will complete a series of language arts tasks in reading and writing to 

submit to the State Department of Education, in order to be eligible for graduation. 
  



English as a Second Language (ESL) Courses 
 

Supervisor:  Laura Arredondo, 908-284-7189, laura.arredondo@hcrhs.org 

 
All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 

 

NEW ESL COURSE for 2017-2018 School Year: 

#850E – INTRODUCTION TO RADIO BROADCASTING – 2.5 CREDITS 

 

2017-2018 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL) COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

ENGLISH  

 

Students should select two English courses. 

 

#001, 002, 003, 004, 007, 008  - ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE - 5 or 10 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 

  

English as a Second Language, levels 1 through 3, is designed to meet the needs of English Language Learners in 

our community. The curriculum and texts vary with the needs of the population served in any year. The 

course provides differentiated instruction in listening, speaking, reading and writing American English to support 

students with the acquisition of academic language necessary for success in school. 

 

#009, 010 – ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE READING/WRITING LAB - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: Successful completion of ESL #008 and recommendation of teacher 

 

This course is designed to  help advanced students of English as a Second Language develop transitional  skills in 

reading and writing that will enable them to be successful in  meeting the requirements of general education classes.  

Along with focused literacy instruction, students will receive support for concurrent studies in general education 

English and social Studies classes.  Students are placed in this class based on performance in English as a second 

language classes and by recommendation of the ESL teacher. 

 

CONTENT AREA COURSES FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS 

Content area instruction is provided for English Language Learners utilizing sheltered English instructional 

techniques to support students in the acquisition of content area English vocabulary and language structure, as well 

as content area knowledge and skills. 

 

BUSINESS & COMPUTER EDUCATION  

 

BUSINESS #618E – PERSONAL FINANCE - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 

Note: This course meets the Financial Literacy Graduation Requirement for all students. 

 

This class responds to the need for 21st century citizens who are financially literate and who face increasing 

financial choices due to the global economy. Personal Finance includes the application of knowledge, skills, and 

ethical values in consumer and financial decisions impacting self, family and the local and global community. All 

students will develop skills and strategies that promote personal and financial responsibility related to financial 

planning, savings, investment, and charitable giving.      Topics include: Income and Careers, Money Management, 

Credit and Debt Management, Planning, Saving and Investing, Becoming a Critical Consumer, Citizen Financial 

Responsibility and Risk Management and Insurance. 

 

#604E - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 
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Prerequisite: None 

 

Computer Applications expands upon students existing knowledge of computers and software applications. Students 

will improve their understanding of and proficiency in word processing, spreadsheet, database, multimedia, desktop 

publishing and web-based applications. At the completion of this course, students will develop a portfolio of their 

work and will be prepared for academic work and personal use. 

 

#850E – INTRODUCTION TO RADIO BROADCASTING – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades:  9-12 

Prerequisite:  None 

 

The course is designed to provide the English Language Learner with an introduction to the field of 

communications.  Students will learn the basic operation of a radio station while improving their knowledge and use 

of the English language through the art of radio.  Students will create projects, broadcast school athletic events and 

conduct radio shows to increase their verbal communication skills. 

 

MATHEMATICS  

 

#304E - FOUNDATIONS OF PRE-ALGEBRA 1A - 5 General Elective Credits  

Grade: 9-11  

 

This course  is the first in a three-course sequence designed to teach students  basic mathematics and pre-algebra 

skills. Topics include: a review of the basic skills (operations on whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, and 

their applications); a component of algebra skills and processes using  variables, number patterns, tables, and graphs 

through linear equations.  Problem solving is addressed throughout the course. 

 

#304E2 – PRE-ALGEBRA 1B  - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9-11  

 

This course is the second in a three-course  sequence designed to teach students who did not meet proficiency on 

the  NJASK8 and/or are in need of furthering their Algebra 1 readiness skills: Problem solving, number sense, data 

analysis, are themes that are blended within the core content that is focused on preparing students for success  in 

Algebra 1. 

 

#334E - ACADEMIC ALGEBRA 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #304 E Pre-Algebra 1B 

 

This course is a continuation of #304  Pre-Algebra 1B. Topics studied include numerical operations, patterns 

and functions, data analysis, and algebra. The major objectives of this course  are twofold: algebraic content in 

preparation for the continuation into  #324 Academic Geometry and #344 Academic Algebra 2, and preparation for 

the  PARCC Algebra 1 End of Course Exam. 

 

#324E – GEOMETRY – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite:  #334 Algebra 1 

 

This course covers all of the core topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ 

Geometry course.  Topics include:  Congruence, measurement and construction; Similarity and Trigonometry; 

Geometric measurement and dimension; Connecting algebra and geometry through coordinates; Circles with and 

without coordinates; Applications of probability.  Successful mastery will enable students to take Academic Algebra 

2 (344).  Students enrolled in this course must take the PARCC Geometry Assessment. 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

#511E - ELL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION  - 5 CREDITS (PE 511E) 

Grade: For level 1 ELLs.  Placement by teacher/counselor recommendation only. 



 

This course is designed for students with no prior ESL courses. The course is meant to address the course 

proficiencies in ninth grade PE/Health, while preparing students to transition to a mainstream PE/Health course in 

their second year at Hunterdon Central.  

 

SCIENCE 

 

#400E INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

This course is intended as an introduction to the principles of earth science, biology, chemistry, and physics. In an 

experiential lab-based setting, students will explore foundational concepts. 

 

#402E – ENVIRONMENTAL & EARTH SCIENCE – 5 CREDITS 

Grades:  9-12 

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Earth and Space Science portions of the New Jersey Student 

Learning Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course is designed for 

students who enjoy science yet may require additional reinforcement to be successful.  Concepts emphasized include 

the Earth and its Place in the Solar System, Earth Structure and Composition, Geologic Processes and Plate 

Tectonics, Weather, Climate and Global Climate Change, Natural Hazards, Natural Resources, and Human Impact 

on the Environment. 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

 

#101E1- UNITED STATES HISTORY 1- 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

 

Students will investigate the history of the United States from the period after the Civil War to 1920, emphasizing 

the improvement of oral and written communication skills, research skills and social participation skills. Successful 

completion of this course will provide 5.0 credits towards meeting the 15.0 credit requirement in social studies for 

high school graduation in New Jersey. 

 

#101E2 - UNITED STATES HISTORY 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

 

Students will investigate the history of the United States from the 1920’s to present time, emphasizing the 

improvement of oral and written communication skills, research skills and social participation skills. Successful 

completion of this course will provide 5.0 credits towards meeting the 15.0 credit requirement in social studies for 

high school graduation in New Jersey. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 
These Family and Consumer Science courses may be used to satisfy the 21

st
 Century Life and Careers or Career 

Technical Education graduation requirements.  This flow chart illustrates possible course sequencing in the Family 

& Consumer Science Department.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are listed in the course 

descriptions.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic 

portfolios and enhance their college applications. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR:  Sandra Chronic, 908-284-7153, schronic@hcrhs.org 

 

  872 Real World 
 

877 Common Sense Finance 
 

863 Child Development  
 

 874 Early Childhood Education 
 

  861 Foods for Fitness 
 

876 Convenience Foods 
 

  875 World Food Tour 
 

  862 Sewing Concepts 
 

  883 Sewing Techniques 
 

  864 Interior Design 
 

  869 Home Design 
 

865 Fashion Merchandising 
 

  866 Fashion Design 
 



 

Family & Consumer Science Courses 

 

Supervisor:  Sandra Chronic, 908-284-7153, schronic@hcrhs.org 

 
These courses may be used to satisfy the 21st Century Life and Careers or Career Technical Education graduation 

requirements.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please 

read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  All students 

are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 
2017-2018 FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
#863 - CHILD DEVELOPMENT - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Note: This course will run five days a week for one semester. 
 
Learning about children, designing engaging lessons filled with art and handicrafts, applying principles learned 

about behavior, you will develop activities for the preschoolers' physical, social, intellectual and emotional learning 

skills.  You will research and implement proven theories in early learning in this hands-on course, designed to be 

project-based using current methodologies and 21st century skills in education. Upon completion of the course with 

a B average or above, the student can apply to the Articulated Credit program with Raritan Valley Community 

College (RVCC), earning 3 college credits. 
 
#874 - EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #863 Child Development  

Note: This course will run five days a week for one semester. 
 
Bridging the learning from the prerequisite Child Development course, you will gain knowledge about early child 

career options in education, theorists, and theories.  You will link these concepts to hands-on lessons and fun 

activities for the Little Devils preschool buddies.  Other activities will include and use both book and digital journals 

specific to your preschool buddy, assessments based on observations, videotaping of activities, student portfolios 

and the development of goal statements, developmental goals and objectives. Upon completion of the course with a 

B average or above, the student can apply to the Articulated Credit program with Raritan Valley Community 

College (RVCC), earning 3 college credits. For a nominal fee, students enrolled in Project Acceleration, a transcript 

program with Seton Hall University, will earn credits transferable at most USA colleges and universities with 

similar programs.(See Seton Hall website for details.) 
 
#872 - REAL WORLD – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-10 

Note:  This course meets the Financial Literacy Graduation  Requirement. 
 
This project-based course will familiarize 9th & 10th graders with various real world skills that are important for 

their success  as contributing members in a competitive, rapidly changing, global  community. Critical thinking and 

problem solving skills will be used throughout the quarter to help prepare students for life in the 21st  Century. 

Students will have the opportunity to learn and apply money and resource management strategies, consumer 

decision making, communication and collaborative skills.  The development of effective social skills including 

manners and etiquette and leadership styles will be discussed and experienced through a variety of authentic 

learning experiences.  
 
#877 – COMMON SENSE FINANCE – 2.5 CREDITS   

Grades: 11-12 

Note:  This course meets the Financial Literacy Graduation Requirement. 
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This course is designed to provide juniors and seniors with skills, information and experiences to enable them to live 

independently, while practicing smart money and resource management. Topics include “Who Am I?” “Decisions, 

Decisions”, “Get a Job”, and “So Many Choices, So Little Time or Money”. These units are designed to offer hands-

on project based, and authentic learning experiences to help students become smart informed consumers capable 

of managing their finances including credit and debt, planning (budget), saving and investing as well as their food 

choices and personal decisions.   Students will also explore and strengthen their personal code of ethics, their social 

responsibility and their contribution to the local and global communities in a positive and meaningful way. 
  
#876- CONVENIENCE FOODS - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 
 
Students learn and practice basic cooking methods in this introductory foods laboratory course.   Areas studied 

include measuring, food preparation and storage, nutrition and menu planning. Kitchen terms, tools and safety 

precautions are covered. Quick-to-fix recipes using simple ingredients are prepared and evaluated. Students compare 

the cost, quality and nutritional benefit of  ready-made food products and comparable homemade food products. 
 
#861 - FOODS FOR FITNESS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 
 
In this lab class, students learn to manage personal food choices to maintain good health and nutrition. They modify 

food preparation techniques to fit contemporary needs for energy, time, weight management and dollar conservation. 

They select diet resources that enhance individual health, appearance and enjoyment of food. Food disorders and 

special diets are examined. Computer programs are used to evaluate nutritional values of foods and to assess the 

relationship between exercise and food intake. 
 
#875 - WORLD FOODS - 2.5 CREDITS 
Grades: 10-12 

 

Students select a variety of food cultures to explore and appreciate. They employ a multi-media approach to conduct 

their investigations including computer programs and community experts. Students organize their research 

and produce a visual product such as a Prezi or PowerPoint presentation, as well as prepare and sample nutritious 

full course meals from around the globe. 
 
#864 - INTERIOR DESIGN - 2.5 CREDITS 
Grades: 9-12 
 
Through a related series of information and projects, students explore the fundamental elements and principles of 

design, in relation to home interiors. Major topics of study include color, style, room relationships, furniture 

designers, budgeting, backgrounds and accessories. Students employ all aspects of design to develop ideas for either 

a dorm room or studio apartment, as their final project. Projects encouraging individual expression, and mastery of 

skills and theory accompany each unit. 
 
#869 - HOME DESIGN - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 
 

Students evaluate and create room and home designs based on family needs, desires, and resources. Design basics, 

floor plans and blueprint symbols are studied along with housing trends and environmental concerns. American 

architectural styles are examined, and housing-related careers are explored.   Students are introduced to computer 

floor planning and create their ideal    home, as a culminating activity. 
 
#862 - SEWING CONCEPTS - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 
 



Students create, construct and evaluate one or more custom garments suitable for their own wardrobe and lifestyle. 

Problem-solving activities include the selection of garment style, pattern  and fabric that are most complimentary to 

the individual student. Students  master basic sewing techniques and tools, as well as sewing machine operation. 
 
#883 - SEWING TECHNIQUES - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12  

Prerequisite: #862 Sewing Concepts 
 
Students create, construct  and evaluate one or more garments for themselves, which incorporate advanced sewing 

techniques. Technological sewing aids are emphasized. Supplemental areas of study include color, line, and design 

as it relates to clothing and fashion design. 
 
#865 - FASHION MERCHANDISING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

 

This course is designed for students interested in a career in the fascinating world of fashion. Topics studied include 

language of fashion, types and characteristics of retail establishments, fashion accessories, various types of 

advertising, and job preparation and opportunities in the fashion industry. Students will develop and participate in a 

fashion show, as well as develop portfolios for future use. 
 
#866 - FASHION DESIGN - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 Prerequisite: #862 Sewing Concepts and #883 Sewing Techniques 
 
Students will create their own designs using concepts and techniques developed through previous sewing courses. 

This course is for students interested in developing their creative talent as part of the exciting world of fashion. 

Students will be required to complete a minimum of one original design garment, using a basic pattern as a 

foundation, and will also explore fundamentals of draping and “haute couture” construction.  
 

  



 

 
These Fine Arts courses may be used to satisfy the Visual, Performing Arts graduation requirements.  This flow chart 

illustrates possible course sequencing.  Please note:  Prerequisite and recommendation requirements are listed in the 

course descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before 

selecting a course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic 

portfolios and enhance their college applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR: Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7187, jcole@hcrhs.org 

Art Courses 

 

Honors Studio Art - 734 

AP Studio Art - 735 

Honors G&T Art 1 - 731 Honors G&T Art 2 - 732 Honors G&T Art 3 - 733 

Art 2 - 712 

Art 1 - 711 Oil Painting - 717 

Advanced Drawing & Printmaking - 

716 
 

Commercial Arts - 730 

Portfolio Preparation - 714 

Drawing and Composition - 719 

Craft and Design - 700 

The Art of Digital Photography 1 - 

710 

AP Art History - 702 

Ceramics 1 - 715 Ceramics 2 - 720 

The Art of Digital Photography 2 – 

721 

Sculpture - 718 

Dramatics and Film Courses 

 Theater Studies - 707 

Exploring Theater - 706 

Introduction to Film Studies - 722 

Honors Theater - 709 Advanced Theater Studies - 708 

Honors Film Studies - 729 

 Freshman String Orchestra - 741 

Women’s Concert Choir - 768 

Freshman Women’s Choir - 761 

**Advanced String Orchestra - 

747 

*** Jazz Choir - 781 

History of Broadway Musical Theater - 703 

Freshman Mixed Choir - 762 

Mixed Concert Choir - 769 

Exploring Music 1 - 778 

*Symphonic Band - 755 

Honors Music Theory & Comp 2 - 772 

Marching Band - 750 

The Evolution of Rock & Roll (Exploring Music 2) - 779 

Freshman Concert Band - 751 

Piano (Keyboard) 1 - 775 

**Wind Symphony - 756 

Piano (Keyboard) 2 - 776 

*Symphonic String Orchestra - 746 

AP Music Theory - 773 

Freshman Percussion Ensemble  
- 852 

 Music Theory & Comp - 771 

*Entrance can also be gained through audition. 

 **Entrance gained through audition.  

***Entrance gained through audition and enrollment in a large group ensemble. 

Music Courses 



Fine Arts Courses 

 

Supervisor:  Jacqueline Cole, 908-284-7157, jcole@hcrhs.org 

 
These courses may be used to satisfy the Visual, Performing Arts graduation requirements. This flowchart illustrates 

possible course sequencing.  Please note:  Prerequisite and recommendation requirements are listed in the course 

descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a 

course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 
2017-2018 FINE ARTS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
ART COURSES:  
 
#700 – CRAFT AND DESIGN– 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

Note: This course serves as a prerequisite for #718 Sculpture. 

 
Craft and Design is an introductory level course that exposes students to various art & craft materials and projects. 

Although students are introduced to 2D design projects, greater emphasis is placed on 3D sculptural work. Students 

may work with ceramics & glazes, various paper arts and various media to create sculptural pieces. Through the use 

of the elements of design, students will develop skills to design and create aesthetically pleasing works of art that 

can be utilized in everyday life. 
 
#711 - ART 1 - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Art 1 is an introductory course that focuses on using elements of design to produce original 2-dimensional pieces of 

art that are both aesthetically and visually creative. Students are introduced to a new project through art history and 

visual examples. They then plan out their ideas, while practicing technique exercises. Students explore various 

materials such as pens, colored pencils, charcoal and paints. Techniques include shading, line designs and learning 

how to mix and apply paint. Students are encouraged to use critical thinking skills, while creating original and 

unique pieces of art. 
 
#719 - DRAWING AND COMPOSITION - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite:  #711 Art 1 
 
Drawing and Composition is a foundation course which concentrates on the aspects of composition and developing 

skill with different media. Students explore still life, landscape, perspective and abstract drawing. Students complete 

daily sketchbook assignments to help develop drawing skills. 

 
#712 - ART 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: #711 Art 1 
 
Having demonstrated success in the prerequisite course, students undertake the advanced nature of the content of Art 

2. Art 2 represents a shift from the design-based curriculum of Exploring Art or Art 1 to a fine arts approach. 

Students develop skills in the techniques of various media in order to create drawings, paintings and sculpture that 

are appreciated for their aesthetic value rather than serving a useful function. At the Art 2 level, concentration in the 

practice of art expression is emphasized. The common thread of each ensuing experience is the method of 

transforming original images into aesthetic material form. 
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#710 – THE ART OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 1 – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
In Digital Photography 1, students explore the foundations of photography as a visual fine art. This course guides 

students through the basics of photography, focusing on how to use a digital camera and learning compositional 

skills. Introductory Photoshop and printing techniques are explored, so that students may produce photographic 

prints. Students will use studio lighting equipment to practice portrait and lighting techniques, while also utilizing 

traditional manual camera functions. At the conclusion of each project, students will critique, evaluate and reflect 

upon techniques they have learned and the photographs they have produced. At the end of the course, students create 

a portfolio exemplifying their best photographs. Students are not required to supply their own camera, but are highly 

encouraged to use their own, if they have one. 
 
#721- THE ART OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 2 - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #710 The Art of Digital Photography 1 
 
The Art of Digital Photography 2 builds upon the knowledge and skills gained during The Art of Digital 

Photography 1.  In a college-style course environment, students explore advanced camera controls, practice new 

Photoshop skills and review the elements of design from Digital Photo 1.  Students will complete a cooperative 

project about the history of photography. Digital Photo 2 also delves into new and cutting-edge photo manipulation, 

using Photoshop and other software to create both conventional and innovative photographs. Students explore more 

advanced studio photography, as well as independently shoot images outside of school. Similar to Photo 1, students 

will critique, evaluate and reflect upon their own photographs, as well as have discussions and critiques about each 

others' photographs.  Photo 2 primarily uses manual camera settings. Students are not required to supply their own 

camera, but are highly encouraged to use their own, if they have one. 
 
#716 - ADVANCED DRAWING & PRINTMAKING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: #711 Art 1 

 
Students explore various traditional and experimental techniques and processes using value and color to create 

original works of art.  Themes may include surrealism, abstraction, realism and portraits. Drawings will be created 

using pencil, pen and ink, charcoal and pastels.  Printmaking techniques include linoleum, drypoint and monotype. 

A weekly sketchbook is required. 
 
#717 - OIL PAINTING - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: #711 Art 1 
 
In this course, exercises in composition and color theory are conducted in preparation for painting projects. Creative 

thinking and innovative approaches are encouraged. In addition to oils, other media including acrylics and 

watercolors are explored, which will expand the range of the painting experience. Artists, as they relate to paintings, 

are studied. 
 
#730 - COMMERCIAL ARTS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 
Prerequisites: #711 Art 1 

Note:  This course is not available to anyone who has had Careers in Art, #713  

 

Commercial Arts encompasses many areas of design and illustration.  Design is emphasized with hands-on 

experience, including graphic design, logo, layout, and product and package design. Emphasis will be on the 

importance of client, objective, content, audience and production parameters. A weekly design research portfolio of 

images is required. 
 



#714 – PORTFOLIO PREPARATION - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Equivalent of two years (7.5 credits) of Art instruction (#700 Craft and Design does not count toward 

the 7.5 credit prerequisite). 
 
Offerings in this course include portfolio development, art career direction, and advanced studies in specialized 

areas. A wide range of media and subject matter are explored. A weekly sketchbook is required.  The culminating 

project is a body of artwork which would satisfy the portfolio requirements for art college admissions. If you are 

interested in applying for admission to an art school, it is recommended that you take this course Junior year. 
 
#715 – CERAMICS 1 - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

Note: This course serves as a prerequisite for Ceramics 2 and Sculpture; it does not serve as a prerequisite for other 

Art courses. 
 
A variety of hand-built and wheel-throwing techniques are discussed and demonstrated by the teacher and 

experienced by the students in this course. Hand-built methods include pinch, coil and slab vessels, as well as bas-

relief and in-the-round sculpture. Students design and build ceramic objects that are intended for use in the home or 

for aesthetic stimulation. Various decorating and glazing skills are learned to enhance the original clay works. 
 
#720 – CERAMICS 2 – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades 11-12 

Prerequisite: #715 Ceramics 1 
 
The Ceramics 2 course is designed for those students who are highly motivated, self-directed and have excelled in 

ceramics 1. Building upon the techniques learned in Ceramics 1 which include handbuilding, potter’s wheel and 

sculpture, the Ceramics 2 student will learn further techniques in these areas through cultural and historical 

references as inspiration. Exploration of different clay bodies, firing methods and surface decoration may be part of 

the course. Emphasis will be on ceramics inspired from North, Central and South America. The culminating project 

requires students to create a portfolio of their work. 
 
#718 - SCULPTURE - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 
Prerequisite: 2.5 credits of art 
 

The sculpture course is designed to acquaint the student with subtractive and additive means of creating in-the-round 

and bas-relief sculpture. A variety of techniques and media are introduced and practiced. Sculpture is based on the 

study of natural and artistic forms and objects. Student-produced objects are created in terms of the aesthetics 

relating to the principles and elements of design and composition. 
 
#731 - HONORS G & T ART 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: Students interested in this course must (1) take a drawing test (2) be recommended for an interview (3) 

be recommended to the course from the interview. 
 
Honors G&T Art 1 is designed to develop students' skills in the creation of expressive/conceptual artwork. In 

addition to developing technical skills, students develop creative and critical thinking skills through problem-solving 

and peer critiques. In a nurturing and challenging environment, students will work with a variety of media to create 

conceptual artwork that expresses ideas, emotions and/or makes a statement of a political/humorous/philosophical 

nature. In order to develop technical skills, students are required to keep a journal of still-life images. 
 
#732 - HONORS G & T ART 2- 5 CREDITS 

Grades 10-12 

Prerequisite: #731 G & T ART 1 



 
The second level course further advances creative and critical thinking skills and provides structured opportunities to 

forward student self-discipline and independent behavior. The first quarter includes a battery of anatomical 

drawing activities culminating in a self-awareness/self-portrait. The second quarter is devoted to self-initiated 

independent studies. In addition to class work, journal keeping is required.  
 
#733 - HONORS G & T ART 3 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #732 G & T Art 2 
 

The level 3 course provides significantly different learning experiences each semester. The first semester is given to 

direct instruction in advanced technical skills areas. The second semester is devoted to the design and completion of 

the culminating thesis and exhibition.  Enhanced cognitive thinking skills, technical competencies, and purposefully 

directed self-initiated behavior are the course's expected outcomes. Journal keeping is required. 
 
#734 – HONORS STUDIO ART – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Students must have completed 7.5 credits of Art instruction (#700 Craft and Design and #715 Ceramics 

do not count as prerequisites.) 
 
Honors Studio Art serves as a prerequisite to #735 Advanced Placement Studio Art/Drawing. The course will allow 

students to take a challenging Honors level art class that requires students to keep a sketchbook throughout the 

course, complete 7 finished works, attend and participate in all critiques and class discussions and submit a 

digital portfolio. Major assessments include a portfolio and formal critiques. 
 
#735 – AP STUDIO ART / DRAWING – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #734 Honors Studio Art and an additional 7.5 credits of Art Instruction OR Honors G&T Art 2 OR 

Honors G&T Art 3 OR Portfolio Preparation (#700 Craft and Design and #715 Ceramics do not count as 

prerequisites). 
 
Advanced Placement Studio Art/Drawing is a rigorous course intended for students who wish to explore complex 

ideas and methods in drawing. Works ranging from printmaking, mixed media, and paint will be investigated. 

Students will be required to: complete summer assignments and homework, keep a sketchbook throughout the 

course, attend and participate in all critiques and class discussions, submit a digital portfolio and complete a final 

project.  Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled 

in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight 

will apply. 
 
#702 – AP ART HISTORY – 5 CREDITS 

Grades 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Art history emphasizes understanding works of art within their historical context by examining issues such as 

politics, class, religion, patronage, audience, gender, function, and ethnicity. The AP Art History course teaches 

students visual and contextual analysis of works of art. This course is suitable for students interested in exploring art 

from a historical perspective as well as students interested in studying art at the post-secondary level.  Students 

enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course 

who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 
DRAMATICS AND FILM COURSES: 
 
#722 – INTRODUCTION TO FILM STUDIES - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 



 
Like movies?  Find out how they get produced, and learn the language of film. Students view and discuss a number  
of excellent classic Hollywood films, many of which appear on lists of the best films of all time. Students cultivate 

the ability to write concise, articulate reviews of films and explore the concept of what it means to be a classic, with 

regard to film. 
 
#729 - HONORS FILM STUDIES – 2.5 Credits 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: #722 Introduction to Film Studies 
 
This course builds upon the knowledge and skills learned in Introduction to Film Students. and analyze film and 

director literature. A final research project requires students to select a director, investigate written sources about 

their subject, critically view at least two of the director's films, and complete an analysis the films based on the 

literature. 

 

#706 – EXPLORING THEATER – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 

What is involved in theater? To find out, interest is necessary; experience is not! Students explore the world of 

theater arts through theater games and through projects in acting, directing, pantomime, and theater production. 

Students are required to memorize and perform short scenes for their peers. The course culminates in a final project 

requiring students to develop as well as perform an original work for an invited audience. This class is for the 

student with no or limited stage experience. 
 

#707 - THEATER STUDIES - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 

This course is for the student with previous stage experience in lead roles, supporting character roles, extensive 

backstage crew experience or the highly motivated student without stage experience.  Students memorize and 

perform 4/5 page scenes for peers and invited audiences. Students study script analysis, acting, directing and 

stage production. This class is designed for the highly motivated theater student. 
 

#708 - ADVANCED THEATER STUDIES - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #707 Theater Studies 
 

Advanced Theater Studies is a course designed for those students who have demonstrated an interest in pursuing 

intensive work in the performing arts. This course provides students with the opportunity to study advanced acting 

and design techniques through hands-on projects, laboratory assignments, and research. It is highly recommended 

that students take this class as a junior or senior. Research into theater history and character subtext is geared to the 

advanced student. 
 
#709 – HONORS THEATER – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #708 Advanced Theater Studies  
 
Honors Theater explores the study of physical acting in voice and body. Serious scene work with intense character 

development will join the work of physical acting. Students will study technical theater needs to support production 

work. This may include set design, costumes, props, lighting and sound.  
 
MUSIC COURSES: 
 
#751 - FRESHMAN CONCERT BAND - 5 CREDITS 



Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Concert Band is designed for freshman band students who play a brass or woodwind instrument. Students should 

recognize that this ensemble - although the entry level ensemble at the high school - is not designed for 

beginning band students. The music performed in this class is designed for students with three to four years of 

instrumental music training. Focus is placed on the study of traditional and contemporary concert band music, with 

emphasis on training musicianship skills. Students are not required to attend after school rehearsals, as this ensemble 

rehearses during the school day. Concerts are performed annually in December and May. Students enrolled in this 

instrumental ensemble have the opportunity to audition for regional and all-state bands. Although not a requirement 

of Freshman Concert Band, it is recommended that all band students consider enrolling in marching band. An 

audition is held in January to determine the student’s placement in Symphonic Band or Wind Symphony for their 

sophomore year. 
 
#752 – FRESHMAN PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE -5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 
This course is designed for freshman band students who play a percussion instrument. Students should recognize 

that this ensemble - although the entry level ensemble at the high school - is not designed for beginning percussion 

students. The music performed in this class is designed for students with three to four years of instrumental 

music training. Prior experience in large ensemble performance is recommended.  Students enrolled in this course 

will have the opportunity to audition for region and all-state bands. It is highly recommended that all 

students enrolled in Freshman Percussion Ensemble also audition for the marching band. 
 
#755 - SYMPHONIC BAND - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 
Prerequisite: #751 Concert Band or #752 Principles of Percussion or Audition 
 

Symphonic band is the intermediate level curricular instrumental music ensemble. Focus is placed on the study of 

traditional and contemporary concert band music with emphasis on training musicianship skills.  In addition to the 

traditional rehearsal process, students are encouraged to participate in small chamber ensembles, and in 

combined rehearsals with the Symphonic String Orchestra. Students enrolling in the symphonic band must have 

successfully completed Freshman Concert Band and/or pass an audition with the band director. Due to 

musical limitation, percussion students must pass an audition. Students enrolled in this instrumental ensemble have 

the opportunity to audition for region and all-state bands. Concerts are performed annually in December and 

May.  Although not a requirement of Symphonic Band, it is recommended that all band students consider enrolling 

in marching band. 
 
#756 - WIND SYMPHONY– 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Audition 
 
Wind Symphony is the advanced level curricular instrumental music ensemble. Focus is placed on the study of 

traditional and contemporary concert band music with emphasis on training musicianship skills. In addition to the 

traditional rehearsal process, students are encouraged to participate in small chamber ensembles, and in combined 

rehearsals with the Advanced String Orchestra. Students enrolling in Wind Symphony must pass an audition with 

the band director. Students enrolled in this instrumental ensemble have the opportunity to audition for region and 

all-state bands.  Concerts are performed annually in December and May. Although not a requirement of Symphonic 

Band, it is recommended that all band students consider enrolling in marching band. 
 
#750- MARCHING BAND (after School)- 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 



This course is an option available to students willing to participate in a credit, curricular program while performing 

with the Marching Band and its supporting units. Students are required to participate in all events throughout the 

school year, including football games, parades and community events. Subjective and objective evaluation of 

student progress in the attainment of group goals, as well as individual musical growth, is the basis of course 

structure. Because of the group’s very visible role in various community functions, level of performance is a critical 

factor in determining student progress. In addition to signing up for the course, students are required to submit a 

separate registration packet in the spring (incoming freshman should see their middle school band directors for the 

registration packet). Marching Band is an optional course. Students electing to participate in Marching Band are 

subject to Random Drug Testing  and must submit the Pay to Participate fee. 
 
#741 - FRESHMAN STRING ORCHESTRA – 5 CREDITS 

Grade 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Freshman String Orchestra is designed for freshman students who play a string instrument:  violin, viola, cello or 

string bass (piano spots are available in limited numbers). In this course students learn individual techniques, as well 

as ensemble proficiencies. Students are also encouraged  to participate in small chamber ensembles. Focus is placed 

on the study of traditional and contemporary orchestral music, with emphasis on training musicianship skills. Prior 

experience in large ensemble performance is recommended. Students are not required to attend after school 

rehearsals, as this ensemble rehearses during the school day. Concerts are performed annually in December and 

May. Students enrolled in this instrumental ensemble have the opportunity to audition for regional and all-state 

orchestra. 
 
#746- SYMPHONIC STRING ORCHESTRA- 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #741 Freshman String Orchestra or Audition 
 
Symphonic String Orchestra is the intermediate level curricular instrumental music ensemble for string players. In 

addition to the traditional rehearsal process, students are encouraged to participate in small chamber ensembles, and 

in combined rehearsals with the Symphonic Band. Students enrolling in the symphonic orchestra must have 

successfully completed one semester in the Freshman String Orchestra and/or pass an audition with the 

orchestra director.  Focus is placed on the study of traditional and contemporary orchestral music, with emphasis on 

training musicianship skills. Prior experience in large ensemble performance is recommended. Students are not 

required to attend after school rehearsals, as this ensemble rehearses during the school day. Concerts are performed 

annually in December and May. Students enrolled in this instrumental ensemble have the opportunity to audition for 

regional and all-state ensembles. 
 
#747 – ADVANCED STRING ORCHESTRA – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Audition 
 
Advanced String Orchestra is the advanced level curricular string ensemble. In addition to the traditional 

rehearsal process, students are encouraged to participate in small chamber ensembles, and in combined rehearsals 

with the Wind Symphony Band. Students enrolling in Advanced String Orchestra must pass an audition with the 

orchestra director. Focus is placed on the study of traditional and contemporary orchestral music, with emphasis on 

training musicianship skills. Prior experience in large ensemble performance is recommended. Students are not 

required to attend after school rehearsals, as this ensemble rehearses during the school day. Concerts are performed 

annually in December and May. Students enrolled in this instrumental ensemble have the opportunity to audition for 

regional and all-state ensembles. 
 
#761- FRESHMAN WOMEN’S CHOIR - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 



Freshman Women’s Chorus is an elective open to female freshmen who have an interest in singing and who wish to 

improve their vocal skills. Students learn proper vocal production, sight-reading, diction, correct phrasing, 

dynamics, good intonation, and proper blend.  Through concert performances, students learn techniques of stage 

presence and the spirit of cooperation essential to this performing art. 
 
#762 – FRESHMAN MIXED CHOIR 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Freshman Mixed Chorus is an elective open to male and female freshman who have an interest in singing and who 

wish to improve their vocal skills. Students learn proper vocal production, sight-reading, diction, correct phrasing, 

dynamics, good intonation, and proper blend.  Through concert performances, students learn techniques of stage 

presence and the spirit of cooperation essential to this performing art. 
 
#768 - WOMEN’S CONCERT CHOIR - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Women’s Concert Choir is an elective open to all female sophomore, junior and senior students who have an interest 

in singing. These courses offer the student vocalist a continuing musical experience. Music from various historical 

periods, styles and cultures is performed. Through the use of repertoire and vocal exercises the student’s musical 

knowledge is expanded to include proper usage of vowel techniques, good diction, correct phrasing, proper 

dynamics, intonation and blend. Through concert performances, the student learns techniques of stage  presence and 

the spirit of cooperation essential to the performing arts. 
 
#769 – MIXED CONCERT CHOIR - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 

Mixed Concert Choir is an elective open to all male and female sophomore, junior and senior students who have an 

interest in singing. These courses offer the student vocalist a continuing     musical experience. Music from various 

historical periods, styles and cultures is performed. Through the use of repertoire and vocal exercises the student’s 

musical knowledge is expanded to include proper usage of vowel techniques, good diction, correct phrasing, proper 

dynamics, intonation and blend. Through concert performances, the student learns techniques of stage presence and 

the spirit of cooperation essential to the performing arts. 
 
#781 - JAZZ CHOIR - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Audition and enrollment in a large group ensemble (Concert Choir, Women’s Choir, Symphonic 

Band, Concert Band, Wind Symphony, String Orchestra) 
 
Advanced students enrolled in the Jazz Choir study jazz and pop vocal music. Students are required to  
demonstrate expressive singing and technical accuracy. This course is open by audition only and students must be 

enrolled in an additional five (5) credit music ensemble class. 
 
#771 MUSIC THEORY AND COMPOSITION 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None.  This course is not open to students who successfully completed Harmony and Creative Writing. 
 
This elective course is designed for the student who wishes to become a better musician by     understanding the 

basic principles of musical composition. Included in the curriculum is the study of major and minor keys, meter, 

rhythm, chord progressions, elementary form and basic harmonization of melodies. Students will have the 

opportunity to create music utilizing the principles being learned. 
 
#772 - HONORS MUSIC THEORY AND COMPOSITION 2 - 5 CREDITS 



Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #771 Music Theory and Composition 1 
 
This elective course is an extension of Music Theory and Composition I (previously known as Harmony and 

Creative Writing I) and expands upon the techniques of writing and harmonizing melodies in a variety of music 

forms. Emphasis is placed on music composition.  

 
#773 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT MUSIC THEORY – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #771 Music Theory and Composition 1 
 
This is a rigorous course intended for students who wish to expand upon the curriculum of Music Theory and 

Composition I (previously known as Harmony and Creative Writing I). Emphasis is placed on aural skills (ear-

training and sight-singing skills, plus melodic and rhythmic dictation) and on further study of composition 

techniques. Students will analyze music by composers of the past up to compositions by present day 

musicians, including a study of composition techniques of the 20th century.  Students enrolled in an AP course 

are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will 

receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 
#775 - PIANO KEYBOARD 1 - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 
 
Group instruction using the music MIDI lab is offered for those students who desire to learn basic piano skills. The 

course is designed so that each student can learn to play the piano at his/her own pace. No previous background is 

required. 
 
#776 - PIANO KEYBOARD 2 - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: #775 Keyboard 1 
 
Group instruction using the music MIDI lab is offered for those students who desire to enhance their piano skills. 

Students who have taken Piano Keyboard 1 will continue to learn at their own pace. 
  
#778 – EXPLORING MUSIC 1 – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 Prerequisite: None 
 
Exploring Music 1 is designed to teach students the essential value of music as seen through various cultures and 

how it reflects on their life and society.  Students examine their own musical tastes and those of other cultures. 
 
#779 – THE EVOLUTION OF ROCK AND ROLL- EXPLORING MUSIC 2 - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: #778 Exploring Music 1 
 
This course traces the evolution of music in our society and focuses on the origin of rock and pop music. Students 

learn to identify major artists and typical sounds of each new style of music. 
 
#703 - HISTORY OF BROADWAY MUSICAL THEATER - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite:  None 
 
This course traces the history of the American musical theater from the late 1800's to the present day Broadway 

"blockbusters". Topics to be covered include historical importance, influences on the culture of the day, and 

prominent people involved in each musical. The course is augmented by a field trip to see a current Broadway 

musical, as well as video and audio highlights of previous "hits". 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR:  Sandra Chronic, 908/284-7153 – schronic@hcrhs.org 

These courses may be used to satisfy the Health & Physical Education graduation requirements.  This chart illustrates possible 

course sequencing in the Health & Physical Education Department.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for all courses are 

listed in the course descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before 

selecting a course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and 

enhance their college applications. 

 

*The following courses are offered during school years that 
END WITH AN ODD YEAR (SUCH AS 2018-19) 

 

**The following courses are offered during school years that END 

WITH AN EVEN YEAR (SUCH AS 2017-18) 

Special Education 
Adaptive PE (S993) 

Grades 9-12 

Physical Ed & Health 9 

First Aid (510) 

 

Physical Ed 10 & AED/CPR 

(520)  

*First Aid, CPR, Wellness and Rythmic Activities (552) 

Physical Ed & Health 9 

(511) 
Physical Ed & Health 10 

(521)  

**Health 11/ 
Team Sports 1 (530) 

OR 
*Health 11 and 

Individual/Dual Sports 1 

(532) 
OR 

Teen Prevention 
Education Program I (535) 

**Health 12/ 
Team Sports 1 (540) 

OR 
*Health 12 and 

Individual/Dual Sports 

(542) 
OR 

Teen Prevention 
Education Program II (549) 

**Racket Sports and Weight Training/Aerobics (550) 

**Project Adventure 2/Group Dynamics (554) 

**Weight Training/Nutrition and Team Sports 2 (556) 

Health 11/ 
Team Sports 3 (533) 

OR 
Health 11 and  

 Team Sports 4 (534) 
OR 

Teen Prevention 
Education Program I (535) 

Health 12/ 
Team Sports 3 (543) 

OR 
Health 12 and 

Team Sports 4 (544) 
OR 

Teen Prevention 
Education Program II (549) 

*Individual/Dual Sports 2 & Weight Training/Weight 

Management (561) 

*Wilderness First Aid, CPR, and Games (562) 

*Weight Training/Stress Management/Self-Defense (563) 

*Project Adventure 3/Wellness/Outdoor Education (564) 



 

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 

Supervisor:  Sandra Chronic, 908-284-7153 
 
2017-18 HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSE DESCRIPTIONS  
 
These courses may be used to satisfy Health & Physical Education graduation requirements. Please note: prerequisite 

requirements for all courses are listed in the course descriptions. Please read these carefully, to ensure that all 

prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course. All students are encouraged to pursue a summer 

learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 

 
#510 - PHYSICAL EDUCATION 9 - 2.5 CREDITS (PE 510 PE 9)  
Grade: 9 (required)  
 
This course includes a wide range of physical activities selected from among the following: soccer, volleyball, 

basketball, weight training, personal fitness/nutrition, and Project Adventure initiatives. Emphasis is placed on the 

development of fundamental skills and an understanding of the components of personal fitness. Students define and 

apply personal fitness goals through the use of varied computer programs, individual and group projects. In addition, 

students will study nutrition and the protocols and practice of first aid, using the American Red Cross Curriculum.  

Written and performance assessments are used to determine mastery in this course. 

 

 

#511 – PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH  9 - 2.5 CREDITS (PE 511 PE 9) 
Grade: 9 (required)  
 
The health component of this course includes concepts in the areas of mental health, alcohol, drugs and tobacco use and 

misuse, human growth and development, reproduction, human sexuality, A.I.D.S., S.T.D.'s and interpersonal 

communications. The Physical Education portion of this course includes a variety of activities selected from among the 

following: softball, weight training, personal fitness/nutrition, and Project Adventure.  Written and performance 

assessments are used to determine mastery in this course.  
 

 
#520 - PHYSICAL EDUCATION 10 - 2.5 CREDITS (PE 520 PE 10)  
Grade: 10 (required)  
 
This course engages students in physical activities selected from the following list: speedball, team handball, net ball, 

volleyball, paddleball, and table tennis.  Emphasis is placed on refining fundamental skills, introducing game strategies, 

deepening the understanding of the mechanics of movement, health and skill-related fitness.  Students will explore the 

principles and practice of emergency protocols, use of the AED and application of CPR using the American Red Cross 

curriculum.  
 
#521 - DRIVER EDUCATION AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 10 – 2.5 CREDITS (PE 521 PE 10) 
Grade: 10 (required) 
 
The health component of this course involves the study of the automobile in modern life and aims to develop mature 

attitudes, an understanding of NJ Motor Vehicle laws and proper habits for safe driving. Included in this course is the 

continued study of dating, harassment/bullying behaviors, drugs, alcohol, and tobacco, decision-making and the safe 

operation of a motor vehicle. Written and performance assessments are used to determine mastery in this course. 
 
#S993 – ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION – 5 CREDITS (SE S993 ADAPTIVE PE) 
Grades 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 



 
The Adaptive PE course is designed to meet the needs of students identified by the district’s IEP Team.  The intent of 

the class is to encourage our students to live a healthy, active lifestyle and learn skills to help form strong, healthy 

relationships.  The class is divided into two groups.  One group participates daily in Physical Education with a Physical 

Education teacher, while the other group participates in Health with a Special Education teacher.  After 40 minutes, the 

groups switch. 
 
An individual educational program is made for the student by the physical educator and child study team with input 

from the physician and/or school medical inspector.  Exercises, activities, and skills are presented and acted on an 

individual basis.  Many of the activities included in the general education physical education classes will be taught and 

modified as necessary.   Health topics their general education peers do.    The five broad areas of study in Health are 

communication and social skills, harassment, intimidation, and bullying (HIB), hygiene and nutrition, alcohol, drugs, 

and tobacco and decision making and problem solving. 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION GRADES 11 AND 12:  
 
A program of sport specific activities, problem-solving and team-building initiatives, personal fitness and wellness 

strategies are offered to juniors and seniors during regularly scheduled physical education classes. Juniors must elect 

one course that includes Health 11 and seniors must elect one course that includes Health 12. Students engage in a 

variety of problem-solving activities and initiatives in each course. Written assignments and evaluations, student 

journals, small group and individual projects, as well as software applications are employed in each course. Each 

student must choose 2 electives from the list below and one of these electives must have an appropriate grade-level 

health component.  
 
#561 – IND. DUAL SPORTS 2 / WEIGHT TRAINING/WELLNESS & WEIGHT MANAGEMENT 

2.5 CREDITS (PE 561 IND DUAL SPORTS 2) 
Grades: 11-12 
 
One segment of this combination course provides students with the opportunity to develop the fundamental skills of at 

least two of the following activities: fencing, golf, archery, cooperative games, martial arts.  The other portion of the 

course focuses on the concepts of weight training and weight management.  Students will have the opportunity to 

identify personal fitness goals, assess individual needs and participate in a program to address these personal goals and 

needs.  Students will examine a variety of consumer weight management programs and products, defining the merits 

and concerns associated with their use. Software to track progress in the areas of cardiovascular fitness, muscular 

endurance, weight management, and weight lifting will be used to self-assessment and manage refinement of each 

individual’s personal wellness plan.  Daily logs, student portfolios, student presentations and written tests are used to 

assess individual student progress over time. 
 
#564 – PROJECT ADV. 3/WELLNESS/OUTDOOR ED. - 2.5 CREDITS (PE 564 PROJ ADVENTURE 3) 
Grades 11-12 
 
In this course students will engage in a variety of game-like and physically challenging group problem-solving 

initiatives that cultivate effective communication, collaboration and leadership skills.  Participants will work on outdoor 

and indoor, high and low rope elements to develop the skills of spotting, belaying, climbing and team-building. 

Students will study how groups form, problem-solve, and effectively utilize their human resources to achieve 

established goals. Students will also learn the fundamental skills of orienteering, using map and compass to create 

simple outdoor challenge courses. Camping, hiking, and climbing equipment/consumer products will be introduced, as 

well as participation in virtual tours of State and National parks.  Principles of personal fitness and overall wellness will 

be infused throughout the course. Student journals and reaction papers, projects, portfolios and written tests are used to 

assess mastery in this course. 
 
#563 – WEIGHT TRAINING/STRESS MANAGEMENT/SELF-DEFENSE/NUTRITION – 2.5 CREDITS  

(PE 563 WEIGHT TRAINING) 

Grades 11-12 
 



This course provides students with the opportunity to design and participate in their own personal fitness program, 

refine individual goals, and assess their own progress.  The fundamental skills and concepts of weight training are 

covered and instruction in the use of plate-loaded machines, as well as safety and spotting techniques, is included.  

Students will identify and explore written and on-line nutrition resources and strategies for evaluating and utilizing 

various pieces of consumer fitness equipment to achieve their personal goals.  The use of computers and wellness 

software is infused into this course to support classroom activities.  During this course students will be exposed to on-

line and community resources to help them develop some basic stress assessment strategies, and self-defense 

techniques and principles.  Written and performance tests, student portfolios, journals and projects are used to assess 

student mastery in this course. 
 
#562 – WILDERNESS FIRST AID, CPR AND GAMES – 2.5 CREDITS (PE 562 FIRST AID CPR) 
Grades: 11-12 
 
Participants in this course develop the skills and techniques of Wilderness First Aid and CPR, as defined by the 

American Red Cross.  Students complete practical and written tests to prepare them for certification in both First Aid 

and CPR.  Students explore common safety issues in daily life and outdoor hiking, climbing and camping activities, 

how to prevent and manage trauma, and opportunities to peer teach or mentor in this area.  Participants will also engage 

in personal fitness and conditioning activities aimed at the prevention of injury and enhancement of performance.  The 

other portion of this course focuses on a variety of adventure initiatives, cooperative games and movement analysis.  A 

peer teaching and service learning model is used to enable students to develop the fundamental movement, problem-

solving and critical thinking skills targeted in this part of the course. Software, text, student portfolio, practical and 

written tests, small group projects and daily participation contribute to the measure of student mastery. 
 
#533 – HEALTH 11 TEAM SPORTS 3/PRINCIPLES OF COACHING - 2.5 CREDITS  

(PE 533 HEALTH 11 & TS 3)  
Grade: 11 
 
The health units focus on substance use and abuse, dependency, human sexuality, abstinence, relationships, 

contraception and decision-making skills.  The activity portion of the course utilizes the Sport Education Model to 

review the skills and strategies of at least two of the following team sports:  modified field hockey, softball, basketball 

and coaching principles related to at least one of these sports.  Wellness and personal fitness are a part of the daily 

course content, requiring the use of Fitgram assessment results and personal fitness goals. Written tests, student 

portfolios, individual/group projects, and performance testing are used to assess student mastery. 
 
#543 – HEALTH 12 TEAM SPORTS 3/PRINCIPLES OF COACHING - 2.5 CREDITS  
(PE 543 HEALTH 12 & TS 3)  
Grade: 11 
 
The Health-12 curriculum addresses the essential question, “How do I respond to conflict and/or change in a healthy 

way?”  The focus on conflict and conflict resolution is a common theme as units on loss and grief, addiction, and eating 

behaviors/body image disorders are addressed.  The activity portion of the course utilizes the Sport Education Model to 

review the skills and strategies of at least two of the following team sports:  modified field hockey, softball, basketball 

and coaching principles related to at least one of these sports. Wellness and personal fitness are a part of the daily 

course content, requiring the use of Fitgram assessment results and personal fitness goals. Written tests, student 

portfolios, individual/group projects, and performance testing are used to assess student mastery. 
 
#534 – HEALTH 11 TEAM SPORTS 4/SPORT ETHICS– 2.5 CREDITS (PE 534 HEALTH 11 & TS 4) 
Grade: 11 
 
The health program focuses on substance use and abuse, dependency, human sexuality, abstinence, relationships, 

contraception and decision-making skills. Through the use of the Sport Education model the activity portion of the 

course builds on the fundamental skills and strategies in at least two of the following activities: lacrosse, softball, team 

handball and sport ethics. Wellness and personal fitness are a part of the daily course content, requiring the use of 

Fitgram assessment results and personal fitness goals. Written tests, skill tests, self-assessment, student portfolios and 

individual/group projects are used to assess student mastery. 



 
#544 – HEALTH 12 TEAM SPORTS 4/SPORT ETHICS– 2.5 CREDITS (PE 544 HEALTH 12 & TS 4) 
Grade: 12 
 
The Health-12 curriculum addresses the essential question, “How do I respond to conflict and/or change in a healthy 

way?”  The focus on conflict and conflict resolution is a common theme as units on loss and grief, addiction, and eating 

behaviors/body image disorders are addressed.  Through the use of the Sport Education model the activity portion of 

the course builds on the fundamental skills and strategies in at least two of the following activities: lacrosse, softball, 

team handball and sport ethics. Wellness and personal fitness are a part of the daily course content, requiring the use of 

Fitgram assessment results and personal fitness goals. Written tests, skill tests, self-assessment, student portfolios and 

individual/group projects are used to assess student mastery. 
 
#535 - TEEN PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM I (PEP) - 5 CREDITS (PE 535 TEEN PREV ED I) 
Grade: 11  
 
This year-long course will provide students with the opportunity to complete the grade 11 Health and Physical 

Education requirement using a service-learning model. Students will spend time in the classroom exploring a variety of 

topics in the areas of human sexuality, refusal skills, and community outreach. Project Adventure initiatives will be 

used to develop teaming, leadership, and effective communication skills. In addition, students will design and present 

programs on these topics to peers and adults in the community. This course will assist students in becoming 

knowledgeable, effective peer educators, presenters, role models and health advocates. Participants in this course must 

complete an application and interview process to be eligible for an invitation to participate.  
 
#549 - TEEN PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM ll (PEP) - 5 CREDITS (PE 549 TEEN PREV ED II) 
Grade: 12  
 
This year-long course will provide students with the opportunity to complete the Grade 12 Physical Education 

graduation requirements using a service-learning and peer mentoring approach. Students will spend time in the 

classroom mastering concepts related to human sexuality, drug and alcohol use, refusal and communication skills, 

bullying and conflict resolution. Participants will work with middle school and grade nine students using a research-

based curriculum to complete community outreach initiatives as knowledgeable, effective peer educators, presenters 

and health advocates. In addition, a variety of Project Adventure initiatives will be infused to help develop effective 

decision-making, team-building and leadership skills. Anyone interested in this course must complete a required 

application and interview process prior to admission. 

  



 
 

This chart illustrates possible course sequencing in the Mathematics Department.  Courses have been grouped 

according to level of academic rigor.  The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and the grades received are key 

aspects considered by college admissions officers.  Core Program courses satisfy graduation requirements, but may not 

satisfy certain admissions requirements for some colleges.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements and 

recommendations for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please read these carefully to ensure that all 

prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.   All students are encouraged to pursue a summer 

learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and enhance their college applications. 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
SUPERVISOR:  Edward Brandt, 908-284-7190, ebrandt@hcrhs.org 

 

 

Pre-Calculus (342) Algebra 1 (312) Geometry (322) Algebra 2 (332) Honors Calculus (347) 

STEM Level – for students who took Algebra 1 in 9
th

 grade 

Honors / Advanced Placement Level 

Hon Algebra 2 (311) Hon Geometry (321) Hon Pre-Calculus (341) 
AP Calculus AB (352) 

AP Calculus BC (353) 

AP Calculus BC  

& MV (354) 

SAT Prep (035) 
 

Prob & Stat (356) Computer Science 1 (364) Hon Discrete Math (360) 

Computer Sci 2 (365) 

2.5 Credit Electives 

5 Credit Electives 

Numbers Systems (355) 

 
AP Statistics (359) AP Computer Science 

Principles (366) 

AP Comp Sci (368) 

Discrete Math (361) 

Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course 

descriptions and flow chart video. 

College Preparatory Level 

Geometry (3237, 324) Algebra 1 (3137, 1B 334) 

 

Algebra 2 (3337, 344) 

  Calculus 1 CP (367) 
 

   Pre-Calculus CP (363) 

 

Algebra 1A (304) 

STEM Level – for students who took Algebra 1 in 8
th

 grade 

Pre-Calculus (342) Algebra 2 (3329) Geometry (322) Honors Calculus (347) 



Mathematics Courses 
 

Supervisor:  Edward Brandt, 908-284-7190, ebrandt@hcrhs.org 
 

The rigor of a student's academic schedule, the content understanding and skills attained, and the grades received are 

key aspects considered by college admissions officers.   Please note: sequencing need not be constant; students may 

move between levels, based on department recommendation and as long as prerequisite courses are taken. 

Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course descriptions. Please read 

these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.   All students are 

encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 

 

Students are encouraged to own a graphing calculator. The district recommends the use of TI-84, TI-84+, or silver  

editions. 

 

NEW for 2017-2018 

New MATH course: 

#353SI – ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS A – 2.5 credits 

 

2017-2018 MATHEMATICS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

There are three different curricular levels in the mathematics program:  

 College Preparatory Level 

 STEM Level 

 Honors/Advanced Placement Level.  

 

The following information will clarify the reasons for each level: 

 

 The College Preparatory (CP) Level is designed to facilitate the mastery of the Common Core State Standards, 

as well as content beyond the CCSS, at a level of rigor appropriate for students planning on attending four-year 

college programs, but not in the areas of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). 

 The STEM Level is designed to facilitate the mastery of the Common Core State Standards, as well as content 

beyond the CCSS, at a level of rigor appropriate for students planning to pursue careers the areas of 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 

 The Honors/Advanced Placement Level is designed to facilitate the mastery of the Common Core State 

Standards, as well as content beyond, at the most rigorous level for students planning on taking AP Calculus 

  

COLLEGE PREPARATORY LEVEL COURSES: 
 

#304 – ALGEBRA 1A - 5 Elective Credits** 

Prerequisite:  None 

Recommendation: Score PARCC assessment. 

 

This course is designed for students who did not meet proficiency on the Grade 8 PARCC assessment and/or are in 

need of furthering their Algebra 1 readiness skills. Topics include: Relationships between quantities; Linear and 

exponential functions; Reasoning with equations; Descriptive statistics; Connecting algebra and geometry through 

coordinates. Successful mastery will enable students to take Academic Algebra 1 (334). **Denotes that this course 

receives elective credit and does not meet an HCRHS Math graduation requirement. 
 

#334 – ALGEBRA 1B - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #304 Algebra 1A 

 

This course covers all of the core topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ 

Algebra 1 course. Topics include:  Reasoning with equations; Linear and exponential relationships; Descriptive 
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statistics; Expressions and equations; Quadratic functions and modeling.  Successful mastery will enable students to 

take Academic Geometry (324).       Students enrolled in this course must take the PARCC Algebra 1 Assessment. 

 

#324 - GEOMETRY - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #334 Algebra 1 

This course covers all of the core topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ 

Geometry course. Topics include: Congruence, measurement and construction; Similarity and trigonometry; 

Geometric measurement and dimension; Connecting algebra and geometry through coordinates; Circles with and 

without coordinates; Applications of probability. Successful mastery will enable students to take Academic Algebra 

2 (344). Students enrolled in this course must take the PARCC Geometry Assessment. 

 

#344 - ALGEBRA 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #334 Algebra 1 AND #324 Geometry 

 

This course covers all of the core topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ 

Algebra 2 course. Topics include: Reasoning with equations; Linear and exponential relationships; Descriptive 

statistics; Expressions and equations; Quadratic functions and modeling. Successful mastery will enable students to 

elective courses such as Discrete Mathematics (361), Number Systems (355), Probability & Statistics (356), Pre-

Calculus CP (363) and SAT Prep.  Students enrolled in this course must take the PARCC Algebra 2 Assessment.  

 

 

#3137 - ALGEBRA 1 CP– 5 CREDITS 

Recommendation: Score of at least Level 3 on the PARCC assessment. 

 

This course covers all of the topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ Algebra 

1 course, but not at the rigor of the STEM level Algebra 1 (312). Topics     include: Reasoning with equations; 

Linear and exponential relationships; Descriptive statistics; Expressions and equations; Quadratic functions and 

modeling. Successful mastery will enable students to take Geometry CP (3237). Students enrolled in this course 

must take the PARCC Algebra 1 Assessment.  

 

#3237 – GEOMETRY CP - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #3137 ALGEBRA 1 

 

This course covers all of the topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ 

Geometry course, but not at the rigors of the STEM level Geometry (322). Topics include: 

Congruence, measurement and construction; Similarity and trigonometry; Geometric measurement and dimension; 

Connecting algebra and geometry through coordinates; Circles with and without coordinates; Applications 

of probability. Successful mastery will enable students to take Algebra 2 CP (3337). Students enrolled in this course 

must take the PARCC Geometry Assessment. 

 

#3337 – ALGEBRA 2 CP – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #3137 ALGEBRA 1 and # 3237 GEOMETRY 

 

This course covers all of the topics taught in a full-year college preparatory Common Core State Standards’ Algebra 

2 course, but not at the rigors of the STEM level Algebra 2 (332). Topics include: Reasoning with equations; Linear 

and exponential relationships; Descriptive statistics; Expressions and equations; Quadratic functions and modeling. 

Successful mastery will enable students to take Pre-calculus CP (363). Students enrolled in this course must take the 

PARCC Algebra 2 Assessment. 

  

#363 – PRECALCULUS CP - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #3337 ALGEBRA 2 

 

This course is designed to allow a student to extend his or her preparation for college mathematics. It provides an 

exciting and rich learning experience that is a broad introduction to mathematical strategies used in the social 

sciences, business and non-technical careers. Sequences and Series, exponential and logarithmic functions, 



trigonometry, curve fitting, algebraic modeling, recursion, and a rigorous review of algebraic skills are included. 

Applications are stressed throughout the course. 

 

#367 – CALCULUS 1 CP - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: #363 PRECALCULUS CP 

 

Calculus 1 is a college preparatory course that is not at the rigor of the other Calculus courses, but serves as an 

excellent foundational course of Calculus concepts for student not interested in STEM fields. Topics include: Rate 

of change; Differentiation; Integration; Applications; Analytic geometry. The TI-83 or TI-84 graphing calculator is 

used in this course.  

  

STEM LEVEL COURSES: 
 

#312 - ALGEBRA 1 STEM - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: None. 

Recommendation: Score of Level 4 or 5 on the Grade 8 PARCC mathematics assessment, or score of 1 or 2 on the  

Grade 8 Algebra 1 PARCC assessment and recommendation from 8th grade school. 

 

This course covers all of the topics in a traditional Common Core State Standards’ Algebra 1 course at a level of 

rigor designed to meet the needs of students interested in careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

(STEM). Topics include: Reasoning with equations; Linear and exponential relationships; Descriptive statistics; 

Expressions and equations; Quadratic functions and modeling. Successful mastery will enable students to take 

Geometry (322). Students enrolled in this course must take the PARCC Algebra 1 Assessment. 

 

#322 – GEOMETRY STEM- 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #312 Algebra 1 

Recommendation: Score of Level 4 or 5 on the Algebra 1 or Algebra 2 PARCC assessment. 

 

This course covers all of the topics in a traditional Common Core State Standards’ Geometry course at a level of 

rigor designed to meet the needs of students interested in careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

(STEM). Topics include: Congruence, measurement and construction; Similarity and trigonometry; Geometric 

measurement and dimension; Connecting algebra and geometry through coordinates; Circles with and without 

coordinates; Applications of probability. Successful mastery will enable students to take Algebra 2 (332), or 

PreCalculus (342) if Algebra 2 has already been taken. Students enrolled in this course must take the  PARCC 

Geometry Assessment. 

 

#332 - ALGEBRA 2 STEM - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9 (indicated as  #3329) or 11 

9th Grade Prerequisite: 8th grade Algebra 1 

11th Grade Prerequisite: #312 Algebra 1 

 

9th Grade Recommendation: Meet the district cut-off scores on the placement test provided to the sending districts 

in early June and score of at least Level 4 on the PARCC Algebra 1 assessment. 

 

11th Grade Recommendation: We encourage students to challenge themselves and recognize that “academic rigor” 

is one of the key determinants to learning.  Students are also encouraged to evaluate the demands of their entire 

schedule when considering this course. Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that 

build upon previous courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in 

subsequent courses. Specifically, our data shows that students scoring less than a “B” in the prerequisite #312 

Algebra 1 generally receive a “C” or below in this course. For such students, it is recommended that Algebra 2 CP  

#3337 be the next course taken.  In addition, please understand that once a student has selected this course, his/her 

ability to make a subsequent level change is dependent upon seat availability. 

 

This course covers all of the topics in a traditional Common Core State Standards’ Algebra 2 course at a level 

of rigor designed to meet the needs of students interested in careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math 

(STEM).  Topics include: Reasoning with equations; Linear and exponential relationships; Descriptive statistics; 



Expressions and equations; Quadratic functions and modeling.  Successful mastery will enable students to take 

Geometry (322), or Pre-Calculus (342) if Geometry has already been taken. Students enrolled in this course must 

take the PARCC Algebra 2 Assessments. 

 

#342 – PRECALCULUS STEM - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #332 Algebra 2 and #322 Geometry. 

Recommendation: Score of Level 4 or 5 on the Algebra 1 or Algebra 2 PARCC assessments. 

 

Recommendation: We encourage students to challenge themselves and recognize that “academic rigor” is one of the 

key determinants to learning. Students are also encouraged to evaluate the demands of their entire schedule when 

considering this course.  Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon 

previous courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent 

courses.  Specifically, our data shows that students scoring less than a “B” in the prerequisite #332 Algebra 2 

generally receive a “C” or below in this course. Students who have earned less than a B in #332 Algebra 2 

are recommended to take #363 Pre-Calculus. In addition, please understand that once a student has selected this 

course, his/her ability to make a subsequent level change is dependent upon seat availability. 

 

This course Covers topics that extend beyond the Common Core State Standards’ at a level of rigor designed to meet 

the needs of students interested in careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM). Topics 

include: Trigonometry; Sequences and series; Mathematical induction; Limits; Polynomial functions and graphing; 

Quadratic relations; Exponential and logarithmic functions. The computer and the graphing calculator are used for 

investigations. 

 

#347 – HONORS CALCULUS 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: #342 PreCalculus STEM 

 

Honors Calculus 1 is a weighted course similar in nature to Advanced Placement Calculus 1, but not as extensive as 

the College Board’s prescribed syllabus. Topics include: Rate of change;   Differentiation; Integration; Applications; 

Analytic geometry. The TI-83 or TI-84 graphing calculator is used in this course.   

  

HONORS AND ADVANCED PLACEMENT LEVEL COURSES: 
 

#311 - HONORS ALGEBRA 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: Algebra 1 in 8th grade, completion of HC placement evaluation and score of Level 4 or 5 on the 

PARCC Algebra 1 assessment. 

 

Recommendation: Teacher recommendation, and meeting district cut-off scores on an Honors Algebra evaluation 

administered in early June. 

 

The emphasis in Honors Algebra 2, which is a weighted course, is placed on the critical thinking     skills necessary 

to understanding mathematical theory as well as the concrete manipulative and graphing skills necessary to mastery 

of content. Topics include: Polynomial, rational, and radical relationships; Trigonometric functions; Modeling with 

functions; Inferences and conclusions from data. Successful mastery will enable students to take Honors Geometry 

(321). Students enrolled in this course must take the PARCC Algebra 2  

 

#321 – HONORS GEOMETRY- 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #311 Honors Algebra 2 

Recommendation: Score of Level 4 or 5 on the Algebra 2 PARCC assessment. 

 

Honors Geometry is a weighted course, which emphasizes topics inherent to Euclidean plane and solid 

geometry. Topics presented include: Congruence, measurement and construction; Similarity and trigonometry; 

Geometric measurement and dimension; Connecting algebra and geometry through coordinates; Circles with 

and without coordinates; Applications of Probability. Successful mastery will enable students to take Honors Pre-

Calculus (341). The computer is used as a tool for investigation and discovery. Students enrolled in this course must 

take the PARCC Geometry Performance-Based and End-of-Year Assessments.   

 



#341 – HONORS PRE-CALCULUS – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #311 Honors Algebra 2 and #321 Honors Geometry. 

   

Recommendation: Score of Level 4 or 5 on the Algebra 2 PARCC assessment. We encourage students to challenge 

themselves and recognize that “academic rigor” is one of the key determinants to learning. Students are also 

encouraged to evaluate the demands of their entire schedule when considering this course. Students should 

contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous courses and recognize that 

prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. Specifically, our data 

shows that students scoring less than a “B” in the prerequisite #311 Hon Algebra 2 generally receive a “C” or below 

in this course. Such students are recommended to take Pre-Calculus STEM #342.  In addition, please understand that 

once a student has selected this course, his/her ability to make a subsequent level change is dependent upon seat 

availability.  

 

This weighted course is designed to help prepare the student for Advanced Placement Calculus AB. Topics include: 

mathematical induction; complex numbers; polynomial functions and inequalities; exponential and logarithmic 

functions, and mathematical modeling.  Successful mastery will enable students to take AP Calculus AB. 

The computer and graphing calculator are used as tools for analysis of functions and their characteristics.   

 

#352 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS AB – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: #341 Honors PreCalculus 

Recommendation:  We encourage students to challenge themselves and recognize that “academic rigor” is one of the 

key determinants to learning. Students are also encouraged to evaluate the demands of their entire schedule 

when considering this course. Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon 

previous courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in 

subsequent courses. Specifically, our data shows that students scoring less than a “B” in the prerequisite  #341 

Honors PreCalculus generally receive a “C” or below in this course. In addition, please understand that once a 

student has selected this course, his/her ability to make a subsequent level change is dependent upon seat 

availability. 

 

This is a weighted course designed for the mathematically mature student who plans to enter a profession where a 

technical or scientific background is desirable.  The AB course is equivalent to a college-level Calculus offering 

and consists of the following topics: Rate of change; Differentiation;     Integration; Applications; Transcendental 

functions; Analytic geometry; and Parametric equations.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take 

the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP 

weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 

 

#353 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS BC – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: #341 Honors PreCalculus, teacher recommendation AND #353SI – AP Calculus A 2.5 Credits 

 

Recommendation:  A grade of at least 90 in PreCalculus.  We encourage students to challenge themselves and 

recognize that “academic rigor” is one of the key determinants to learning.  Students are also encouraged to evaluate 

the demands of their entire schedule when considering this course.  Students should contemplate the risk involved 

when choosing courses that build upon previous courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to 

achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. Specifically, our data shows that students scoring less than 93 in the 

prerequisite #341 Honors PreCalculus course generally receive a “C” or below in this course.   In addition, please 

understand that once a student has selected this course his/her ability to make a subsequent level change is 

dependent upon seat availability.  

 

This is a weighted course designed for the mathematically mature student who plans to enter a profession where a 

technical or scientific background is desirable. The pace of the course is most     challenging. The BC course may be 

equivalent to a two-semester college-level Calculus offering and consists of the following topics: rate of change; 

Differentiation; Integration; Advanced applications;  Transcendental functions; Analytic geometry; Parametric 

equations; Differential equations; Taylor series; Maclaurin series; Power series; Analysis of polar curves.  Students 

enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course 

who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 

 



#353SI – ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS A – 2.5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites:  #341 Honors Pre-Calculus and teacher recommendation. 

 

This summer course is of a hybrid design with the expectation of both in-class and online learning, with an 

approximate total of 60 hours.  This course is paired with AP Calculus BC #353 to complete the course with 7.5 

credits.  Only students who are scheduled to take AP Calculus BC #353 in the immediately following school 

year are permitted to take this course.  Students will automatically be enrolled in this course when selecting the 

AP Calculus BC #353 course.  

 

#354– ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS BC & MULTIVARIABLE – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: #352 AP Calculus AB 

Recommendation: A score of at least a 3 on the AP Calculus AB Exam. 

 

This is a weighted course designed for the mathematically mature student who plans to enter a profession where a 

technical or scientific background is desirable. The pace of the course is challenging. This BC and Multivariable 

Calculus course is designed for students who have already successfully completed AP Calculus AB. It consists of 

the following topics: Rate of Change; Differentiation; Integration; Advanced applications;Transcendental functions; 

Analytic geometry; Parametric equations; Differential equations; Taylor series; Maclaurin series; Power series; 

Analysis of polar curves, and topics associated with Multivariable Calculus.   Students enrolled in an AP course 

are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will 

receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 

  

ELECTIVE COURSES IN MATHEMATICS PROGRAM: 
 

#035 – SAT PREPARATION - 2.5 Credits 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Prerequisites:#022 English and Geometry (any level) 

Note: This course does not meet NCAA eligibility requirements and counts as a general elective credit only. 

 

SAT Preparation is a course designed to help students prepare for the math and verbal sections of the SAT. Students 

will learn test taking strategies and improve their problem-solving skills, through exposure to reading, writing and 

qualitative and quantitative reasoning tasks. Students can expect to strengthen their repertoire of skills in arithmetic, 

algebra and geometry, as well as critical reading, the study of vocabulary through context, a review of compositional 

skills, and the ability to write unified and coherent timed essays. Students will receive informative feedback from 

practice SAT tests.  

 

#326 – PARCC PREP – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10, 11, 12 

 

This is a compensatory basic skills course which emphasizes remediation and reinforcement of skills and concepts 

necessary to pass the PARCC Assessment.  Students will prepare for either the Algebra 1, Geometry, or Algebra 2 

PARCC Assessments, depending on their math history. Students are placed in this course based upon 

their performance on previous PARCC Assessments or by teacher recommendation. 

  

#355 – NUMBER SYSTEMS – 5 CREDITS + 3 College Credits  

Prerequisite: Geometry and Algebra 2 of any level. 

 

We are proud to offer this course in a Dual Enrollment capacity with Raritan Valley Community College. The 

course is designed to serve the needs of future liberal arts majors. Topics include systems of enumeration, sets 

and set operations, logic, problem solving strategies, modular arithmetic, Euclidian geometry, and number theory. It 

is a wonderful opportunity for students who have gone through our Academic Level math courses to continue their 

learning in the area of mathematics in a college level course. Course fee plus an application fee payable to RVCC 

are also required for students taking the class for RVCC credit. 

  

#356 - PROBABILITY & STATISTICS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: Algebra 2 or #311 Honors Algebra 2 



 

This course is designed for juniors and seniors who want a better background in probability and statistics. The 

course exposes students to topics regarding experimental and theoretical probability; numerical representations 

of data; graphical representations of data; and written and verbal     interpretation of data using concepts from 

exploratory data analysis.  Computer applications, to examine graphical representations of real data (and its 

subsequent analysis) will play a major role in enhancing the understanding of concepts. 

 

#359 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT STATISTICS – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #321 Honors Geometry or #342 PreCalculus STEM 

 

This is a weighted course, which includes the following topics: exploring data; planning a study; anticipating 

patterns; and statistical inferences. Computers and/or calculators are used as frequent exploration tools. This course 

is excellent for students who intend to study business, economics, and/or social sciences where data analysis is 

required.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students 

enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors 

weight will apply. 

 

#360 – HONORS DISCRETE MATHEMATICS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: #311 Honors Algebra 2 or #332 Algebra 2, and #321 Honors Geometry or #322 Geometry 

 

This is a weighted course, which may be elected in addition to or in place of Analysis, Trigonometry, or Calculus. 

Topics offered include: Game theory; Matrices; Sets; Discrete functions and relations; Permutations and 

combinations; Discrete probability and statistics; Markov chains; Election theory, Apportionment; Bin 

packing, Coding theory; Fractals; Scheduling; Fair division.  

 

#361 – DISCRETE MATHEMATICS – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisites: Geometry or Honors Geometry 

 

This course is designed for juniors and seniors who want a better background in traditional discrete mathematics, 

along with online applications of mathematics in a project-based environment. The course exposes students to topics 

that include matrices, graph theory, election theory, and digital technology. 

 

#364 – COMPUTER SCIENCE 1– JAVA - 2.5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #311, #332, or #333 Algebra 2 – Open to 10th graders only with recommendation from math teacher 

and approval from the Math Supervisor, 

 

This is an in-depth course designed to teach the fundamentals of computer science and program design. 

The programming language used in the course to teach these concepts is Java.  The course covers classes; operators; 

input and output; control statements and functions. It is recommended for the serious minded problem solver who is 

interested in a career in a computer-related field. Students should have good study skills and a strong interest in 

computers. Since this is a lab-oriented problem-solving course, good attendance and the ability to focus and stay on 

task is important. Students are expected to complete programming assignments outside of class. 

 

#365 – COMPUTER SCIENCE 2 – JAVA - 2.5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #364 Computer Science 1 – Java 

 

This is a continuation of Computer Science 1 that explores other aspects of Java, as well as other languages. It 

covers topics on arrays; searching and sorting; inheritance and polymorphism; graphics; files and applets. Students 

are expected to complete programming assignments outside of class. 

 

#366 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT COMPUTER SCIENCE PRINCIPLES – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: Algebra 1 and score of at least a Level 4 on Algebra 1 PARCC assessment. 

 

This course is intended for students as an introduction to computer science aspects needed for our ever-growing, 

technology-based world. It is designed to give students foundational computing skills, an understanding of the real-

world impact of computing applications, and programming literacy. In addition, this is a course that students can 



take their freshman or sophomore year, if they would like to begin their high school career with an AP 

course.     Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled 

in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight 

will apply. 

 

#368- ADVANCED PLACEMENT COMPUTER SCIENCE – 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #364 Computer Science 1 Java or #366 AP Computer Science Principles 

 

This course continues the study of Computer Science topics started with Computer Science 1. This is a lab course 

that gives extensive practice and emphasis on good programming design and technique. Students are expected to 

complete programming assignments outside of class. This is an AP course that follows the suggested course of 

studies for the Computer Science exam. It provides the students with the knowledge and the practice to help them 

with the AP exam and/or a career in Computer Science.  Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take 

the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP 

weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.  

 

 

 

 

  



Multi-Disciplinary Interdepartmental Courses 

 

Supervisors:   

Dana Kurilew, Counseling Supervisor, 908-284-7160, dkurilew@hcrhs.org 

Rebecca Lucas, Social Studies Supervisor, 908-284-7145, rlucas@hcrhs.org   
Brendan McIsaac, English Supervisor, 908-284-7145, bmcisaac@hcrhs.org 

 
NEW FOR 2017-2018: 
 

#MD905 AP Seminar for 5 Credits 

#MD910 AP Research for 5 Credits 

 

#034 Honors Humanities – 10 Credits 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: #021 Honors English 2 or #022 English 2 and #160 Advanced Placement U.S. History, or #122 History 

2. 

 

Honors Humanities is a year-long course that meets both English and social studies requirements. Students who opt 

to take this course will be working toward meeting the curriculum proficiencies for   Honors Expository Writing, 

World Literature and Global Studies by engaging in a curriculum that integrates the three areas using a 

humanities approach. This course is designed to facilitate students’ understanding of diverse world cultures, human 

rights, and global security through the study of works of literature, non-fiction, newspapers, periodicals, 

electronic media, film, music and art. Using a multi-text approach, students will critically examine a variety of 

perspectives that they will use to inform their own ideas, beliefs and values. Based on their reading, 

discussion, research, and analysis, students will generate writings that emphasize an array of rhetorical modes and 

will participate in multiple service learning projects.  Students receive 5 Honors Social Studies credits and 5 Honors 

English credits. 

 

#035 SAT Preparation – 2.5 Credits 

Grades:  10-12 

Prerequisites: Prerequisites: #022 English and Geometry (any level) 

Note: This course does not meet NCAA eligibility requirements and counts as a general elective credit only. 

 

SAT Preparation is a course designed to help students prepare for the math and verbal sections of the SAT. Students 

will learn test taking strategies and improve their problem-solving skills through exposure to reading, writing and 

qualitative and quantitative reasoning tasks. Students can expect to strengthen their repertoire of skills in arithmetic, 

algebra, and geometry as well as critical reading, the study of vocabulary through context, a review of compositional 

skills, and the ability to write unified and coherent timed essays. Students will receive informative feedback from 

practice SAT tests. 
 

AP Capstone Program 
AP Capstone is an innovative diploma program that provides students with an opportunity to engage in rigorous 

scholarly practice of the core academic skills necessary for successful college completion. AP Capstone is built on 

the foundation of two courses — AP Seminar and AP Research — and is designed to complement and enhance the 

in-depth, discipline-specific study provided through AP courses. It cultivates curious, independent, and collaborative 

scholars and prepares them to make logical, evidence-based decisions. 

 

If a student scores 3 or higher in AP Seminar and AP Research and on four additional AP Exams of their choosing, 

they will receive the AP Capstone Diploma. This signifies outstanding academic achievement and attainment of 

college-level academic and research skills. Alternatively, if a student scores a 3 or higher in AP Seminar and AP 

Research only, they will receive the AP Seminar and Research Certificate. All students are expected to take the AP 

Exam in May. 

 

mailto:dkurilew@hcrhs.org


Advanced Placement and Honors courses are designed to make rigorous demands on all students who are preparing 

for college. All Honors and Advanced Placement subjects are specifically designated as such on the student’s 

transcript. A differential of 1.0 is given for all AP and Honors courses. 

 

#MD 905 AP Seminar - 5 Credits 

Grades:  10-12 

 

This foundational course, open to sophomores and juniors, provides students with opportunities to think critically 

and creatively, research, explore, pose solutions, develop arguments, collaborate, and communicate using various 

media. Unlike traditional AP courses, Seminar is not linked to any one subject area; it is interdisciplinary in nature. 

Rooted in student-designed questions, participants explore real-world issues through a variety of lenses and consider 

multiple points of view to develop deep understanding of complex issues.  They make connections between these 

issues and their own lives, their interests, and other classes they are taking. Students read articles, research studies, 

and foundational and philosophical texts; listen to and view speeches, broadcasts, and personal accounts; and 

experience artistic and literary works to gain a rich appreciation and understanding of issues. Students are assessed 

with two performance tasks completed in class, one of which is a team project and presentation. Students will also 

take a more traditional end-of-course exam. The AP Seminar score is based on all three assessments and is reported 

on the standard 1– 5 AP scoring scale. 

 

#MD910 AP Research – 5 Credits 

Grades:  11-12 

Prerequisite:  AP Seminar  

 

The second course in the AP Capstone experience allows students to design, plan, and conduct a yearlong research-

based investigation on a topic of individual interest. Through this inquiry and investigation, students demonstrate the 

ability to apply scholarly understanding to real-world problems and issues. Students further the skills acquired in the 

AP Seminar course by understanding research methodology; employing ethical research practices; and accessing, 

analyzing, and synthesizing information to build, present, and defend an argument.  Students are assessed through 

the following culminating performance tasks:   

 Academic thesis paper (approximately 5,000 words) with a defined structure. 

 Presentation, performance, or exhibition and oral defense of research and presentation. The AP Research score 

is based on these components and is reported on the standard 1– 5 AP scoring scale.  

 

Students who score a 3 or higher on AP Seminar and AP Research as well as four additional AP exams, will receive 

an AP Capstone diploma.  



 

 

 

 

Hunterdon County Polytech offers one or two year programs of study in which students learn the skills that will 

prepare them for post-secondary educational opportunities or immediate entry into the workforce. Our students 

work with state-of- the-art technology and equipment and receive hands-on training in a variety of fields. Many of 

our programs also offer articulation agreements with various post-secondary institutions, enabling students to earn 

college credits while still in high school. All of our shared-time programs give students the opportunity to enroll in 

a Polytech program and also attend their home high school. Programs are scheduled by the student’s home school 

counselor and transportation is also provided by the home high school. For additional information, please call the 

Admissions/Guidance Department at 908/284-1444 ext. 2104. Students must apply on-line by visiting 

www.hcpolytech.org. 

 

Students who select a poly-tech course for 2017-2018 need to complete a Hunterdon County Poly-tech application. 

To access the application, go to the poly-tech website www.hcpolytech.org and click on the large green box in the 

center of the website that says "apply here". This link will take you to the online application where you can create 

an account and complete the application.  

 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 

It is the policy of the Hunterdon County Polytech School District not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, 

creed, religion, sex, ancestry, national origin, social or economic status, or disability in its educational programs or 

activities and employment policies as is required by Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 and N.J.A.C. 

6:4-1.1 et. seq. Inquiries regarding compliance may be directed to our Affirmative Action Officer, Barbara Lance at 

908/788-1119 or 504 Compliance Officer, Amanda Kucowski at 908/284-1444. 

Location Key: C – Central Campus, B – Bartles Campus, Healthquest 

 

ANIMAL SCIENCE 
The two year Animal Science program enables students to relate principles of disease, anatomy and physiology, 

medical terminology, and animal husbandry in order to guide decision making related to animal health. This 

includes general husbandry, preventative care, proper handling and restraint, and understanding the individual 

industries. Students practice safe handling and diagnostic techniques in a hands on environment while caring for a 

wide range of exotic and domestic animals, including reptiles, cats, dogs, ferrets, rabbits, mice, and chinchillas. 

Students will have the opportunity to perform routine procedures on live animals, such as sample collection, 

administering medication, delivery, vaccination, and ear tagging. The operation of the program’s public grooming 

clinic provides students with skills in dog grooming, while acquiring knowledge of business operations and 

learning customer service skills. Second year students will focus on small or large animals and will participate in 

structured learning experiences at local animal care facilities. Upon graduation, students further their post-

secondary studies in animal related programs or enter directly into the workforce. Students can also take advantage 

of college credits and articulation agreements with Centenary College, Delaware Valley University, and Harcum 

College. 

 

#9253 Animal Science I- 20 credits (C) 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Admission priority is given to rising Juniors 

Course may permit credit distribution in Practical Arts (15), and a maximum of 5 Science credits can be earned 

within the 2 year poly-tech program. 

 

#9255 Animal Science II- 20 credits (C) 

Grades:  10-12 

Prerequisite: Animal Science I or Animal Technologies (Large or Small) 

Course may permit credit distribution in Practical Arts (10), English IV (5 credits- Seniors only) and a maximum of 

5 Science credits can be earned within the 2 year poly-tech program. 

POLYTECH COURSE SELECTIONS 

Principal – Dan Kerr, 908/284-1444 – www.hcpolytech.org 

http://www.hcpolytech.org/
http://www.hcpolytech.org/


 

AUTOMOTIVE 

Auto Body Collision Repair Program 

This program will provide students with the basic knowledge, skills and techniques required for a future in the 

collision repair or restoration industry. Students will experience hands-on training with damage analysis, dent 

repair, panel replacement, sanding equipment, masking of vehicles, spraying of paints and primers, and color 

matching. Students perform spot and panel repairs to full paint jobs on customer vehicles and projects. Students 

receive safety training with hand and pneumatic tools, welding equipment, and personal protection equipment. Our 

facility houses state of the art equipment found in many collision repair shops, including a down-draft/heated spray 

booth and welding equipment. By the end of the two-year program, students will be prepared to meet the demands 

of employment in the auto body and collision repair industry. Students will earn an OSHA 10 Safety Certification 

as part of their course work. 

 

#9111 Auto Body Collision Repair I –20 credits (C) 

Grades: 11-12 

 

#9113 Auto Body Collision Repair II – 20 credits (C) 

Grades: 11-12  

Prerequisite: Auto Body Collision Repair I 

 

Automotive Services Program 

The Automotive Services program consists of classroom instruction along with hands-on training as students learn 

to diagnose, maintain and repair a wide range of vehicles. Students will become knowledgeable about basic 

automotive systems and their operation.  In the shop, students perform routine service work such as brakes, tune-

ups, tire services, exhaust system repairs, lubrications and basic welding. Students will learn problem-solving 

techniques while working on the major components of vehicles. Upon completion of this program students will 

have the entry level skills to begin employment as general automotive technicians or other entry-level skill jobs in 

the automotive industry. 

 

#9108 Automotive Services – 20 credits (C) 

Grades: 10-12 

 

Automotive Technology Program 

Students interested in a career in the automotive technology field are encouraged to enroll in the two year 

Automotive Technology ASE-NATEF Certified Program. The program provides students the opportunity to excel 

in specialized training in an up-to date service shop. Training includes automotive engine operations, vehicle 

maintenance and repair, steering and suspension systems, computerized engine controls, brake systems, electrical 

systems, basic heating, ventilation and air conditioning, transmissions, axles, fuel and ignition systems, and front 

end alignment. A challenging curriculum delivered by an ASE Certified Master Technician prepares students with 

opportunities to master skills required to pass the Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) certification examinations, 

the most recognized certification in the automotive industry. In addition to ASE Certifications, other certifications 

include OSHA 10 Hour Safety Course, Snap-on Shopkey Pro, Electronic Service Information, Procut Brake Lathe, 

Valvoline Lubricant, and EPA Automotive Refrigerants. Second year students will also learn about hybrid and 

electric vehicles and participate in the “CARS 40-hour Mentorship Program” with local dealerships. Program 

completers have the opportunity to obtain college credits from Northampton Community College, Pennsylvania 

College of Technology, Universal Technical Institute, Ohio Technical College, Lincoln Technical Institute, and 

University of Northwestern Ohio. Upon completing the program, graduates further their post-secondary studies in 

the automotive field, enter directly into employment or enroll into the Automotive Apprenticeship Program. 

 

#9101 Automotive Technology I –20 credits (C) 

Grades: 10-11 preferred 

Prerequisites: Admission priority is given to rising Juniors 

 

#9106 Automotive Technology II– 20 credits (C)  

Grade: 12 



Prerequisite: Must earn a grade of “B” or higher in Automotive Technology I 

 

BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES 

Construction Science 
First year students will develop basic residential construction skills in a well-equipped construction shop through 

hands-on training. Topics include framing, masonry, carpentry, utilities, site management, building systems, and 

energy efficiency. Students learn to safely use construction tools including power saws, drills, routers and 

surveying equipment. The business side of the industry includes estimating, time and materials management, 

customer service and building projects for client. Second year students will expand their skills and knowledge by 

working on more challenging projects and learn about code compliances and new products and techniques. 

Students will also acquire skills in basic electrical wiring and are given an opportunity to visit trade union training 

programs such as the carpenter and heavy equipment operators. Students have the opportunity to earn an OSHA 10 

Safety Certification. Program graduates further their education by attending post-secondary programs in 

construction management or engineering, enroll in a related apprenticeship program or enter directly into the 

workforce. 

 

#9283 Construction Science I –20 credits (C)  

Grades: 10-12 

 

#9282 Construction Science II– 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Construction Science I 

 

ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES 

This two-year program will give students the opportunity to explore sustainable ways of creating and using energy 

and learn about energy efficiency, natural resources and conservation methods. For example, students will learn to 

conduct energy audits using equipment such as temperature guns and foot-candle meters. This hands-on program 

consists of several state-of-the art training systems including FLIR (Thermal Imaging Infrared Camera) a 

Renewable Energy Lab and Solar and Wind Energy Training System. As part of the energy program, students will 

also receive an introduction to residential wiring including theory, components, building codes, calculations and 

job estimating. Second year students will be able to earn C-Tech certifications in Energy Management Systems and 

Home Theater installation. Second year students can also take advantage of 3 concurrent college credits in 

Introduction to Sustainability from Stockton College and/or 3 concurrent college credits in Principles of 

Sustainability from Rowan College at Burlington County. Graduates enter directly into the field, enroll in the 

Electrical Trades Apprenticeship Program or further their education at post-secondary institutions. 

 

#9285 Energy Technologies I –20 credits (C)  

Grades: 11-12 

 

#9286 Energy Technologies II– 20 credits (C)  

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: Energy Technologies I 

 

COSMETOLOGY 

This program prepares students for both the practical and theory portions of the New Jersey Cosmetology State 

Board Licensing Exam and for successful employment related to the field. The program focuses on training and 

instruction in all phases of hair, nails, skin care and makeup application. Students will be eligible for a student 

permit after acquiring 600 of the 1,000 hours of instruction required by the State. Under the supervision of the 

instructor, students in the Completer class (3rd year) will have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills 

in a school operated salon that is open to the public. Students will be eligible to take the state licensing examination 

upon successful completion of all program requirements. Students that complete their program requirements after 

graduation and enroll as post-graduate students are charged a nominal tuition fee.  

 

#9133 Cosmetology I - 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 10-12 - Admission priority is given to rising Juniors  

 



#9136 Cosmetology II - 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisites: Cosmetology I; Must earn a grade of ‘B’ or higher in Cosmetology and successfully complete 320 

hours towards your Cosmetology license. 

 

#9137 Cosmetology III/Completer - 20 credits (C)  

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: Cosmetology II; Must earn a grade of ‘B’ or higher in Cosmetology and successfully complete 640 

hours towards your Cosmetology license. 

 

CULINARY ARTS 

Baking and Pastry 
Utilizing a commercial baking facility, this program provides students with the hands-on instruction to master the 

skills needed for entry-level work in the baking and pastry field. Students have fun creating and baking a variety of 

gourmet desserts, pastries, pies, cakes, cookies and breads by mastering baking methods, decorating techniques and 

recipe formulas. The program includes food sanitation and safety procedures, cost control and food marketing 

skills. Students bake goods for the Upfront Café, Careers Café functions, local food pantries, and for a variety of 

special events. Students have the option to take a second year of the program to specialize in a specific area and to 

refine their baking skills and techniques. Advanced level baking includes gourmet pastries, specialty breads, 

patisserie, desserts and other confections. Accommodations for dietary restrictions, food safety, nutrition, and 

business managements are included in the program. Upon graduation, students continue their post-secondary 

studies, enter directly into the field or enroll in a related apprenticeship program. Students have the opportunity to 

obtain a ServSafe National Industry certification and obtain college credits from Johnson & Wales, Paul Smith’s 

College, Culinary Institute of America and Raritan Valley Community College.  

 

#9317 Baking and Pastry I – 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 10-12 

 

#9318 Baking and Pastry II - 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Baking and Pastry I 

 

Culinary Arts 
This two-year program gives students the opportunity to acquire culinary art skills and prepares students for the 

many occupations and pathways to the culinary arts industry. Instruction emphasizes understanding essential 

cooking techniques including knife skills, food sanitation, and nutrition. Utilizing a large commercial kitchen, 

students will plan, prepare, and execute American and culturally diverse meals for special events in their 110-seat 

capacity Careers Café restaurant and the Upfront Cafe. Students will learn the front and back end operations, 

customer service, cost control, and management, while becoming involved in the growing and processing of fresh 

organic vegetables and herbs grown in the school garden. Second year students have the opportunity to acquire 

their ServSafe National Industry certification. Upon graduation, students enter directly into the field, enroll in a 

related apprenticeship program or continue post-secondary opportunities by taking advantage of college credits 

from Johnson & Wales University, Paul Smith’s College or Raritan Valley Community College. 

 

#9315 Culinary Arts I - 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 11-12 

 

#9316 Culinary Arts II - 20 credits (C)  

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: Culinary Arts I 

 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

 

Homeland Security 

This one-year program provides an introduction and overview of homeland security and focuses on security policy, 

planning, and operations dedicated to the protection of U.S. territory, assets, infrastructure, institutions, and citizens 



from external threats. The curriculum includes instruction and activities in national security policy, international 

and domestic terrorism, hazards, government relations, intelligence, law enforcement, security technology, 

communications and information technology, homeland security planning and operations, disaster planning, 

outbreak alerts and applications to specific threat scenarios. Students will also be introduced to and examine the 

major agencies within the Department of Customs and Border Protection, U.S. Secret Service, U.S. Coast Guard, 

Transportation Security Administration, and Federal Emergency Management Agency. Through our hands-on 

approach, students will explore emergency response and first responder skills, forensics, crimes scenes and 

homeland security exercises and utilize the district’s state-of-the-art, interactive Meggitt L7 Law Enforcement 

Firearms Training System. 

 

#9082 Homeland Security – 20 credits (B)  

Grades: 11-12 

 

Law and Criminal Justice 

This one-year program will focus on the many careers offered in law and public safety. Major career pathways 

including emergency and fire management, security and protective services, law enforcement services, legal 

services and correction services will be introduced. Students will investigate through a hands-on approach the 

entire criminal justice system process from preliminary investigation to arrest and trial. Working with computerized 

equipment and software, students will be introduced to 911 emergency dispatching calls and composite drawing 

skills of criminals. Other examples of hands-on activities include motor vehicle stops, fingerprinting, evidence 

collection and handling, and motor vehicle accident investigation and police procedures. Additionally, students will 

examine contemporary issues in law enforcement and utilize the district’s state-of-the-art, interactive Meggitt L7 

Law Enforcement Firearms Training System. All students are dually enrolled at Raritan Valley Community 

College and have the opportunity to earn 6 college credits in Introduction to Criminal Justice and Police and the 

Community.  

 

#9081 Law and Criminal Justice – 20 credits (B)  

Grades 11-12 

Prerequisites: 2.75 GPA; Admission priority given to rising Seniors 

 

EDUCATION  
 

Early Childhood Education  
This two-year program provides students with the opportunity to learn about early childhood education in a clinical 

setting with 3 to 5 year old preschool children throughout the school year. KinderMagic is an on-site learning 

center where students can implement and test their planned lessons and activities focused on areas such as daily 

themes, story time, art, music, and special events. The program curriculum is based on a professional credential 

where students have the ability to earn seminar hours towards the national Child Development Associate (CDA) 

credential. At the completion of the two-year program, students will be able to complete two of the three major 

requirements for this credential, which is required and recognized in early childhood learning centers throughout 

the nation. As part of the program, students will become active members of FCCLA (the National Family, Career 

and Community Leaders of America) student organization and have the opportunity to compete at State and 

National levels. Second year students will also obtain their First Aid/CPR Certification.  

 

#9093 Early Childhood Education I –20 credits (B)  

Grades: 11-12 

 

#9096 Early Childhood Education II - 20 credits (B)  

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: Early Childhood Education I 

 

Teacher Academy 

This one-year program is for the student that has a desire to work in the educational field and plans to pursue at 

least a 4-year college degree. The Teacher Academy program was designed to give students an opportunity to 

obtain exposure to the vast number of occupations in the educational field while giving students hands-on 

experience in a variety of settings. Students must have their own transportation because the program requires that 



students participate in multiple professional internships in their selected discipline throughout the year with 

cooperating county school districts. The program will provide an exposure to other related occupations in addition 

to teaching such as educational support services, administration and related government agencies and include 

different types of schools such as rural, urban, private and alternative schools. Students will be dually enrolled at 

Raritan Valley Community College and earn 3 credits in Foundations of Education. As part of the program, 

students will have created a professional teaching portfolio aligned to the InTASC standards. 

 

#9480 Teacher Academy – 20 credits (B) 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisites: 3.0 GPA. Students must be rising seniors and have their own transportation for the required 

internships. 

 

HEALTH / MEDICAL SCIENCES  

The Healthcare Science program of study is designed to familiarize students to careers that promote health, 

wellness, and diagnosis as well as treatment of injuries and diseases. Students applying for entrance to the 

Healthcare program will choose one major on which to focus: Pre-Nursing, Exercise Science, or Fitness Specialist 

(available in 2018-2019). Some healthcare careers involve working directly with people, while others involve 

research into diseases or collecting and formatting data and information. Work locations are varied and may be in 

hospitals, medical or dental offices or laboratories, cruise ships, medevac units, sports arenas, space centers, or 

within the community. Students will be dually enrolled at Raritan Valley Community College (RVCC) and will be 

eligible to earn college credits from RVCC and Rutgers School of Health Professions. 

Healthcare Science Pathways: Students applying for entrance to the Healthcare Science program will choose one 

pathway on which to focus: Pre-Nursing, Exercise Science, or Fitness Specialist (available in 2018-2019).  In the 

first year, students in the Pre-Nursing and Exercise Science pathways will be enrolled in the Healthcare Science 

course. This course will include college courses in Anatomy and Physiology I and II and Dynamics of Health Care 

in Society. In their second year, students will focus on their chosen pathway. Students who choose the Fitness 

Specialist will not need to enroll in the Healthcare Science course. 

Students who choose the Exercise Science Program will learn the value of both aerobic conditioning and 

movement-specific, anaerobic conditioning by way of both personal conditioning and group training. They will 

also have the opportunity to participate in a physical therapy mentorship program. Students will earn the American 

Heart Association Basic Life Support certification. This pathway may fulfill some of the requirements for RVCC’s 

A.S. in Exercise Science or A.S. in Exercise Science with option in Sports Management degrees.  

 Students who choose the Pre-Nursing program will practice nursing techniques in our clinical nursing lab using 

medical equipment such as SimMan and a human patient simulator. Students will earn the American Heart 

Association Basic Life Support certification and First Aid certification for healthcare providers, along with the 

OSHA 10 Healthcare certification. These certifications may fulfill some of the requirements for RVCC’s A.A.S in 

Nursing/RN. Students must apply to RVCC’s Nursing program after completing RVCC admissions requirements. 

# 9440 Healthcare Science 20 Credits (B) 

Grade: 10, 11 

Prerequisites: 3.0 GPA; Admission priority given to rising Juniors 

Course may permit credit distribution in Practical Arts (15), and a maximum of 5 Science credits within the two 

year Health Science Polytech program.  

 

#9443 Health Science II - 20 credits (B)  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisites: 2.75 GPA; Health Science I 

Course may permit credit distribution in Practical Arts (10), 5 credits of English IV CP (Grade 12 only) and a 

maximum of 5 Science credits within the two year Health Science Polytech program.  

 

 #9442 Nursing II - 20 credits (B)  

Grades: 11-12 



Prerequisites: 2.75 GPA; Nursing I 

Course may permit credit distribution in Practical Arts (15) and a maximum of 5 Science credits within the two year 

Healthcare Polytech program.  

 

ART / VISUAL COMMUNICATION  

3D Computer Animation  
The 3D Computer Animation program is a two-year program that covers color and design, the history of animation, 

careers in an animation studio, the principles of animation, and software in the 2D and 3D animation industries. 

This program uses Autodesk Maya, which is one of the most powerful software programs used in the industry. To 

prepare for this exciting industry, students in the first year will establish a fine arts foundation by drawing and 

painting from life observation. Students will utilize pastels, watercolor, acrylic, and charcoal to draw and paint the 

subject they are observing which can include models and animals in motion, still life and portraits. The first year 

program will also include designing and creating concept art, characters, storyboards, backgrounds, environments, 

and animation sequences. Through these exercises, students will begin to build a solid portfolio. During the second 

year, students will explore Zbrush software, enhance their skills in Autodesk Maya and learn about anatomy for 

character development and accurate animation sequences. Students will continue building and developing a 

portfolio that communicates their unique style for college and employment that includes studio artwork and 

computer models and scenes. Students can take advantage of articulated college credits at the Art Institute of 

Philadelphia pending a portfolio review.  

 

#9461 3D Computer Animation I –20 credits (B) 

Grades: 10-12  

 

#9465 3D Computer Animation II –20 credits (B)  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: 3D Computer Animation I 

 

Commercial Arts/Advertising Design 

The Commercial Arts and Advertising Design program is a two-year program covering color and design, fine art, 

computer software, and careers one can have as an artist/designer. During the first year, students explore 

commercial arts by designing and creating drawings, paintings, and digital artwork including logos, t-shirts, 

murals, advertisements, brochures, banners, greeting cards, and menus using Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, and 

InDesign software. Students draw and paint from life observation in pastels, watercolor, acrylic and charcoal to 

begin to build a solid portfolio. They also develop skills using the computer to explore typography and visual 

hierarchy in design. Field trips, guest speakers, and production of freelance work for clients are important 

components of the program. During the second year, students continue to build a portfolio that expresses their 

artistic talent and expand their skills with creative typography and ePublishing. Graduates continue their post-

secondary studies entering into an art-related program and can take advantage of college credits offered by the Art 

Institute of Philadelphia, Harrisburg University, or enter directly into the workforce.  

 

#9265 Commercial Arts/Advertising Design I –20 credits (B)  

Grades 11-12 

 

#9266 Commercial Arts/Advertising Design II–20 credits (B) 

Grades 11-12 

Prerequisite: Commercial Arts/Advertising Design I 

 

Graphic Design 
The Graphic Design program is a two-year program that provides students with the knowledge and skills necessary 

to enter the fields of graphic design, advertising, and digital multimedia. Students learn analysis and research of 

typography, layout and composition, color theory and software skills. Students will also develop basic skills in 

two-dimensional design, color, and content creation while employing the design process of research, sketching and 

experimentation. Assignment focus is on logo design, branding, advertising, packaging, photography, and web 

design. Using industry standard equipment and software programs, such as the Adobe Creative Suite, students will 

develop marketable skills sets and begin to develop a professional portfolio. Students will have the opportunity to 



begin working on in-house and real-world jobs by working directly with clients from local area businesses. 

Second-year students will further refine their skills and focus on both online and physical portfolio development. 

Career options will also be explored in the fields of marketing, advertising, and graphic design. Students will gain 

job experience through 111 Studio, the school’s graphic design studio that markets and produces design solutions 

for local area businesses. Students will meet weekly to discuss work flow, job responsibilities, scheduling and 

job/project status. Graduates continue their post-secondary studies entering into an art-related program and can take 

advantage of college credits offered by the Art Institute of Philadelphia or enter directly into the workforce.  

 

#9462 Graphic Design I –20 credits (B)  

Grades: 10-12 

 

#9269 Graphic Design II/Design Marketing –20 credits (B)  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Graphic Design I 

 

CUSTOMIZED/WORK-BASED LEARNING 
 

Supervised School to Careers 

This program is designed for seniors that want to work in paid employment in their desired occupation while 

receiving high school practical arts credit. This State SLE (Structured Learning Experience) requires students to 

attend related instruction each week in order to gain knowledge in becoming a productive citizen and to acquire 

career skills. 

 

#9162 Supervised School-to-Careers – 20 credits (B) (C)  

Grade: 12 only 

Prerequisites: Students must be rising Seniors and have their own transportation; Approval from Polytech Principal  

 

Career Prep 

The Career Prep program is designed for conscientious, self-motivated students that want to get a jump-start on 

college with a specific career goal in mind. As a customized high school and college program, this program focuses 

on meeting students’ individual needs and provides the opportunity to earn as many as 12 transferrable college 

credits while still in high school. A Career Prep plan can include on-campus college work, online instruction, 

internships or other types of educational experience such as a research project. Students that choose to take college 

courses at Raritan Valley Community College (RVCC) or other approved post-secondary institutions or 

educational providers are reimbursed for tuition upon successfully completing the courses.  

 

#9095 Career Prep – 20 credits (B) (C)  

Grade: 12 only 

Prerequisites: 3.0 GPA; Counselor recommendation; Interview with Career Prep coordinator. Students must have 

their own transportation. 

 

Transition Skills 

Transition Skills are programs designed for students with special needs and can be taken multiple times based on 

their interest, age and achievement of desirable skills. All programs solicit recommendations from both the 

student’s case manager and the Polytech social worker. 

 

#9090 Career Exploration – 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Recommendations from both the student’s case manager and the Polytech social worker. 

 

Office Skills 

This program focuses on the skills required of occupations that require basic office and administrative support 

positions. Students will practice computer skills, organization, filing, phone etiquette and other administrative tasks 

and procedures. Students will interact with school personnel and other customers to complete live projects and jobs 

that are typical in the field such as shredding documents, making copies, bulk mailing and maintaining inventory.  

Prerequisites: Special Services students only; Requires case manager and Polytech social worker approvals 



 

#9430 Office Skills – 20 credits (C)  

Grades: 10-12 

 

INTRODUCTORY COURSES 

The introductory program is a five-credit elective designed for Hunterdon Central Regional High School students 

in grades 9and 10; juniors and seniors are not accepted into this program  Students who apply are accepted into a 

shared time program based on available openings. Students attend for one academic block on either A day or B 

day.  Students will learn basic principles in their selected program, which is designed to expose them to technical 

skill sets and concepts in preparation for entering year one of the program in their junior year.   

 

Students will be required to complete and HC Polytech application once course scheduling has been 

confirmed. To access the application, go to the poly-tech website www.hcpolytech.org and click on the large 

green box in the center of the website that says "apply here". This link will take you to the online application 

where you can create an account and complete the application.  

 

Grades 9 & 10 (C) 

Credits: 5.0 

 

#9110 Intro to Auto Body Collision Repair   

#9314 Intro to Culinary Arts   

#9102 Intro to Automotive Service 

#9280 Intro to Energy Technologies 

#9310 Intro to Baking & Pastry  

#9466 Intro to Graphic Design 

  

http://www.hcpolytech.org/


NOTE: The Science Dept course offerings are presented in two separate flow charts.  

Please take care to reference the correct one when planning your course selections. 

 
The following chart illustrates possible course sequencing in the Science Department.  The science program of studies outlined 

below reflects the best alignment to the new Next Generation Science Standards.  Courses have been grouped according to level of 

academic rigor.  The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and the grades received are key aspects considered by college 

admissions officers.   Core Program courses satisfy graduation requirements, but may not satisfy certain admissions requirements 

for some colleges. Please note:  sequencing need not be constant; students may move between “levels” as long as prerequisite 

courses are taken.  Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  All 

students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and enhance their college 

applications.  
 
Please note that the course sequence presented below represents a revised course progression beginning with the 2017-2018 

academic year 

 

Science Courses for Current Grade 8 Students 

PLEASE NOTE: Science courses listed on this webpage should be used when 

selecting a course of study for Current Grade 8 students. 

 
  

CP 

AP

Implementation  

2017-2018 

9
th

 Grade 

Implementation  

2020-2021 

Implementation  

2020-2021 

Physics 

441 

(5 Credits) 

CP Physics 

442 

(5 Credits) 

Honors Physics 

443 

(5 Credits) 

AP Physics C 

458 

 (7.5 Credits) 
[10 Credits starting 

2018-2019] 

 

AP Environmental 

Science 

457 

(10 Credits) 

Implementation  

2020-2021 

12
th

 Grade 

Implementation  

2018-2019 

10
th

 Grade 

Biology 

421 

(5 Credits) 

 

CP Biology 

422 

(5 Credits) 

Honors Biology 

423 

(5 Credits) 

AP Biology 

452 

(7.5 Credits) 

[10 Credits starting 

2018-2019] 

 

Environmental & 

Earth Science 

401 

(5 Credits) 

CP Environmental & 

Earth Science 

402 

(5 Credits) 

Honors 

Environmental & 

Earth Science 

403 

(5 Credits) 

Key: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Honors 

CP 

AP 

AP Physics 1 

456 

(10 Credits) 

Implementation  

2019-2020 

11
th

 Grade 

AP Physics 2 

457 

(10 Credits) 

Chemistry 

431 

(5 Credits) 

CP Chemistry 

432 

(5 Credits) 

Honors 

Chemistry 

433 

(5 Credits) 

AP  Chemistry 

454 

(7.5 Credits) 

[10 Credits starting 

2019-2020] 

 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
SUPERVISOR: Matthew Hall, 908-284-7134 – matthew.hall@hcrhs.org 

 

Academic 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science levels at Hunterdon Central Regional High School: 
 

 Academic: a rigorous, conceptual-based course designed for students who enjoy science and may 

require additional reinforcement to be successful. Emphasis will be on student awareness of scientific 

principles and the scientific process. 

 College Preparatory: a more rigorous course targeted towards students who excel in science and 

math, and who enjoy a challenging learning environment. This level of course provides students with a 

more in-depth study and analysis of concepts. 

 Honors: a highly rigorous course designed for students who are able to learn and work 

independently at a faster pace and deeper level than in the CP level.  Increasing emphasis is placed on 

the application of scientific facts and concepts as well as on the mathematical analysis of data. 

 Advanced Placement (AP): offers an intensive and in depth study of the subject and is intended to 

be equivalent to a first-year college course.   

 

 



 

 

Science Courses for Current Grades 9, 10 & 11 Students 

PLEASE NOTE: The Science courses listed on this webpage should be used when 

choosing a course of study for current Grade 9, 10 & 11 students. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

College Preparatory Level 

Advanced Honors/AP 

Honors/AP (STEM Level Math) 

Career and College Readiness Level 

Possible Electives: 

Astronomy - 460 

Meteorology - 462 

Aviation - 463 

 

*CP Biology - 422 
Environmental and 

Earth Science - 402 
CP Chemistry - 432 CP Physics - 442 

Possible Electives: 
Oceanography - 461 
Human Impact on the Environment - 466 

Aquatic Biology – 467 

Anatomy and Physiology - 470 

Possible Electives: 

Intro to Forensics - 472 
 

Possible Electives: 
Aviation - 463 

Human Impact on the Environment - 466 

Possible Electives: 

Astronomy - 460 

Meteorology - 462 

 

Environmental Science - 411 Biology - 421 Chemistry - 431 

CP Physics - 442 

*Honors Biology 1 - 423 Hon Chemistry 1 - 433 

AP Physics 1 - 456 

Hon Biology 2 - 424 Hon Chemistry 2 - 434 
Hon Genetics - 475 

any AP Science 

Possible Electives: 

Astronomy - 460 
Oceanography - 461 

Meteorology - 462 

Aviation - 463 

 

Possible Electives: 

Human Impact on the Environment - 466 
Aquatic Biology - 467 

Intro to Forensics – 472 

Anatomy and Physiology - 470 
 

Possible Electives: 

Honors Organic Chemistry – 474 

Honors Biochemistry - 476 

 

Anatomy and Physiology - 470 

Hon Physics - 443 

Honors Physics 443 

Possible Electives: 

Astronomy - 460 
Oceanography - 461 

Meteorology - 462 

Aviation - 463 

 

Possible Electives: 

Human Impact on the Environment - 466 

Aquatic Biology – 467 

Intro to Forensics - 472 
 

Possible Electives: 

Honors Organic Chemistry – 474 
Honors Biochemistry – 476 

Anatomy and Physiology - 470 

 

Hon Chemistry 2 - 434 
Hon Genetics - 475 

Honors Chemistry 1 - 433 
AP Physics 1 - 456 

  AP Biology - 452 

  AP Chemistry - 454 

  AP Physics 2 - 457 

  AP Physics C - 458 

  AP Environmental Science - 450 

Anatomy and Physiology - 470 

Hon Biology 2 - 424 

AP Environmental 

Science - 450 

Honors Biology 1 - 423 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
SUPERVISOR: Matthew Hall, 908-284-7134 – matthew.hall@hcrhs.org 

 



Science Courses 

 

Supervisor:  Matthew Hall  908-284-7134, matthew.hall@hcrhs.org 
 

Courses have been grouped according to level of academic rigor.  The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and 

the grades received are key aspects considered by college admissions officers.   Core Program courses satisfy 

graduation requirements, but may not satisfy certain admissions requirements for some colleges. Please 

note:  sequencing need not be constant; students may move between “levels” as long as prerequisite courses are 

taken.  Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please 

read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  All students 

are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 

 

NEW FOR 2017-2018: 

 

New Science Course for the 2017-2018 School Year: 

#401 Environmental & Earth Science - 5 credits 

#403 Honors Environmental & Earth Science – 5 credits 

 

2017-2018 SCIENCE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

# 401 ENVIRONMENTAL & EARTH SCIENCE – 5 CREDITS 

Grade 9 

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Earth and Space Science portions of the New Jersey Student 

Learning Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course is designed for 

students who enjoy science yet may require additional reinforcement to be successful.  Concepts emphasized include 

the Earth and its Place in the Solar System, Earth Structure and Composition, Geologic Processes and Plate 

Tectonics, Weather, Climate and Global Climate Change, Natural Hazards, Natural Resources, and Human Impact 

on the Environment.   

 

#402 - ENVIRONMENTAL & EARTH SCIENCE CP – 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 9  

Co-requisite: Algebra 1 #312 or Algebra 1 #3137 

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Earth and Space Science portions of the New Jersey Student 

Learning Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-

depth study and analysis of Earth Science concepts and is designed for students who excel in science and math and 

who enjoy a challenging learning environment.  Concepts emphasized include the Earth and its Place in the Solar 

System, Earth Structure and Composition, Geologic Processes and Plate Tectonics, Weather, Climate and Global 

Climate Change, Natural Hazards, Natural Resources, and Human Impact on the Environment.   

 

# 403 HONORS ENVIRONMENTAL & EARTH SCIENCE – 5 CREDITS 

Grade 9 

Prerequisite: Qualification based on Science Placement Matrix; Algebra 1 in 7
th

 or 8
th

 Grade 

Co-requisite: Algebra 2 #311 or #332, or Geometry #321 or #322 

 

This is a weighted lab-based course designed to address the Earth and Space Science portions of the New Jersey 

Student Learning Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides 

an in-depth study and analysis of Earth Science concepts and is designed for students who are able to learn and work 

independently at a faster pace and deeper level than is required in College Preparatory level Environmental & Earth 

Science.  Concepts emphasized include the Earth and its Place in the Solar System, Earth Structure and 

Composition, Geologic Processes and Plate Tectonics, Weather, Climate and Global Climate Change, Natural 

Hazards, Natural Resources, and Human Impact on the Environment.   

 

 

mailto:matthew.hall@hcrhs.org


#411 – ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE – 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-11 

Co-requisite: Algebra 1 #334  

 

This lab-based class is the second in a sequence of three courses designed to prepare students for   environmental 

science topics included in the End-of-Course Exam required of all pupils after the completion of their biology 

course. The class also addresses the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Science that require an 

understanding of systems, problem solving, critical thinking, use of technology and the integration of math skills in 

science. Concepts emphasized include environmental systems, ecology and human impact on the environment. 

 

#421 – BIOLOGY- 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Earth Science #401 or Environmental Science #411 

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Life Science portions of the New Jersey Student Learning 

Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course is designed for students 

who enjoy science yet may require additional reinforcement to be successful.  Concepts emphasized include cell 

structure and function, basic molecular biology, growth and development, metabolic processes, ecosystems, energy 

and nutrient cycling in nature, biodiversity, heredity and genetics, and biological evolution.  Content covered in this 

course will be assessed in the Spring on the New Jersey Biology Competency Test. 

 

#422 - BIOLOGY CP - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Environmental & Earth Science #402 AND Algebra 1 #312, or #3137 

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Life Science portions of the New Jersey Student Learning 

Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-depth study 

and analysis of Life Science concepts and is designed for students who excel in science and math and who enjoy a 

challenging learning environment.  Concepts emphasized include cell structure and function, basic molecular 

biology, growth and development, metabolic processes, ecosystems, energy and nutrient cycling in nature, 

biodiversity, heredity and genetics, and biological evolution.  Content covered in this course will be assessed in the 

Spring on the New Jersey Biology Competency Test. 

 

#423 – HONORS BIOLOGY 1 - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10 

Prerequisites: Honors Environmental & Earth Science #403 or #402 (with a grade of 90 or above)  

Co-requisite: Geometry #321 or #322 

 

This is a weighted lab-based course designed to address the Life Science portions of the New Jersey Student 

Learning Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-

depth study and analysis of Life Science concepts and is designed for students who are able to learn and work 

independently at a faster pace and deeper level than is required in College Preparatory level Biology.  Concepts 

emphasized include cell structure and function, basic molecular biology, growth and development, metabolic 

processes, ecosystems, energy and nutrient cycling in nature, biodiversity, heredity and genetics, and biological 

evolution.  Content covered in this course will be assessed in the Spring on the New Jersey Biology Competency 

Test.   

  

#424 - HONORS BIOLOGY 2 - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Honors Biology 1 #423  

 

This weighted course is a continuation of Honors Biology 1. Although it is not a required course, it is recommended 

that students take this course to prepare them for the SAT Subject Test in Biology. It develops in detail the topics 

not covered in Honors Biology 1. It is strongly recommended that students take this course following the completion 

of #423 Honors Biology.   

 



#431 – CHEMISTRY - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Algebra 1 # 3137 or Algebra 1 #334.   

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Chemistry portions of the New Jersey Student Learning Standards 

for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course is designed for students who enjoy 

science yet may require additional reinforcement to be successful.  Concepts emphasized include the structure and 

properties of matter, the Atomic Theory, the Periodic Table of Elements, chemical reactions, atomic interactions, 

and chemical nomenclature.   

 

#432 - CHEMISTRY CP - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Algebra 1 #312 or #3137 (with a grade of 85 or better) 

Co-requisite: Algebra 2 # 3337 or #332 

  

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Chemistry portions of the New Jersey Student Learning Standards 

for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-depth study and 

analysis of Chemistry concepts and is designed for students who excel in science and math and who enjoy a 

challenging learning environment.  Students are introduced to theories and concepts of chemistry that include the 

study of matter, its properties and the changes it undergoes. Topics included are: chemical nomenclature, molar 

relationships, stoichiometry, gas laws, atomic theory, atomic structure, the periodic table, bonding, solutions, 

kinetics and acids and bases.  

 

#433 – HONORS CHEMISTRY 1 - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Algebra 2# 311, STEM #332 or #3329 (with a grade of 85 or better). 

Note:  Students who have taken #432 Chemistry CP are not eligible to enroll in this class.   

 

This is a weighted lab-based course designed to address the Chemistry portions of the New Jersey Student Learning 

Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-depth study 

and analysis of Chemistry concepts and is designed for students who are able to learn and work independently at a 

faster pace and deeper level than is required in College Preparatory level Chemistry.  The emphasis in this course 

will be upon chemical structure and dynamics. Some of the concepts that will be treated are: significant digits and 

error in measurements, stoichiometry, electronic structure, chemical bonding, kinetics, equilibrium, acids and bases.   

 

#434 – HONORS CHEMISTRY 2 - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Honors Chemistry 1 #433 

 

Honors Chemistry 2 is a continuation of Honors Chemistry 1. It is a weighted laboratory oriented course 

that includes more advanced concepts in molecular structure, thermodynamics, electrochemistry and other related 

areas. This course is recommended for students considering the SAT Subject Test in Chemistry. Students are 

strongly encouraged to take this course immediately following Honors Chemistry 1 #433.   

 

#442 - PHYSICS, CP – 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 12 

Prerequisite: Algebra 2, #311, #332, #3337  

Co-requisite:  Pre-calculus #363, #342, or #341     

 

This is a lab-based course designed to address the Physics portions of the New Jersey Student Learning Standards 

for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-depth study and 

analysis of Physics concepts and is designed for students who excel in science and math and who enjoy a 

challenging learning environment. This is a traditional physics course that will include the study of motion, forces, 

energy, waves, electricity, and magnetism.  

 



#443 – HONORS PHYSICS – 5 CREDITS  

Prerequisite: Honors Algebra 2 #311 

Co-requisite:  Pre-calculus #341, #342 

 

This is a weighted lab-based course designed to address the Physics portions of the New Jersey Student Learning 

Standards for Science as well as the development of science practice skills.  This course provides an in-depth study 

and analysis of Physics concepts and is designed for students who are able to learn and work independently at a 

faster pace and deeper level than is required in College Preparatory level Physics.    Students will study one and two 

dimensional kinematics and dynamics.  This will include such topics as displacement, velocity, acceleration, free 

fall, forces, Newton’s laws, circular motion, work, energy, power and momentum. Other topics include waves and 

vibrations, sound, and electricity and magnetism.   

 

#450 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT ENVIRONMENTAL SCI– 10 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Honors Biology #423 or a Grade of 90 or better in CP Biology #422  

Co-Requisites: #432 Chemistry CP or #433 Honors Chemistry 

 

This is a weighted laboratory-oriented course that is designed to be the equivalent of a general environmental 

science college course. It is designed to prepare students for the Advanced Placement Examination. Successful 

completion of the course may enable students to gain advanced standing at many colleges. The goal of the AP 

Environmental Science course is to provide students with the scientific principles, concepts, and methodologies 

required to understand the interrelationships of the natural world, to identify and analyze environmental problems 

both natural and human-made, to evaluate the relative risks associated with these problems, and to examine 

alternative solutions for resolving and/or preventing them. The course is interdisciplinary and covers a wide 

variety of topics from different areas of study. Topics that will be studied include: environmental history, 

sustainability, basic ecological principles (ecosystems, energy flow, populations), biodiversity (aquatic, 

terrestrial, extinction), agriculture, natural resources (water, soil, geologic), energy (renewable, nonrenewable), 

pollution, climate change, and pest management.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP 

Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for 

the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 

#452 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT BIOLOGY – 7.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Honors Biology 423 AND Honors Chemistry #433 or #432 Chemistry CP Recommendation:  Honors 

Biology 2 #424 

Note: Although Honors Biology 2 is no longer a required prerequisite, it is strongly recommended. Specifically our 

data shows that students earning less than a final grade of “A” in Honors Biology, who do not take Honors Biology 

2, generally receive grades in the low “B” to “C” range in AP Biology. 

 

This is a weighted laboratory oriented course that is designed to be the equivalent of a general biology 

course usually taken during the first year of college. It is designed to prepare students for the Advanced Placement 

Examination. The content includes the items specified in the CEEB Advanced Placement Course Description 

booklet.  Specifically, the course involves an elaboration of the principles typically encountered in Honors Biology 

with an emphasis placed upon information coding and transfer, biological diversity, animal and plant biology and 

ecology. There is a heavy emphasis on experimental work.  Successful completion of the course may enable students 

to gain advanced standing at most colleges.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP 

Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for 

the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 

#454- ADVANCED PLACEMENT CHEMISTRY- 7.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Honors Algebra 2 #311 plus Honors Chemistry #433 with grade of 85 or better or STEM Algebra 2 

#332 OR 3329 2 and Honors Chemistry #433 with grade of 85 or better in BOTH.  

Recommendation: Honors Chemistry 2 #434 

 



This is a weighted laboratory oriented course designed to prepare students for the Advanced Placement 

Examination.  This  course is equivalent to a first year college chemistry course. The content includes advanced 

concepts in atomic structure, chemical bonding, molecular structure, equilibrium, kinetics, thermodynamics, 

electrochemistry, and analytical techniques. There is a     heavy emphasis on experimental work. Students who have 

not completed a previous chemistry course will be required to complete a departmentally approved course or 

independent study on introductory chemistry during the summer preceding the AP course.  Students enrolled in an 

AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP 

Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 

 

#456 – AP Physics 1 - 10 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Co-requisite:  Honors Pre-Calculus #341 

Prerequisites:  Honors Algebra 2 #311 AND Honors Chemistry #433 AND/OR Honors Physics #443 

 

This weighted laboratory course is designed for students who are considering a science related career. Students 

will study one and two dimensional kinematics and dynamics. This will include such topics as displacement, 

velocity, acceleration, free fall, forces, Newton’s laws, rotational dynamics, work, energy, power and 

angular momentum. The course is designed to prepare students to take the Physics 1 Advanced Placement 

Examination.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students 

enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors 

weight will apply. 
 

#457 – AP PHYSICS 2 – 10 CREDITS  

Grades: 12  

Prerequisites:  #456 AP Physics 1 

Co-requisite: Honors Calculus #357  

 

This is an algebra-based weighted laboratory course designed for students who are considering a science related 

career. Topics include waves and vibrations, sound, electricity and magnetism, physical optics, relativity, 

quantum theory and thermodynamics. This course is designed to prepare students to meet the requirements of the 

AP Physics 2 program as established by The College Board.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to 

take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP 

weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 

#458 –AP PHYSICS (C) – 7.5 CREDITS 

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite/Co-requisite: Calculus #347, #353 or # 352 

 

This is a weighted course that is designed to be the equivalent of an engineering physics course usually taken during 

the first year of college. It is designed to prepare students for the Advanced Placement Examination. The 

content includes the items specified in the CEEB Advanced Placement Course Description booklet. Specifically, the 

course involves an elaboration of the principles typically encountered in mechanics, electricity & magnetism. 

Successful completion of the course may enable students to gain advanced standing at most colleges.  Students 

enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course 

who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 

 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT ELECTIVES: 
 

#460 - ASTRONOMY - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisites: Successful completion of 10 credits in math. 

 

This is a laboratory-oriented course that offers the student the opportunity to study in some detail the oldest formal 

science.  The basis of this curriculum will be found in the works of Ptolemy, Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler, Galileo and 

Newton. During the course students study such topics as lunar motions, optics, spectroscopy, telescope 



design, planetary exploration, stellar classification and evolution, and cosmology. An independent research project is 

also to be completed. 

 

#461 - OCEANOGRAPHY – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: CP Biology #422 or Honors Biology #423 

 

The field of oceanography is an important tool for exploring major world systems. This course will focus on the 

interdisciplinary nature of oceanography through an examination of the geological, physical, chemical and 

biological aspects of the ocean. Topics include: origin of oceans, ocean composition, ocean wave processes, ocean 

tides, ocean currents, coastal oceanographic processes, ocean seafloor geology, marine communities and 

ecosystems, marine fisheries, marine resources, ocean pollution, as well as the ocean's role in climatic changes (i.e. 

El Nino, global warming, carbon dioxide cycles, glacial periods etc.). 

  

#462 - METEOROLOGY – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Earth Science 401 or higher, AND #312 or #334 or #3137 Algebra or higher 

 

Meteorology is a relevant area of science and affects all people in their everyday lives. Students will apply scientific 

inquiry skills with an emphasis on real world applications and interpretation of data on weather maps. Students will 

be expected to construct, interpret, analyze, interpolate and extrapolate data on maps.  Meteorology topics will 

include: a broad overview of the basics of meteorology, including temperature, air pressure, relative humidity, 

wind speed and direction, cloud formation, and atmospheric stability, and the role the sun plays in driving the 

weather. Additional topics will include tornadoes, hurricanes, El Nino, climate change, winter weather, 

numerical weather prediction, and urban heat islands. 

 

463 - AVIATION SCIENCE – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12  

Prerequisites: Environmental and Earth Science #402 AND Algebra #312, #313 or #3137 

 

This course is based on the knowledge required by Federal Aviation Administration to become a private pilot. 

Topics included are aircraft components, the aerodynamics of flight, flight instruments, airport and radio operations, 

reading aviation maps, solving navigation problems, and flight planning using a manual E6B computer. Basic flying 

techniques using computer programs will be demonstrated. The history of flight and the economic and 

military importance of aviation will also be discussed. 

 

#466 - HUMAN IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT-2.5 CREDITS   

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite:  Biology #421. #422 or Honors Biology #423 

 

This laboratory-oriented course examines the interrelationships between living organisms and their surroundings.  

Emphasis is placed upon the global impact that humans have on their environment, both living and non-living. The 

students explore, in depth, both sides of environmental issues. An emphasis will be placed on problem solving and 

action research giving personal meaning to the phrase, "Think globally, and act locally". 

 

#467 - AQUATIC BIOLOGY – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: Biology CP #422 or Honors Biology #423 

 

This lab-centered course utilizes aquatic resources on campus as well as the Jersey Shore to compare and contrast 

adaptations of organisms in both the freshwater and saltwater environments. Students will conduct behavioral 

studies with living organisms with an emphasis on environmental stresses and human impact on New Jersey aquatic 

wildlife.  Species studied will include plankton, micro and macro-invertebrates i.e., snails, crabs and copepods and 

vertebrates such as fish, turtles, seals and dolphins.  

 



#470 – ANATOMY/PHYSIOLOGY - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: CP Biology #422 OR Honors Biology #423 

Note: For students in grades 11 and 12, this course is offered as a dual enrollment program with Raritan Valley 

Community College. Students taking this course may be eligible to receive college credits in RVCC’s equivalent 

Human Biology course offering. Please contact the course teacher, or your counselor for more information. 

 

This is a laboratory-oriented course designed for students who are considering health and laboratory related careers. 

It consists in the study of the human body and the related areas of health and disease. Laboratory work is a 

major part of the course and the students will perform various physiological experiments that include the dissection 

of a representative animal for human anatomy, blood count, urine analysis, hearing and visual 

perception, computerized EKG and EEG and biofeedback. 

 

#472 - INTRODUCTION TO FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS–2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisites: Biology #422, #423, or #452 

Co-requisites: Chemistry #432, #433, #434, or #454 

Note: Students who completed Biology #421 and Chemistry #431 - must have completed both courses with a final 

grade of 90% or higher. 

 

The goal of the course is to have students integrate prior knowledge obtained in Biology AND Chemistry courses 

through the scientific processes of analysis, interpretation, measurement, technology, design, and collaboration. The 

course is interdisciplinary and covers a range of topics     and fields associated with scientific and forensic 

applications, procedures, and analysis. It is designed around students solving crime scene scenarios through the use 

of several skills including but not limited to, skin and tissue analysis, DNA evidence, animal and insect 

(entomology) evidence, hair and nail evidence, ballistics, and serology. 

 

#474 - HONORS ORGANIC CHEMISTRY - 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Honors Chemistry 1 #433  

 

This course is designed for students interested in continuing their studies in chemistry. This course focuses on the 

chemistry of carbon compounds. The content includes nomenclature, structural formulas, alkanes, aldehydes, 

alcohols, carboxylic acids, carbonyl compounds. Labs include synthesis and analysis of organic compounds. This 

course is designed to give students background for future science courses, such as AP Biology, and for students 

interested in medicine, pharmacy and nutrition science. 

 

#475 - HONORS GENETICS - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Honors Biology #423, AND Honors Chemistry #433 or Chemistry CP #432 

 

Honors Genetics is a semester long laboratory-oriented course intended for highly motivated students interested in 

the world of genetics.  Topics covered in the course include: molecular genetics (DNA structure, DNA replication, 

protein synthesis, transformation), and yeast genetics. Students will perform basic molecular techniques including 

serial dilutions, bacterial transformation, and gel electrophoresis. The ethical, legal and social implications of 

genetic research will be discussed. “Hot” topics will include forensic genetics, the Human Genome Project, human 

and animal cloning and stem cell research. Each student is responsible for the design, implementation, analysis, and 

completion of an independent research project under the direct supervision of the instructor as well as 

an independent reading assignment and follow-up analysis.  

 

#476 – HONORS BIOCHEMISTRY – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisites: Honors Biology #423 AND Honors Chemistry 1 #433 

 

This course is a laboratory-oriented course designed for students interested in continuing studies in chemistry and 

biology. This course will provide a foundation for understanding the chemistry of biological systems.  Topics 



include structure and function of important biomolecules such as proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, vitamins and 

nucleic acids, modern methods of separation and characterization of biomolecules, biochemical 

reactions, energetics, and metabolism. Having an understanding of biochemistry will be helpful to students who are 

considering careers in the life sciences, physical sciences, and who are interested in biotechnology.   

  



 
 

 

This chart illustrates possible course sequencing in the Social Studies Department.  Courses have been grouped 

according to level.  The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and the grades received are key aspects considered 

by college admissions officers.   Core Program courses satisfy graduation requirements, but may not satisfy certain 

admission requirements for some colleges.  Please note:  sequencing need not be constant; students may move 

between “levels” as long as prerequisite courses are taken.  Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all 

courses are listed in the course descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have 

been taken before selecting a course. Please refer to HCRHS Graduation Requirements Chart.  All students are 

encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and enhance their college 

applications 
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College and Career Preparation Sequence 
 

Electives Open to 

Grades 

9, 10, 11, 12 
 

AP Human Geography (152) 

Intro to Geography (110) 

AP Micro & Macro Econ (143) 

AP Government/US (165) AP European History (161) 

Research in Archives (1900) 

Intro to Psychology  (136) 

Electives Open to 

Grades 
11, 12 

 

Electives Open to 
Grades 

10, 11, 12 

 

Economics (132) 

Gender Studies (170) 

Holocaust & Human Behavior (148) 

Human Rights and Genocide (138) 

Honors Intro. to Western Philosophy (139) 

Honors Sociology (147) 

AP Psychology (149) 

Summer Government Internship (190) 

Anthropology (134) 

Contemp American Issues (195) 

Classical World (133) 

Comparative World Religions (145) 

Medieval World (135) 

Honors Psychology (146) 

Political Science  & Citizenship in the 

\21st Century (156) 

Intro to Sociology (137) 

Honors & Advanced Placement Sequence 
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Honors US  History 1 (100)  AP US History 2 (160) 

AP World History (162) 

Honors Humanities (034) 

SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT 
SUPERVISOR: Rebecca Lucas, 908-284-7149 – rlucas@hcrhs.org 

 

Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course 

description and flow chart videos. 

Big History (111) US History 1 (101) US History 2 (125) 

US History 1  

(101 or 109) 

US History 2  

(122 or 125) 
Global Studies  

(127 or 129) 

AP Government  (165)* 

*recommended to be taken 

  prior to course 156. 



Social Studies Courses 
 

Supervisor:  Rebecca Lucas 908-284-7147, rlucas@hcrhs.org 
 

The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and the grades received are key aspects considered by college admissions 

officers.    Please note: Prerequisite requirements for required and elective courses are listed in the course 

descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a 

course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 

 

NEW SOCIAL STUDIES COURSE FOR 2017-2018 

 

#111- Big History – Grade 9 – 5 Credits 

 

 

2016-2017 SOCIAL STUDIES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS  

 

# 111- BIG HISTORY- 5 CREDITS 
Grade:  9 
Prerequisite: none 
 
This course will be a pilot program for the 2016-17 school year.  Big History will satisfy the NJ World History 

Requirement for those freshmen who take the course. This is the first course in a three year sequence in Social 

Studies. This course explores the modern scientific origin story of how the universe and life within it has grown 

more complex over the last 13.7 billion years. Together, students will engage powerful ideas and common themes 

across the entire time scale of history, from the Big Bang and creation of star systems to the emergence of the 

Earth’s first microorganisms and the recent rise of human societies.  Big History is designed to give students the 

relevant, applicable information they need to be informed and productive global citizens. Skills such as research, 

writing, and communication will be a focus as students answer history’s greatest questions.  
 

#101 - UNITED STATES HISTORY 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course is the first in a three year required course sequence in Social Studies. A chronological/topical survey of 

U.S. History from the Jacksonian era to 1920 is studied with an emphasis on historical thinking skills. U.S. History 1 

is taught within a global framework, with historical comparisons in different time periods receiving special 

emphasis. This course prepares students for the remaining courses in the social studies program, trains students for 

active citizenship in our society, and prepares students for in-depth study of social studies electives in the junior and 

senior years.  

 

#109 - UNITED STATES HISTORY-1 Academic Assistance - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course has the same objectives and proficiencies as #101 but is a developmental course intended for students 

who need instruction at a level to help them gain skills necessary for standards based assessments. Students are 

placed into this course based upon review of their standardized test performance on the PARCC, as well as 

other information provided by middle school faculty.  

 

#100 - HONORS UNITED STATES HISTORY 1 – 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: none  

 

U.S. History 1 Honors is a course that provides a chronological/thematic study of U.S. History from the era of 

colonization through 1900 to help prepare interested students for the Advanced Placement Examination in United 

mailto:rlucas@hcrhs.org


States History.  This course will cover early curriculum required for success ion Advanced Placement United States 

History.  Students who successfully complete United States History 1 Honors can register for AP U.S. History 

during their sophomore year. United States History 1 Honors emphasizes critical reading, research, oral 

participation, and analytical writing skills to help prepare students who enroll in AP United States History during 

Grade 10. 

   

#122 - UNITED STATES HISTORY 2– 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 10 

 

This is the second in a three year required sequence in social studies. A chronological/topical survey of U.S. History 

from 1920 to the present is studied. U.S. History 2 is taught within a global framework, with historical comparisons 

in different time periods receiving special emphasis. U.S. History 2 continues and refines development of skills, 

behaviors, and knowledge taught in U.S. History 1, builds upon the citizenship focus begun in U.S. History 1, 

and prepares students for in-depth study of social studies electives in the junior and senior years.  

 

#125 - UNITED STATES HISTORY-2, Academic Assistance – 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 10 

 

This course has the same objectives and proficiencies as #122, but is a developmental course     intended for students 

who need instruction at a level to help them pass standards based assessments. Students are placed into this 

course based upon teacher recommendations and prior performance in U.S. History 1 #109 or related academic 

assistance courses.. 

 

#160 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT UNITED STATES HISTORY – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #100 Honors U.S. History 1 or #101 U.S. History 1 

 

This course is designed to prepare students for the Advanced Placement Examination in United States History 

offered by the College  Board. This college level course provides a chronological/thematic study of U.S. History 

from 1914 to the present, emphasizing critical reading, research, oral participation and analytical writing skills. This 

This course addresses 2014 NJ Core Curriculum Content Standards as well as the New Jersey Student Learning 

Standards.  Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students 

enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors 

weight will apply. 
 

#127 - GLOBAL STUDIES  - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the capstone course in the three year required sequence in social studies.  Global Studies builds upon the 

skills, behaviors, and knowledge taught in U.S. History I and II. Five themes of analysis will be 

emphasized throughout the Global Studies sequence; Governance, Security, and Human Rights; Geography and the 

Environment; Economics, Innovation, and Technology; Culture; and Global Citizenship. Global Studies explores 

world history topics from 1400 through the present.  

 

#129 – GLOBAL STUDIES, Academic Assistance - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course has the same objectives and proficiencies as #127 but is a developmental course intended for students 

who need instruction at a level to help them pass standards based assessments.   Students are placed into this course 

based upon teacher recommendations and prior performance in U. S. History II #125 or related academic 

assistance courses.   

 

#034 - HONORS HUMANITIES - 10 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 



Prerequisite: #021 Honors English 2 or #022 English 2 and #160 Advanced Placement U.S. History, or  #122 

History 2 

 

Honors Humanities is a year-long course that meets both English and social studies requirements. Students who opt 

to take this course will be working toward meeting the curriculum proficiencies for   Honors Expository Writing, 

World Literature and Global Studies by engaging in a curriculum that integrates the three areas using a 

humanities approach. This course is designed to facilitate students’ understanding of diverse world cultures, human 

rights, and global security through the study of works of literature, non-fiction, newspapers, periodicals, 

electronic media, film, music and art. Using a multi-text approach, students will critically examine a variety of 

perspectives that they will use to inform their own ideas, beliefs and values. Based on their reading, 

discussion, research, and analysis, students will generate writings that emphasize an array of rhetorical modes and 

will participate in multiple service learning projects.   Students receive 5 Honors Social Studies credits and 5 Honors 

English credits. 

 

#162 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT WORLD HISTORY – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

AP World History explores the history of the world from a truly global stance rather than from the dominant 

perspective of Western civilization. This approach therefore places emphasis on worldwide historical processes and 

connections  among the whole gamut of human societies. In order to achieve a comprehensive understanding of 

these events, students need both factual knowledge and the ability to critically assess such information. This course 

helps students on both fronts, teaching the historical facts in the context of how progressive changes – 

environmental, social, scientific, and political – influenced the various societies they touched, as well as how these 

groups interacted with each other. Students are exposed to many primary sources in an effort to show them how 

historical works and how they can proceed to make their own informed interpretations of world events, both past 

and present. Significantly, the course is organized by five defining time periods. This concept of “periodization” is a 

vehicle that facilitates seeing both the continuities and changes over time that form the framework for understanding 

world history.  Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students 

enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors 

weight will apply. 
 

#132 ECONOMICS - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Completion of 5 credits in U.S. History 

  

Note: This course meets the Financial Literacy Graduation Requirement 

 

This course introduces students to the study of economics and principles of financial investment. Fundamental 

micro-economic principles of scarcity, opportunity costs, comparative advantage, supply and demand, elasticity, and 

price controls are discussed. Macroeconomic principles include issues of national output, unemployment, inflation, 

and the Federal Reserve’s use of monetary policy for stabilization of the economy. The personal finance component 

includes an ongoing study of the securities market through the use of an online stock simulation. 

 

#143 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT ECONOMICS - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

 

Prerequisite: completion of 10 credits in U.S. History 

 

Recommendation: It is strongly recommended that students have an average of 88 or above computed from the final 

grades in U.S. History 1 and 2 or a final average of 85 in AP United States History.  Further, students are 

recommended to have earned a final average of 85 in Algebra 1. 

  

Note: This course meets the Financial Literacy Graduation Requirement for students. 

 



This course is intended for students seeking an in-depth background in micro-economic and macroeconomic 

principles. It prepares students for the AP Microeconomics exam and AP Macroeconomics exam. Basic concepts 

discussed include scarcity, opportunity costs, specialization and comparative advantage. Micro-economic concepts 

include supply and demand; consumer theory; the theory of the firm under perfect competition, monopoly and other 

market structures; factor markets; and market failure. Macro-economic principles discussed include measurements 

of economic performance such as gross domestic product, inflation and unemployment; national income, aggregate 

supply and demand analysis, Classical and Keynesian viewpoints, monetary and fiscal policy; and international 

economics and growth as well as topics related to exchange rates and balance of payments.  Students enrolled in an 

AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP 

Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 

#110 - INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHY - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None  

 

This course focuses on the practical applications of geographic information systems (GIS) and the five fundamental 

geographic themes (location, place, human-environment interactions, movement, and region). Each theme is 

examined and introduced, and then applied to various world areas including Africa, Latin America,  Asia and North 

America. 

 

#133 - THE CLASSICAL WORLD – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This history course provides a comprehensive examination of the development of ancient Near Eastern (including 

Sumer, Judea, Assyria, and Persia), Egyptian, Greek and Roman civilizations. Students gain an in-depth 

understanding of the ancient Mediterranean world beginning with ancient Near East and ancient Egypt, continuing 

through ancient Greece and Rome and concluding with Muslim contact with the Byzantine Empire. Themes 

emphasized include the growth of democracy, imperialism, the expansion of empires, cultural and social influences 

on modern societies, and causes for the decline of these ancient civilizations. This course is recommended to all 

students planning to pursue studies in the liberal arts and humanities. 

 

#134 - ANTHROPOLOGY - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Anthropology is a course for students interested in physical anthropology, which is the study of human origins, and 

cultural anthropology, which is the study of diverse contemporary cultures. The course analyzes various theories and 

controversies about evolution and the origin of species, patterns of cultural development and change over time, and 

the roles which anthropologists have in studying cultures and informing human understanding of daily life. Students 

become active participants in simulations, experiments, and participant observation studies. 

 

#135 - THE MEDIEVAL WORLD (2.5 CREDITS) 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

The Medieval World provides students with a window into the Middle Ages in Europe and demonstrates the 

significance of this time period in the context of both European and global history. Students will identify and 

develop connections between the Middle Ages and antiquity, early modern   history, and the contemporary world. 

The course commences with the fall of Rome and concludes with the start of the Renaissance, roughly the 

period 500 through 1350 C.E. Units of study include the rise of kingdoms and nations in Europe, Medieval concepts 

of gender, social class, and chivalry, The Medieval city and economic developments, art and architecture, 

Medieval warfare, and the role of religion as a force for unification and division in the Medieval world. The students 

will explore the content through project-based learning, discussions, simulations, and other student-centered 

activities. Students will be exposed to the history and culture of the Medieval world through literature, primary texts, 

art, and film. The course includes a field trip to the Cloisters Museum in New York City. 



 

#136 -INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY-2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None  

 

This introductory course emphasizes the scientific study of behavior and mental processes from diverse 

perspectives. Topics include psychology as a science, biological bases of behavior, lifespan, stress and health, and 

social psychology. This course will focus on psychology as a tool for personal development and improvement. 

Students will be expected to complete a project focused on their own personal development and goals. 

 

#146 - HONORS PSYCHOLOGY- 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Honors Psychology emphasizes an intensive study of many key questions that psychologists attempt to answer.  The 

course focuses on topics such as: the effectiveness of psychotherapy, the effects of viewing violent television 

programs, the consequences of diagnostic labels, the potential benefits and drawbacks of the Internet, and extent to 

which intelligence is more a result of nature or nurture. The course begins with examination of the major 

perspectives in psychology and how research methods are used to study phenomena.   

 

#149 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT PSYCHOLOGY - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite:  None 

 

Advanced Placement Psychology is a course offered for students desiring an intensive, in-depth study of 

major topics in psychology. The course follows the standards set forth by the American Psychological Association 

for the teaching of psychology in secondary schools and utilizes the learning objectives defined by the CollegeBoard 

for an AP Psychology curriculum. Students are required to complete written essays; be active participants in 

classroom discussions, demonstrations and peer consultations/evaluations; complete independent research; and, 

prepare for comprehensive examinations by developing student-generated review sessions.   Students enrolled in 

an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the 

AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.  This course is 

available for college credit in the FDU Middle College Program. 

 

#137 – INTRODUCTORY SOCIOLOGY - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course incorporates the study of core sociological concepts and sociologists past and present who have 

influenced the discipline of sociology, as well as the study of sociological trends and issues pertinent to the lives of 

high school students. A variety of activities and projects, including written analysis are employed to study a variety 

of social problems currently existing in the United States and other world societies. Topics examined in the course 

are the processes used by sociologists to study human societies, changing cultural traditions, the creation and 

maintenance of class structures in the United States, and the development of social movements in U. S. society. 

 

#147 – HONORS SOCIOLOGY - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #137 Introductory Sociology 

 

This course emphasizes the in-depth study of selected social problems inviting students to explore how social 

problems are interpreted by various social theorists. Course topics include socialization processes, gender relations, 

juvenile crime, analysis of social institutions (family, education, work, religion, the mass media and others) and case 

studies in racial/ethnic relations. A research study is completed by each student that includes 

collection, interpretation and written analysis of data using methods employed by practicing sociologists. This 

course contains a community service requirement. This course is available for college credit in the FDU Middle 

College Program. 



 

#138 - HUMAN RIGHTS AND GENOCIDE AFTER WORLD WAR II – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #127 or #129 Global Studies 

 

Human rights violations and genocides did not end with the perpetrators of the Holocaust being brought to justice at 

the post World War II Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals. This course builds on the introduction to human rights and 

global security issues studied in #127 or #129 Global Studies, as well as the 20th century genocides examined in 

both U.S. History and the Holocaust and Human Behavior. The course addresses essential questions about 

the contemporary protection of international human rights and the continuing problem of genocide in the world 

community. 

 

#139 – HONORS INTRO TO WESTERN PHILOSOPHY - 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course is a general overview of philosophical traditions beginning with ancient times and continuing to the 

present. The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with the study of philosophy and its basic questions, 

which are relevant to all disciplines. A concentrated reading schedule structured around central questions such as, 

"What can we know?” “What is right?” and “Why am I here?” will allow students to analyze the writings of major 

philosophers and their answers to these questions as well as helping students begin to answer these questions for 

themselves. The course ought to be challenging to students of high academic ability. Philosophy is a course valuable 

to students planning to major in the humanities, and it provides opportunities to develop critical skills helpful for 

students entering the fields of law and medicine. This course is available for college credit in the FDU Middle 

College Program.   

  

#148-HOLOCAUST & HUMAN BEHAVIOR- 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None  

 

The Holocaust is one of the turning points in human history, whose critical influence in our lives remains 65 

years after the end of World War II. This course builds on the introduction to the Holocaust and genocide studied in 

US History 2, and addresses essential questions about the Holocaust and its impact on Human behavior. Among 

these are: the origins of the Holocaust; the role of Anti-Semitism and racism; who were the perpetrators, victims and 

bystanders; patterns of resistance;  the response of the United States and other countries; and universal lessons for 

today. This course may incorporate a field trip to the U. S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington DC. 

Students who enroll in this course and/or successfully complete it are eligible to apply for participation in the 

school’s Holocaust overseas study program in Poland and the Czech Republic. 

 

#170 - GENDER STUDIES 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This course begins with a survey of basic concepts of feminist theory and the subsequent development of 

gender theory. Students will assess the definition of femininity and women’s unique participation in the 

development, operation, and advancement of society. Students will explore the inherent and social constructions 

of masculinity and how these notions evolve into elastic social norms. The congruency between gender and sexual 

orientation will be studied. Projects will investigate representations of gender in television and film and 

their reciprocal impact on society. Students will be taught to critically examine affective legal policy, the impact of 

social institutions on gender, and the development of gender equality activism. A relevant selection of current topics 

including race, class, religion, economics, education, sports, and health will be examined through readings and 

discussions.  Students will also compare contemporary manifestations and perceptions of  gender in non-Western 

societies through the context of established gender theory. 

 

#156 - POLITICAL SCIENCE AND CITIZENSHIP IN THE 21ST CENTURY - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 



Prerequisite: Recommended to be taken after AP Government and Politics #165. 
 
Political Science and Citizenship in the 21st Century Is a project based learning course for students interested in 

local, state and national politics, public policy, political parties and campaigns, and the impact of technology on the 

American political system.  It is designed both for students interested in pursuing careers in public service and those 

that desire to be well-informed and active citizens.  The course includes community involvement through student 

designed projects and direct contact with elected and appointed government workers, as well as interaction with 

private sector citizens that influence policy. Students meet and question guest speakers throughout the course and 

attend oral arguments of the Appellate Division of the Superior Court and of the Supreme Court of New Jersey. 

Students will research political issues unique to citizens of the 21st century.  Students will also investigate the role 

of social media on government and citizenship.  
  

#145 - COMPARATIVE WORLD RELIGIONS – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: Successful completion of # 101 U. S. History , # 109 U.S. History, #101 E U.S. History 1 or # 100 

Honors U. S. History 1 

 

Comparative World Religions provides a comprehensive examination of global religious traditions and practices and 

promotes a greater understanding of the role(s) and significance of world religions in contemporary society. The 

course examines major world religions using both historic and contemporary sources, while preparing students for 

life in a pluralistic society. The course is divided into five distinct sections:  Religious Beginnings, Evolution of the 

Eastern Traditions, Evolution of the   Western Traditions, Religious Ethics and Religious Conflict. Students will use 

a variety of texts and various forms of electronic media, including primary source materials, to compare these 

traditions, examine how the traditions have evolved over time, and evaluate their impact on cultural traditions and 

practices in contemporary societies. 

 

#190 – SUMMER GOVERNMENT INTERNSHIP – 2.5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: Successful completions of U.S. History 1 and 2 

 

Students who secure a summer governmental internship will meet with the Supervisor of Social Studies to develop a 

unique service learning plan and contract. The service learning plan and contract will address New Jersey. Core 

Curriculum Content Standard 6.3 and be tailored to the specific functions that the internship may entail. To receive 

credit, students must complete 60 hours of service learning, as well as, a written research project and presentation. 

The course is an Alternate Credit Pathway experience.  Use the following link for information on enrolling in an 

Alternate Credit Pathway course:  http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/Option-II- 

information/index.aspx. 

 

#1900   RESEARCH IN ARCHIVES AND LOCAL HISTORY 1.25 CREDITS OR 2.5 CREDITS 

By arrangement with the advisor 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: Consultation with the Supervisor of Social Studies 

 

This course is open to students with a strong interest in history who wish to pursue guided independent research in 

the study of archives and local history. Interested students must complete a detailed application which includes a 

prospectus, outline of work and evaluation plan, along with completing written assignments that address the 

following topics: 

A. History and development of professional archives and how they inform research in local history 

B. Structure, function and roles of archives in institutions such as schools, universities, the private sector 

and government 

C. Collection management and development processes  

D. Standards for organization and categorization of archival collections  

E. Methods for design and completion of finding aids  

F. Methods for design and preparation of exhibits 



Credits are by arrangement with the Supervisor of Social  Studies: 1.25 credits can be earned by successful 

completion of projects requiring 30 hours of in-school work, while 2.50 credits can be earned by successful 

completion of summer projects requiring 60 hours work. Actual work plans for each student will be developed 

jointly with the Supervisor of Social Studies prior to the beginning of the course.  The course is an Alternate Credit 

Pathway experience.  Use the following link for information on enrolling in an Alternate Credit Pathway course:  

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/option-ii-information/index.aspx 

 

#195 – CONTEMP AMERICAN ISSUES: Discrimination, Violence, and Poverty – 2.5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This class requires both a Service Learning project that helps those in need in our community, as well as a Social 

Action Project to help raise awareness of problems in American Society. Guest speakers from various community 

organizations will be presenting their areas of expertise in order to enhance student understanding of Non-

Government Organizations in our community. The course will focus its examination on the issues of Discrimination, 

Violence, and Poverty as students gain an appreciation and understanding of emerging public policy that deals with 

these issues. 

 

#152 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT HUMAN GEOGRAPHY – 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 

 

This course is an in-depth and intensive study of geographic themes and issues, both historic and contemporary. It 

prepares students for the advanced placement  test in Human Geography. Topics include demography, cultural 

geography (language, religion, identity and ethnicity), economic geography, political geography, the history of 

agriculture and the role of agriculture in the global economic system and urban geography. Through these topics 

students will explore and analyze the intricate and complicated interactions between human beings and their 

environment.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students 

enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors 

weight will apply.  
 

#165 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: U.S. – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: Recommended to be taken prior to Political Science and Citizenship in the 21st Century # 156 

 

This course will give students an analytical perspective on government and politics in the United States.  This course 

includes both the study of general concepts used to interpret U .S. government and politics and the analysis of 

specific examples.   It also requires familiarity with the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that constitute 

U .S. government and politics.  Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In 

addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. 

Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.  
 

#161 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT EUROPEAN HISTORY – 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

AP European History comprises a chronological/thematic examination of European History from 1300 to the present 

day. Some of the major topics of study are the Renaissance, Protestant Reformation, Enlightenment, French 

Revolution, Industrialization, Nationalism,  Marxism/socialism, Imperialism, The Great War, Rise of Dictatorships 

and the Second World War, Cold War Europe and the Collapse of Communism. The course emphasizes the 

development of critical reading, oral participation, research and analytical writing skills in preparations for the 

Advanced Placement Examination in European History.   Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take 

the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP 

weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.  
 

  

http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/option-ii-information/index.aspx


 
 
 
 
 
These following courses may be used to satisfy graduation requirements.  This chart illustrates possible course 
sequencing.  Please note:  Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course 
descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a course.  
All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and enhance their 
college applications. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  

*Reading (S075) 

Workplace Readiness (S935) 
Employment Readiness 

(S934) 

Advanced Algebra (S357) 

Business & Consumer Math (S347) 

Math (LC) (S355) 

English I (S019) 

  

English (LC) (S055) 

Environmental & Earth Science I (S416) (Class of 2021) 

- - - - - - - - - - -  

Environmental & Earth Science I (LC) (S415) (Class of 2021) 

Geometry I (S327) 

Business & Consumer Math (S347) 

Math (LC) (S355) 

Algebra IB (S337) 

 

Math (LC) (S355) 

Algebra IA (S317) 

  

Math (LC) (S355) 

US History II (S128) 
  

US History II (LC) (S125) 

Biology I (S426) 

                - - - - - -  

Biology I (LC) (S425) 

Global Studies (S138) 
  

Global Studies (LC) (S135) 

US History I (S118) 
  

US History I (LC) (S115) 

English IV (S049) 

  

English (LC) (S055) 

English III (S039) 

  

English (LC) (S055) 

English II (S029) 

  

English (LC) (S055) 

Career Exploration 

(S956) 

College & Post-Secondary Options 

(S955) 

Adaptive Physical Education 

(S993) 

Seminar 9 Support Study 

(S5151/S5152) 

Seminar 10 Support Study 

(S5051/S5052) 

Support Study/Study Hall 

(S5251/S5252) 

Lifeskills (S958) 

Peer Mentor (S10) 

(Alt Credit Pathway) 

School Store/Business Skills 

(S9451/S9452) 

SPECIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
Director:  Carol Webb, Director of Special Services 908-284-7249, carol.webb@hcrhs.org 

Coordinator:  Kim Dubiel, 908-284-7149, kdubiel@hcrhs.org 

*Chemistry I (S446) 
               - - - - - - - 

*Chemistry I (LC) (S445) 

*FOR CLASS OF 2021 

Environmental Science II (S436) (Class of 2020) 

          ------------------------ 

Environmental Science II (LC) (S435) (Class of 2020) 
 

*Chemistry I (S446) - - ---  

*Chemistry I (LC) (S445) 

 *FOR CLASS OF 2021 
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Special Services Courses 
 

Director:  Carol Webb, Director of Special Services 908-284-7249, carol.webb@hcrhs.org 

Coordinator: Kim Dubiel, 908-284-7149, kdubiel@hcrhs.org 
 

These following courses may be used to satisfy graduation requirements.  This chart illustrates possible course 

sequencing.  Please note:  Prerequisite requirements and recommendations for all courses are listed in the course 

descriptions.  Please read these carefully, to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a 

course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 

 

2017-2018 SPECIAL SERVICES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

#S019 - ENGLISH I - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the first in a four-year course sequence to meet language arts literacy graduation requirements. The English I 

course provides the student an opportunity to develop the communication skills basic to the language arts, 

including grammar and language and reasoning and emphasizes effective composition in the form of both analytical 

response to literature and creative expression.  Vocabulary and literary terms are studied in the context of the 

literature examined in class. Students learn active reading and inquiry skills as they read classic and contemporary 

works of fiction, nonfiction, drama and poetry. In addition, students will practice research skills and will 

be instructed in informational literacy in the process of producing a written argument. The course leads to English II. 

 

#S029 – ENGLISH II - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 10 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the second in a four-year course sequence to meet language arts literacy graduation     requirements. The 

English II course will provide students with a course of study that is designed to facilitate the development of 

reading, comprehending and analyzing literature. Emphasis will be placed on vocabulary, spelling, grammar, 

punctuation, composition, essay writing, and the overall writing process. The course leads to English III. 

 

#S039 – ENGLISH III - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the third in a four-year course sequence to meet language arts literacy graduation requirements. The English 

III course provides the student with a course of study designed to facilitate improved literacy through further skill 

development, especially in reading. Students will interpret and analyze popular reading materials, explore the genres 

of drama, short stories, novels, essays and poetry. Instruction is more multi-sensory and the course taught in a 

computer lab setting. Students     will receive 2.5 Literature and 2.5 Expository Writing credits for this course. The 

course leads to English IV. 

 

#S049 – ENGLISH IV - 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the fourth in a four-year course sequence to meet language arts literacy graduation requirements. The English 

IV course continues the teaching of analysis, synthesis and writing skills. Throughout the year, students will explore 

one’s identity, the Survivor Type, the 16 Habits of Mind,  and the Dystopian genre. There is an emphasis on 

narrative and informational writing through inquiry and students will apply the art of rhetoric in persuasive and 

literary analysis/synthesis writing. Students will continue to learn and apply the basic principles of effective 

composition, as well as master important grammar, punctuation, and usage skills needed to communicate clearly and 

effectively. 

mailto:carol.webb@hcrhs.org
mailto:kdubiel@hcrhs.k12.nj.us


#S055- ENGLISH (LEARNING CENTER) - 5 CREDITS 

Grades:  9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

The Learning Center English program is designed to facilitate developmental skills in the areas of spelling, 

vocabulary, reading comprehension, grammar, and writing and meets the language arts   literacy graduation 

requirement. This course provides a more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in language arts 

literacy and is implemented with appropriate adaptations and modifications to meet the individual reading and 

cognitive skill abilities of the special services  student. Course materials used include the Scholastic Read 180 or 

System 44 reading programs. The course can be taken for four years to meet language arts literacy graduation 

requirements. 

 

#S075 – READING- 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: Selection is based on achievement scores, case manager/teacher input and reading screening process. 

 

This course provides students instruction in reading utilizing The Wilson Reading System and is an elective program 

that does not meet graduation requirements in language arts literacy. This program is designed for students who are 

reading and/or spelling well below their expected level. This system directly teaches the English language and 

emphasizes decoding and encoding (spelling). Students develop phonological awareness, decoding skills, and an 

understanding of the structure of the English language. They also learn to apply decoding and encoding skills and 

rules of syllabication to unfamiliar words. 

 

#S118 - UNITED STATES HISTORY I - 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the first of a three year sequence of courses to meet the social studies graduation requirement.  This United 

States History I course of study provides the student with a solid foundation of early United States history from 

Colonization to 1900.  Through this course, the student reviews early American history integrating the study of 

geography, government and citizenship. This course leads to US History II. 

 

#S115 - UNITED STATES HISTORY I (LC) - 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the first of a three year sequence of courses to meet the social studies graduation requirement. The Learning 

Center United States History I course has the same objectives and     proficiencies as the U.S. History I #S118 

course. This course provides a more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in social studies and is 

implemented with appropriate adaptations and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill 

abilities of the special services student. This course leads to US History II (LC). 

 

#S128 - UNITED STATES HISTORY II - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #S118 U.S. History I 

 

This is the second in a three-year required sequence of courses to meet the social studies graduation requirement. A 

chronological/topical survey of U.S. history from 1900 to the present is studied. U.S. History II is taught within a 

global framework, with historical comparisons in different time periods receiving special emphasis. Foundations of 

modern society and the U.S. involvement in modern affairs are also addressed. U.S. History II continues, as well 

as refines, the development of skills, behaviors, and knowledge taught in U.S. History I.  This course leads to Global 

Studies I. 

 

#S125-UNITED STATES HISTORY II (LC) 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: #S115 U.S. History I (LC) 



 

This is the second in a three-year required sequence of courses to meet the social studies graduation requirement. 

The Learning Center United States History II course has the same objectives and proficiencies as the U.S. History II 

#S128 course. This course provides a more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in social studies and 

is implemented with appropriate adaptations and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill 

abilities of the special services student. This course leads to Global Studies (LC). 

 

#S138 – GLOBAL STUDIES I - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisites: #S118 U.S. History I and #S128 U.S. History II 

 

This is the third of a three year sequence of courses to meet the social studies graduation requirement. This 

departmentalized course of study builds on the skills, behaviors and knowledge taught in US I and US II. The course 

is designed around five themes of analysis, Governance, Security and Human Rights; Geography and the 

Environment; Economics, Innovation and Technology; Culture; and Global Citizenship. Global Studies explores 

world history topics from 1400 to the present. 

 

#S135 – GLOBAL STUDIES (LC) - 5 CREDITS 

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: #S115 U.S. History I (LC), #S125 U.S. History II (LC) 

 

This is the third of a three year sequence of courses to meet the social studies graduation requirement. The 

Learning Center Global Studies course has the same objectives and proficiencies as the Global Studies #S138 

course. This course provides a more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in social studies and is 

implemented with appropriate adaptations and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill 

abilities of the special services student. 

 

#S317 – ALGEBRA IA - 5 ELECTIVE CREDITS*  

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

The Algebra IA course provides the student with a course of study designed to facilitate use of mathematics in daily 

life.  Units of instruction include skill development in the following: basic arithmetic operations with whole 

numbers, decimals, and fractions; number theory; ratio, proportion, and percent; metric and customary 

measurement; geometry; perimeter, area, and volume; statistics and probability; and integers and coordinate 

graphing. This course leads to Algebra IB.  * Denotes that this course receives elective credit and does not meet an 

HCRHS mathematics graduation requirement.  

 

#S337 – ALGEBRA IB - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 10 

Prerequisite: #S317 Algebra IA 

 

The Algebra IB course provides students with opportunities for using basic algebra to understand and solve 

practical, real-world problems. Students are shown connections between concrete examples and algebraic symbols 

and concepts. The course emphasizes the use of symbolic language and a methodical approach to problem 

solving. Instruction to develop skills for the End of Course Algebra exam will be provided. This course meets the 

mathematics graduation requirement. This course leads to Geometry I and meets an HCRHS mathematics 

graduation requirement. 

  

#S327 – GEOMETRY I - 5 CREDITS 

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: #317 Algebra IA and #S337 Algebra IB 

 

The Geometry course facilitates the use of mathematics in daily life. The course is designed to introduce students to 

the fundamentals of geometry. Units of instruction include triangles, quadrilaterals, patterns, area and volume and 

circles. This course leads to Advanced Algebra and meets an HCRHS mathematics graduation requirement.  



 

#S357 -- ADVANCED ALGEBRA – 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 12 

Prerequisite: Algebra IA, Algebra IB, Geometry I 

 

The Advanced Algebra course builds upon concepts previously learned in Algebra IB and Geometry.  The areas of 

instruction will be focused on linear functions, quadratic functions, quadratic equations and complex numbers, 

polynomial functions, rational exponents and radical functions, sequence and series, probability, data analysis and 

statistics.  This course meets an HCRHS mathematics graduation requirement.  

 

#S347 – BUSINESS AND CONSUMER MATH - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Pre/Corequisite: #S317 Algebra IA or Math Learning Center 

 

This is a mathematics elective class, but can be taken as the third in a three year sequence of courses to meet the 

mathematics graduation requirement for students in the class of 2015 only. The Business and Consumer Math 

program provides the student with a course of study designed to strengthen and develop mathematical skills for use 

in consumer and business applications.  The connections between algebra and geometry are reinforced, 

while developing problem solving skills. 

 

#S355 - MATH (LEARNING CENTER) - 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

The Learning Center Math program is designed to provide students with the skills needed to facilitate the 

development of life-coping skills in the area of basic mathematical operations. Topics include a review of the basic 

skills (operations on whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, and other     applications); a component on tables, 

graphs, and measurements; and perimeter, area, and volume. Computer application and problem solving in life-skill 

areas such as banking and budgeting are also utilized throughout the course. This course provides a more 

individualized approach to the topics of instruction in mathematics and is implemented with appropriate adaptations 

and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill abilities of the special services student. The 

course can be taken for three or four years to meet mathematics graduation requirements. 

 

#S416 – ENVIRONMENTAL & EARTH SCIENCE  I - 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite:  None 

 

This is the first of a three year sequence of courses to meet the science graduation requirement. The Earth Science I 

course is a laboratory course designed for students to develop an understanding of scientific principles through the 

study of contemporary problems. Areas of study include astronomy, chemistry concepts, geology, meteorology, 

ecology issues involving environmental applications and basic physics concepts. This course will require an 

understanding of systems, problem solving, critical thinking, history of science, the use of technology and the 

integration of math skills. This course leads to Environmental Science II. 

 

#S415– ENVIRONMENTAL & EARTH  SCIENCE I (LEARNING CENTER) 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This is the first of a three year sequence of courses to meet the science graduation requirement. The Learning Center 

Earth Science I course is a laboratory course with the same objectives and proficiencies as the Science I #S416 

course. This course provides a more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in science and is 

implemented with appropriate adaptations and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill 

abilities of the special services student. This course leads to Environmental Science II (LC). 

 



#S436 – ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE II – 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 10  

Prerequisite: #S416 Earth Science I 

This is the second of a three year sequence of courses to meet the science graduation requirement. This course of 

study is designed to help students develop an understanding of basic principles of biology and human impact on the 

environment. This laboratory course will address the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards that require an 

understanding of the interaction of organisms in the systems of the Earth. Instruction to develop skills for the End of 

Course Biology exam will be provided. This course leads to Biology I.  

#S435 – ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE II (LEARNING CENTER) – 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 10 Prerequisite: #S415 Earth Science I (LC) 

This is the second of a three year sequence of courses to meet the science graduation requirement. Learning Center 

Environmental Science II is a laboratory course with the same course objectives as the Environmental Science II 

#S436 course. This course provides a more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in science and is 

implemented with appropriate adaptations and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill 

abilities of the special services student. This course leads to Biology I (LC).  

#S426 – BIOLOGY I- 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: #S416 Earth Science I and #S436 Environmental Science II 

 

This is the third of a three year sequence of courses to meet the science graduation requirement. Biology is a 

laboratory course that provides students with a general background in several major     topics in biology including 

cell structure and function, genetics, animal and plant functions, the human body, and ecology. This course will 

require an understanding of basic biology, chemistry and ecology. Instruction to develop skills for the End of Course 

Biology exam will be provided. 

 

#S425 - BIOLOGY I (LEARNING CENTER) - 5 CREDITS  

Grade: 11 

Prerequisite: #S415 Earth Science I (LC) and #S435 Environmental Science II (LC) 

 

This is the third of a three year sequence of courses to meet the science graduation requirement. Learning Center 

Biology is a laboratory course has the same course objectives as the Biology #S426 course. This course provides a 

more individualized approach to the topics of instruction in science and is implemented with appropriate adaptations 

and modifications to meet the individual reading and cognitive skill abilities of the special services student. 

 

#S956 CAREER EXPLORATION – 5CREDITS 

Grades: 9-10 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This program is designed to allow students who are unsure about possible career choices, to explore and experience 

diverse opportunities. Students will be given the opportunity for hands-on experiences to career exploration. The 

class will participate in occupational activities, listen to guest speakers, conduct career interviews and visit elective 

programs at Hunterdon Central and Hunterdon County Polytech as a chance to discover personal interests and 

strengths.  Students will research career clusters with the intent of identifying career goals and evaluating their 

desire for continued educational and vocational training. 

 

#S955 COLLEGE & POST SECONDARY OPTIONS – 5 CREDITS  

Grades: 11-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This program is designed to help students explore post-secondary opportunities. Students will gain a better 

understanding of college options, vocational training, apprenticeships, military life, employability skills, and 



entrepreneurial endeavors and military options. Assessing strengths and providing guidance, while working with 

parent input, will be the focus of the course. Students compile a working portfolio as they learn which resources are 

available to them and they look to develop personal goals. 

 

#S9451 & #S9452 SCHOOL STORE/Business Skills – 5 CREDITS – 5 CREDITS  

Grades 9-10 

Prerequisite: Recommendation of case manager 

 

This course is the first in a series designed to provide students structured learning experiences in an on-campus retail 

setting.  Students will learn about the operational aspects of running a business, including marketing and managing 

the finances, through management of the District’s School Store and assistance with the operation of the District’s 

cafeteria services and school offices. Students will practice appropriate communication and social skills and 

individual strengths will be monitored and assessed in a variety of job positions in both settings.  This course 

fulfills the Financial Literacy graduation requirement. 
 

#S934 EMPLOYMENT READINESS – 10 CREDITS 

Grades 11-12 

Prerequisite: Recommendation of case manager. 

 

 

This course is the second in a series, designed to provide opportunities for students to participate in 

structured learning experiences on the school campus for the purpose of career exploration and the development of 

individualized work readiness goals. Instructional topics will include identifying the skills and the skill levels 

required for employment, self-assessment of skill levels and abilities, job applications, resume writing, interview 

techniques and workplace safety. Finally, the course will address personal qualities such as responsibility and 

behavior both at and outside of work, self-esteem social skills, self-management, integrity and honesty. 

 

S958 LIFE SKILLS – 20 CREDITS  

Grades: 12+ 

Prerequisite: None 

 

Students will receive direct instruction in five Life Skills units. Household instruction will include cooking, 

cleaning, ironing, sewing and laundry. Money management will include counting money, budgeting and using 

the services of a bank. Health skills will include the ability to make routine medical appointments, understand how 

health insurance works and instruction in personal grooming. Community involvement will include instruction on 

use of the County Link System and an awareness of community services for specific problems. Workplace 

instruction will focus on the identification of potential occupations and practice in completing application 

and participating in interviews. 

 

#S935 WORKPLACE READINESS – 20 CREDITS  

Grade: 12+ 

Prerequisite: Recommended completion of one other Structured Learning Experience course 

 

This course is the third in a series to provide opportunities for students to participate in structured learning 

experiences, on and/or off campus, for the purpose of career exploration and the development of 

individualized workplace readiness goals. Instructional topics will include self-assessment, job applications, resume 

writing, interview techniques, workplace safety, job adjustment, advancement, personal finance, and other topics 

helpful for survival in today’s workforce. 

 

#S5151, S5152, – SEMINAR 9 SUPPORT STUDY –2.5 CREDITS PER SEMESTER  

Grade: 9 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This pull-out support Resource Center Program is a semester elective that provides an opportunity for students to 

learn important self -advocacy skills while providing academic support in their courses of study. Units of instruction 

include skill training in the following areas: Freshman Survival Skills, Self-Assessment, Public Speaking and 



Research Skills. Organization, Time Management, and Note-Taking skills will be reinforced. Students will 

additionally participate in on-line assessment of mathematics and literacy skills through software programs, in order 

to identify personalized remediation programs. The student utilizes the pull-out support class to complete seminar 

course work, as well as to be provided with assistance in monitoring individual progress in other academic and 

elective courses. The student’s progress is monitored by the resource center teacher through the review of grades in 

Aspen and consultation with subject area teachers. 

 

#S5051, S5052 – SEMINAR 10 SUPPORT STUDY 2.5 CREDITS PER SEMESTER 

Grade: 10 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This pull-out support Resource Center Program is a semester elective that provides the student with a course of 

study in the general and functional skills needed to enhance academic performance. Units of instruction include skill 

training in the following areas: Driver’s Education, SAT Practice and College and Career Research. Organization, 

time management, and note-taking skills are reinforced. Students will additionally participate in on-line assessment 

of mathematics and literacy skills through software programs, in order to identify personalized remediation 

programs. The student utilizes pull-out support class to complete seminar course work, as well as to be 

provided with assistance in monitoring individual progress in other academic and elective courses. The student’s 

progress is monitored by the resource center teacher through the review of grades in Aspen and consultation with 

subject area teachers. 

 

#S5251, S5252 –SUPPORT STUDY - NON-CREDIT PER SEMESTER  

Grades: 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

This pull-out support program is a semester elective that provides the student with supportive assistance in academic 

and elective areas. There are no curricular requirements and no grades or credit assigned to this course. When 

students have completed the requirements of their current course load, the expectation is they will participate in on-

line assessment of mathematics and literacy skills through software programs, in order to identify personalized 

remediation programs. The students utilize the pullout support class to complete assignments or tests and make up 

class work under the supervision of special services instructional staff. The student is assisted with monitoring 

individual assignments and progress. Additionally, the student’s progress will be monitored by the resource center 

teacher through grades in Aspen and consultation with subject area teachers. 

  

#S993- ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION – 5 CREDITS  

Grades 9-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

The Adaptive PE course is designed to meet the needs of students identified by the district’s IEP Team. The intent of 

the class is to encourage our students to live a healthy, active lifestyle and learn skills to help form strong, healthy 

relationships. The class is divided into two groups. One group participates daily in Physical Education with a 

Physical Education teacher, while the other group participates in Health with a Special Education teacher. After 40 

minutes, the groups switch. An individual educational program is made for the student by the physical educator 

and child study team with input from the physician and/or school medical inspector. Exercises, activities, and skills 

are presented and acted on an individual basis. Many of the activities included in the general education   physical 

education classes will be taught and modified as necessary. Health topics their general education peers do. The five 

broad areas of study in Health are communication and social skills, harassment, intimidation, and bullying (HIB), 

hygiene and nutrition, alcohol, drugs, and tobacco and     decision making and problem solving. 

 

#S10 PEER MENTOR – 2.5 CREDITS through Alternative Credit Pathway  

Grades: 10-12 

Prerequisite: None 

 

The Peer Mentor course offers students the opportunity to serve as peer supports for students with disabilities by 

serving as mentors in unit lunch, activity clubs, extra-curricular activities and, where possible, common academic or 

elective courses. Students will learn about various disabilities, adaptations, accommodations and modifications for 



both physical and intellectual disabilities as well as barrier free environments. The course goal is to enhance the 

participation of students with and without disabilities as friends and members of the school community, to diminish 

stereotypes and negative perceptions of disabilities and to encourage opportunities for students with disabilities to 

interact with non-disabled peers. This course is an Alternate Credit Pathway experience; students will be required to 

meet with instructors during unit lunch periods once a week for 8 weeks at the start of the school year (Sept-Oct) 

and participate in on-line instruction. Use the following link for information on enrolling in an Alternate Credit 

Pathway course:http://www.hcrhs.k12.nj.us/campus-life/counseling/Option-II-information/index.aspx.  This course 

may be repeated. 

  



 

 

 

This chart illustrates possible course sequencing in the World Languages Department.  While two years of world 

language study are required for graduation from Hunterdon Central Regional High School, the State of New Jersey 

encourages a four-year sequence of study at the high school level.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer 

learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios and enhance their college applications.  
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WORLD LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR:  Laura Arredondo, 908-284-7189, laura.arredondo@hcrhs.org 

 
College & Career Preparation Sequence 

CP Level 4 (245) 
 

CP Level 3 (235)  CP Level 2 (225) *CP Level 1 (215) 

 

Honors /AP Sequence  
 

Honors Level 4 (2145) *CP Level 1 (215) AP Chinese (275) Honors Level 2 (2125) Honors Level 3 (2135) 

 

College & Career Preparation Sequence 

CP Level 5 (251) 

 
CP Level 4 (241)  CP Level 3 (231)  CP Level 2 (221)   *CP Level 1 (211)  

 

Honors /AP Sequence  
 

AP French (271) *CP Level 1 (211) Honors Level 3 (2131) Honors Level 2 (2121) Honors Level 4 (2141) 

 
College & Career Preparation Sequence 

CP Level 4 (243) 
 

CP Level 3 (233)  CP Level 2 (223)  CP Level 1 (213)  

 

Honors /AP Sequence  
 AP German (273) CP Level 1 (213) Honors Level 3 &4 

(2133) (2143) 
Honors Level 2 (2123) 

 
College & Career Preparation Sequence 

CP Level 4 (240) 
 

CP Level 3 (230)  CP Level 2 (220)  CP Level 1 (210) 

 
Honors /AP Sequence  
 AP Latin (270) CP Level 1 (210) Honors Level 3 &4 

(2130) (2140) 
Honors Level 2 (2120) 

Latin semester courses:  Latin & Greek Roots (206) Scientific Roots (207) 

 

 
CP Level 5 (252)  

 
CP Level 4 (242)  *CP Level 1 (212)  CP Level 2 (222)  CP Level 3 (232) 

College & Career Preparation Sequence 

 

Honors /AP Sequence  
  *CP Level 1 (212) AP Spanish – Lang & Culture (272) 

AP Spanish Literature (262) 

Honors Level 2 (2122) Honors Level 3 (2132) Honors Level 4 (2142) 

Spanish Heritage courses:  Heritage 1 (295) & Heritage 2 (296) 

Spanish supported courses: Communicators 1 (202) & Communicators 2 (203) 

*Students who have successfully completed Level 1 (based on course grade, placement exam grade and middle 

school teacher recommendation) should take Level 2 at the high school. 
 



World Languages Courses 
 

Supervisor:  Laura Arredondo, 908-284-7189, laura.arredondo@hcrhs.org 
 

The rigor of a student’s academic schedule and the grades received are key aspects considered by college admissions 

officers.  Please note:  prerequisite requirements for required and elective courses are listed in the course 

descriptions.  Please read these carefully to ensure that all prerequisite courses have been taken before selecting a 

course.  All students are encouraged to pursue a summer learning experience to add to their electronic portfolios. 
 
NEW FOR 2017-2018: 
 
New World Language Course for the 2017-2018 School Year: 
#251 - French CP Level 5 - 5 Credits 
 
2017-2018 WORLD LANGUAGES COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
STUDENTS SHOULD PLAN FOR A FOUR YEAR SEQUENCE OF LANGUAGE STUDY. 
 
Ninth Grade Student Options: 
 
Students coming to Hunterdon Central as ninth graders will have three decisions to make regarding their selection of 

world language courses. 
● What language do I want to study at Hunterdon Central?  

● What pathway will allow me to be successful at learning and advancing in that language?  

● If I’m continuing in the language studied in middle school, what level/course should I select? 

 
What language do I want to study at Hunterdon Central?  
The short answer is: the one that best fits my interests and goals. There are five languages offered at Hunterdon 

Central and each language offers a full range of courses leading to Advanced Placement or college or career prep. 

Often, it is helpful to think about possible future career choices and consider what language will be most helpful. 

The work force that our students will enter is increasingly trans-global, and competition for jobs is no longer limited 

to candidates from a particular geographic area. STEM area professionals are frequently involved in multi-national 

collaborations and the global competencies developed through world language study enhance job readiness. 
 

Whichever language you choose, plan to follow the sequence through all four years of high school.  That way, you 

will develop the highest proficiency possible while giving yourself the most competitive edge at college or 

university and in your future career. 

 
Students may elect to study two different world languages in the same academic year, if their schedule permits. 
 
What pathway will allow me to be successful at learning and advancing in that language? 
The Honors/AP pathway leads to an advanced placement course in the language and also the most advanced 

proficiency.  The College Prep pathway will offer all students the opportunity to study world language in non-

honors courses each of their four years at Hunterdon Central.   Semester courses are also available to students at any 

level or as they complete the pre-requisite courses in Spanish. Spanish for Communicators and Heritage Spanish will 

also be offered to entering ninth grade students. 
 
If I’m continuing in the language I studied in middle school, what level/course should I select? 
Students who have successfully completed Level 1 in middle school should continue with Level 2 at the high school, 

either Honors or CP. Your grades, test scores and teacher recommendation are the best source for helping you 

determine which placement is more suitable. 
 
COLLEGE AND CAREER PREP COURSES: 
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#211 - FRENCH 1 - 5 CREDITS 

#212 - SPANISH 1- 5 CREDITS 

#213 - GERMAN 1- 5 CREDITS 

#215 - CHINESE 1- 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: None 
 
The introductory level develops the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing in the target language, 

using basic grammar, vocabulary and colloquial expressions. Classroom activities include oral dialogues, script 

writing, skit presentations, individual and cooperative projects, and use of digital multimedia. The student will have 

the opportunity to gain a new understanding of the history, geography and culture of the countries where the 

language is spoken. 
 
#210 - LATIN 1 - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: None 
 
The objective of this course is to develop a foundation in the Latin language. Students will acquire a basic 

vocabulary and understanding of the Latin language through reading and writing simple passages, as well as 

comprehending and speaking simple Latin. Stress is also placed on the role of Latin in the English language. 

Through the use of available technology, resources and classroom activities, students will gain an appreciation of 

everyday life in ancient Rome and Rome's legacy in the modern world. 
 
#221 - FRENCH 2 - 5 CREDITS 
#222 - SPANISH 2 - 5 CREDITS 
#223 - GERMAN 2 - 5 CREDITS 
#225 - CHINESE 2 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 1 of the language.  Any student who has successfully completed Level 1 of a language in 8th 

grade is eligible to take Level 2 as a 9th grader. 

 

Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
In the second year of language study, the students continue to expand the four proficiency skills: reading, writing, 

speaking and listening. Increased emphasis is placed on language structures. Culture, civilization and history 

are presented to the students, to expand knowledge and interest in the heritage of the countries and to increase their 

aural/oral use of the language in classroom discussions. Many of the following topics are included in the Level 2 

curriculum: everyday conversations, aspects of contemporary life such as sports, food and fashion, reading 

selections, geography, and the continued use of digital multimedia. 
 
#220 - LATIN 2 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: #210, Latin 1 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
This course builds on the foundations of Latin 1. Greater emphasis is placed on analytical and interpretive reading, 

interpretive writing and the contextualization of Latin within Roman and Western history. While Latin 1 introduces 

students to the broad perspective of Roman history, Latin 2 introduces students to a narrower span of Roman 

history, which pertains to the transformation of Rome from a Republic into an Empire. Throughout the course, 

students are encouraged to make connections between Roman culture, its legacy and their own experiences as 

Americans.  
 
#231 - FRENCH 3 - 5 CREDITS 
#232 - SPANISH 3 - 5 CREDITS 
#233 - GERMAN 3 - 5 CREDITS 
#235 - CHINESE 3 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 1 and 2 of the language 



Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
In the first two levels of language study, the student becomes familiar with basic vocabulary, a number of 

fundamental structures and some cultural concepts. Level 3 provides the opportunity to learn new concepts, as well 

as reinforce previously learned structures. Further emphasis is placed on the development of the four basic skills - 

reading, writing, listening and speaking. Many of the following are included in the Level 3 curriculum: 

conversation, history, famous people, cultural art and music, grammar review, current events, family life, 

environmental concerns, professions, careers and planning for the future, geography, famous places, landmarks, 

monuments, writing skills, reports, vocabulary building, listening comprehension, recreation, leisure time activities, 

foreign language games, reading selections and digital multimedia. 
 
#230 - LATIN 3 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Levels 1 and 2 of Latin 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
Latin 3 builds upon the foundations of vocabulary, grammar and culture established in Latin 2. Greater emphasis is 

placed upon building the interpretive and analytic reading skills needed to handle more complex sentence structures. 

Students continue reading texts which better prepare them for understanding the Crisis of the Republic from the time 

of the Gracchi brothers up through to the assassination of Julius Caesar. Throughout the course, students will 

continue to make cultural and linguistic connections between the patrimony of Latin and contemporary experiences.  
 
#241 - FRENCH 4 - 5 CREDITS 
#242 - SPANISH 4 - 5 CREDITS 
#243 - GERMAN 4 – 5 CREDITS 
#245 - CHINESE 4 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 3 of the language 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
Level 4 will continue the student's sequential development in acquiring competence in the four skills - listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing. Many of the topics listed under Level 3 will continue and expand. The student has 

the opportunity to become more proficient in the language through exposure to authentic materials in such sources 

as videos, newspapers, magazines and through computer applications. 
 
#240 - LATIN 4 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 3 of Latin 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
Latin 4 continues the shift into upper level Latin developed in Latin 3. Its primary intent is to build depth in the 

understanding of more advanced grammatical constructions, such as those found in the Aeneid of Virgil and in the 

Commentaries of Julius Caesar. As background to this literature, students will investigate the social, political and 

cultural aspects of both the Age of Augustus and the subsequent Pax Romana. Students will exit the course with an 

enduring understanding of the links between Ancient Rome and themselves as modern Americans.  

 
#251 - FRENCH CP LEVEL 5 - 5 CREDITS 

#252 - SPANISH CP LEVEL 5 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the language 
 
Level 5 builds on the material learned in Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4. The primary goal is to expand on the development of 

fundamental proficiencies in the communication skills of speaking, reading, writing and listening, and to practice 

and use them in meaningful, realistic situations and interactions. The course will incorporate modern themes from 

the Hispanic world, including film, music, art and pop culture.  



 
HONORS WORLD LANGUAGE COURSES: 
 
#2121 - HONORS FRENCH 2 - 5 CREDITS 
#2122 - HONORS SPANISH 2 - 5 CREDITS  
#2123 - HONORS GERMAN 2 - 5 CREDITS 
#2125 - HONORS CHINESE 2 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 1 of the language 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
In the second year of language study, students continue to expand the four proficiency skills: reading, writing, 

speaking and listening. Culture, civilization and history are presented to the students to expand knowledge and 

interest in the heritage of the countries, and to increase their aural/oral use of the language in classroom discussions. 

Many of the following topics are included in the Honors Level 2 curriculum: everyday conversations, aspects of 

contemporary life such as sports, food and fashion, reading selections, geography, and the continued use of 

multimedia and computer applications. Reading and writing are developed at this level.   
 
#2120 – HONORS LATIN 2 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite Latin 1 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
This course builds on the foundations of Latin 1, for those students who want to continue in Latin within the Honors 

sequence. It continues to place greater emphasis on analytical and interpretive reading, interpretive writing, and the 

contextualization of Latin within Roman and Western history. While Latin 1 introduces students to the broad 

perspective of Roman history, Latin 2 introduces students to a narrower span of Roman history, which pertains to 

the transformation of Rome from a Republic into an Empire. Throughout the course students are encouraged to 

make connections between Roman culture, its legacy, and their own experiences as Americans. 
 
#2131 - HONORS FRENCH 3 - 5 CREDITS 
#2132 - HONORS SPANISH 3 - 5 CREDITS 
#2133 - HONORS GERMAN 3 - 5 CREDITS** 
#2135 - HONORS CHINESE 3 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 1 & 2 
Recommendation:  Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
**Please note: Honors German 3 is offered as a double block course in semester 1, to be taken in the third year of 

study. Honors German 4 is offered as a double block course in semester 2. Students completing both Honors 

German 3 and 4 in their third year will be eligible to take AP German in their fourth year of study. 
 
In the first two levels of language study, the student becomes familiar with basic vocabulary, a number of 

fundamental grammatical structures, and some cultural concepts. Honors Level 3 Level 3-4 provides the opportunity 

to learn new grammatical concepts, as well as reinforce previously learned grammar. Further emphasis is placed on 

the development of the four basic skills - reading, writing, listening and speaking. Students will begin to study 

current reading selections and literary works. Many of the following are included in the Level 3 curriculum: 

conversation, history, famous people, cultural art and music, grammar review, current events, family life, 

environmental concerns, professions, careers and planning for the future, geography, famous places, landmarks, 

monuments, writing skills, reports, vocabulary building, listening comprehension, recreation, leisure time activities, 

foreign language games, reading selections and digital multimedia. 
  
#2130 - HONORS LATIN 3 - 5 CREDITS** 
Prerequisite: Level 1 & 2 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 



**Please note: Honors Latin 3 is offered as a double block course in semester 1, to be taken in the third year of 

study. Honors Latin 4 is offered as a double block course in semester 2. Students completing both Honors Latin 3 

and 4 in their third year will be eligible to take AP Latin in their fourth year of study.  
 
This course builds on the foundations of Latin 2, for those students who want to continue in Latin within the Honors 

sequence. Honors Latin 3 builds upon the foundations of vocabulary, grammar and culture established in Honors 

Latin 2. Emphasis continues to be placed on readings preparatory to AP Latin, especially the Crisis of the Republic 

from the time of the Gracchi brothers up through to the assassination of Julius Caesar. Throughout the course, 

students will continue to make cultural and linguistic connections between the patrimony of Latin and contemporary 

experiences.  
 
#2141 - HONORS FRENCH 4 - 5 CREDITS 
#2142 - HONORS SPANISH 4 - 5 CREDITS 
#2143 - HONORS GERMAN 4 – 5 CREDITS** 
#2145 - HONORS CHINESE 4 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Level 3 of the language 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
**Please note: Honors German 4 is offered as a double block course in semester 2,to be taken in the third year of 

study. Honors German 3 is offered as a double block course in semester 1. Students completing both Honors 

German 3 and 4 in their third year will be eligible to take AP German in their fourth year of study.  
 
Level 4 will continue the student's sequential development in acquiring competence in the four skills - listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing. Many of the topics listed under Level 3 will continue and expand. The student has 

the opportunity to become more proficient in the language through exposure to authentic materials in sources such 

as newspapers, magazines, and through digital multimedia. Students will continue to expand the study of current 

reading selections and literary works.  
 

*Honors German 4 students may elect to participate in the Seton Hall University Project Acceleration. Students who 

maintain a minimum average of 80 can receive three credits from Seton Hall University*, in addition to the credit 

they receive from Hunterdon Central Regional High School. Hunterdon Central awards five credits towards 

graduation with a passing grade of 65 or better. The fee for participation in Project Acceleration is $225, paid to 

Seton Hall University at the start of the semester. A list of other colleges and universities who accept transfer credit 

from Seton Hall University can be obtained from Mrs. Glowacki or Counseling Services.   

 
#2140 - HONORS LATIN 4 - 5 CREDITS ** 
Prerequisite: Level 3 Latin 
Recommendation:  Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
**Please note: Honors Latin 4 is offered as a double block course in semester 2, to be taken in the third year of 

study. Honors Latin 3 is offered as a double block course in semester 1. Students completing both Honors Latin 3 

and 4 in their third year will be eligible to take AP Latin in their fourth year of study. 
 
Honors Latin 4 continues the shift into upper level Latin developed in Honors Latin 3. Its primary intent is to build 

depth in the understanding of more advanced grammatical constructions, such as those found in the Commentaries 

of Julius Caesar and in the Aeneid of Virgil.  As further preparation for these readings, students will learn about 

Latin metrics and rhetorical devices. As background to this literature, students will investigate the social, political 

and cultural aspects of both the Age of Augustus and the subsequent Pax Romana. Students will exit the course with 

an enduring understanding of the links between Ancient Rome and themselves as modern Americans.  
 
#270 – ADVANCED PLACEMENT LATIN LITERATURE & CULTURE- 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: HONORS 4 of the language 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 



This course is open to those students who have completed honors level four Latin.  The Advanced Placement Course 

is an intense study of the Commentaries of Julius Caesar and the Aeneid of Virgil, through analytical and 

interpretive readings. AP Latin is designed to provide advanced high school students with a rich and rigorous Latin 

course, approximately equivalent to an upper-intermediate college or university Latin course. Students who 

successfully complete the course are able to read, understand, translate and analyze Latin poetry and prose.  

Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP 

course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 
#275- ADVANCED PLACEMENT CHINESE LANGUAGE & CULTURE - 5 CREDITS 
#271 -ADVANCED PLACEMENT FRENCH LANGUAGE & CULTURE- 5 CREDITS 
#272 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT SPANISH LANGUAGE& CULTURE -5 CREDITS 

#273 - ADVANCED PLACEMENT GERMAN LANGUAGE & CULTURE - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Honors 4 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
These Advanced Placement Courses are intense studies through conversation, listening, comprehension, reading, 

writing and grammar analysis. They are designed to provide high school students with the opportunity to study a 

language so thoroughly, they are able to perform successfully on the Advanced Placement Language Tests, enabling 

them to earn college credit. Students enrolled in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, 

students enrolled in an AP course who take the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. 

Otherwise, Honors weight will apply. 
 
#262- ADVANCED PLACEMENT SPANISH LITERATURE & CULTURE -5 CREDITS Prerequisite: Honors 4 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 
The AP Spanish Literature course will include literary selections identified by the College Board as reflective of 

Peninsular and Latin American literature, which would be part of an introductory college level literature courses. 

The reading list will include works spanning seven centuries of Spanish literature, including poetry, plays, essays, 

novels and short stories. The students will be expected to demonstrate skill in reading analysis, poetry analysis, 

thematic analysis and text analysis at the level of a college course. These Advanced Placement Courses are intense 

studies through conversation, listening, comprehension, reading, writing and grammar analysis. They are designed 

to provide high school students with the opportunity to study a language so thoroughly, they are able to perform 

successfully on the Advanced Placement Language Tests, enabling them to earn college credit.  Students enrolled 

in an AP course are expected to take the AP Exam.  In addition, students enrolled in an AP course who take 

the AP Exam will receive full AP weight for the course. Otherwise, Honors weight will apply.  
 
SUPPORTED WORLD LANGUAGE CLASSES: 
 
#202 –SPANISH FOR COMMUNICATORS 1- 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: None 
 
This class is open only to those students, grades 9 through 12, who have had no previous instruction in Spanish in 

elementary, middle or high school. Spanish for Communicators 1 offers students the opportunity to acquire skills 

that will promote listening comprehension and speaking. Students are exposed to a wide range of cultural topics and 

will use the target language to communicate about a variety of authentic topics. Reading and writing is introduced, 

only as they support the communicative activities within the class. Extensive use is made of audio CDs, digital 

multimedia and a wide range of realia. 
 
#203 SPANISH FOR COMMUNICATORS 2 - 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: #202 Spanish for Communicators 1 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
 



This class is open only to those students, grades 10 through 12, who have successfully completed the Spanish for 

Communicators 1 class. Spanish for Communicators 2 offers students the opportunity to continue the acquisition of 

skills that will promote listening comprehension and speaking. Students are exposed to a wide range of cultural 

topics and will use the target language to communicate about a variety of authentic topics. Reading and writing is 

introduced, only as they support the communicative activities within the class. Extensive use is made of audio CDs, 

digital multimedia and a wide range of realia. 

 
SPANISH COURSES FOR HERITAGE SPEAKERS: 
#295 SPANISH FOR HERITAGE SPEAKERS 1 – 5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: Placement interview 
 
This class is designed for heritage learners who are proficient speakers of Spanish. The objectives of the course are 

to expand communication skills and cultural knowledge, including study of students' own cultural heritage. Students 

will learn to use Spanish beyond familiar contexts, by reading authentic literary selections of interest to adolescents, 

and will develop writing skills for academic purposes 
 

#296 -SPANISH FOR HERITAGE SPEAKERS 2 - 5 CREDITS 

Prerequisite: #295 Spanish for Heritage Speakers 1 or recommendation of teacher based on placement interview. 
Recommendation: Students should contemplate the risk involved when choosing courses that build upon previous 

courses and recognize that prior performance impacts the ability to achieve at the same level in subsequent courses. 
This class is designed for heritage learners who demonstrate a high level of proficiency in speaking, reading and 

writing Spanish. The objectives of the course are to refine communication skills and cultural knowledge, and to 

explore timeless and current topics. Spanish for Heritage Speakers 2 prepares students for advanced honors classes.  
 
WORLD LANGUAGE ELECTIVES 2.5 CREDIT SEMESTER CLASSES: 
 
#206 VOCAB THROUGH LATIN/GREEK ROOTS - 2.5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: None 
 
Students develop a vocabulary competency in the English language by studying the Latin and Greek root systems on 

which English is heavily based. Students learn how to unlock the meanings of new words through an understanding 

of the original, basic meanings of Latin and Greek roots. Students learn to recognize patterns of word formation in 

which Latin and Greek prefixes, suffixes and roots are combined to form 60% or more of the words in the English 

language. Once students know the meaning of these roots and can recognize the patterns of word formation, they 

quickly grasp the meaning of new words they encounter in their readings for school, college and career. The 

proportion of Latin to Greek in this course is approximately three to one. This course does not satisfy the World 

Language Graduation Requirement. 
 
#207 - WORD FORMATION OF SCIENTIFIC ROOTS - 2.5 CREDITS 
Prerequisite: None 
 
Students learn the skills and knowledge necessary for them to understand scientific words as they encounter them in 

reading, by examining the constituent elements of scientific terminology, focusing on Greek and Latin roots, 

prefixes and suffixes. This course may be of interest to those students with an interest in physics, astronomy, earth 

sciences, chemistry, biology or medicine. It will also be of interest to college-bound students in general, who wish to 

expand their knowledge of Greek roots. Since the proportion of Greek to Latin in this course is approximately three 

to one, it complements the course material in the other ‘Roots’ course. This course does not satisfy the World 

Language Graduation Requirement. 
 


